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1. Introduction to the Special Issue

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) over-the-air (OTA)
measurements and simulations for network and terminal
performance evaluation and prediction have become very
important research topics in recent years. Research into
MIMO OTA for standardisation purposes has been ongoing
in The Wireless Association (CTIA), the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), and the European Cooperation
in Science and Technology (COST) for three years. This is
motivated by the urgent need to develop accurate, realistic,
and cost-effective test standards for UMTS and LTE systems.
Although many MIMO-capable networks are already de-
ployed, there is pressure to finish the test standards by the end
of 2012. While the first MIMO devices appeared some years
ago and were commercially deployed two years ago, there
are not yet any standards for testing MIMO performance
OTA. The development of MIMO OTA test standards has
proven to be particularly complex compared to single-input
single-output (SISO) OTA, and developing a test standard
is taking considerable time. Unlike SISO OTA, which was
relatively straightforward and purely a function of the device,
MIMO OTA is highly dependent on the interaction between
the propagation characteristics of the radio channel and the
receive antennas of the UE. Consequently, the existing SISO
measurement techniques are unable to test the UE’s MIMO
properties. Many different MIMO test methods have been
proposed, which vary widely in their propagation channel
characteristics, size, and cost. Many challenges remain in
the areas of identifying the optimal channel models and
test method(s), and it is possible that the outcome could be

that more than one test methodology will be standardized.
Current standards activities are concentrated on showing if
the proposed test methodologies provide the same results,
with the ultimate goal being to clearly differentiate good
from bad MIMO devices. The aim of this special issue, guest
edited by a balanced representation from across academia
and industry is to provide a valuable source of information
for the state of this important research area.

Section 2 of this introductory paper provides an intro-
duction to MIMO OTA standardization activities, and
Section 3 describes the different test methodologies under
consideration by 3GPP/CTIA. A comparison between test
methodologies is made in Section 4. A summary of the
papers accepted for publication in this special issue is
presented in Section 5. These articles discuss important
aspects of MIMO OTA testing and the latest advances of
all test methodologies. The research represents the latest
thinking of well-known experts in industry and academia
and will undoubtedly influence future decisions on testing
standardization. Some conclusions and future work are
provided in Section 6.

2. MIMO OTA Standardization Activities

The work to standardize MIMO OTA measurement methods
and performance requirements has evolved from the SISO
OTA standards developed by CTIA in 2001 and later by
3GPP. Significant research in support of these standards was
provided by COST actions 259 [1] and 273 [2]. Two figures
of merit were chosen for SISO OTA: Total Radiated Power
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(TRP) and Total Reference Sensitivity (TRS), also known
within CTIA as Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS). The TRP
metric is calculated by computing the average of the radiated
power over a sphere centred on the device under test (DUT).
The TRS metric is the average over the same sphere of the
minimum received power to achieve a particular bit error
rate. This DUT receiver measurement is made while the
DUT is transmitting at maximum power so that any radiated
effects that might cause self-blocking or desensitization of the
DUT receiver are fully captured.

The first CTIA SISO OTA specification [3] defined the
TRP and TRS measurement methods to be made in an ane-
choic chamber using a reference antenna in two orthogonal
polarizations. This method was also adopted by 3GPP in
[4], which additionally specified device performance require-
ments. An alternative test method using a reverberation
chamber was also specified in [4]. This was possible since it
was shown empirically that the results obtained by averaging
many individual measurements using a point source within
an anechoic chamber were very similar to results achieved
by averaging in a mode-stirred reverberation chamber, which
over a suitable period of time will generate an isotropic field.

With the introduction of MIMO technology, and in par-
ticular spatial multiplexing, the methods developed for SISO
OTA could not be directly used to measure the performance
of MIMO devices. This led in late 2007 to the formation of
a reverberation chamber subgroup within CTIA to study the
feasibility of extending reverberation chambers for MIMO
device testing. In April 2009, CTIA added an anechoic
chamber subgroup to study the development of MIMO
measurements in anechoic chambers. In 2009, the study of
MIMO OTA was added to COST action 2100 and in
March 2009, 3GPP approved the study item “Measurement
of radiated performance for MIMO and multi-antenna
reception for HSPA and LTE terminals” in [5]. In March
2011, the two CTIA groups were merged to create the
MIMO OTA subgroup (MOSG), and finally, in February
2012, 3GPP approved the work item “Verification of radiated
multi-antenna reception performance of UEs in LTE/UMTS”
[6] to create a formal test specification for MIMO OTA.

The fundamental difference between SISO and MIMO
performance is the radio propagation channel. For SISO, the
DUT performance is independent of the channel, which is
defined as isotropic and with no channel fading. The isotropy
is achieved in the anechoic chamber by averaging many
measurements made from a single angle of arrival/departure
and in the reverberation chamber by the time domain
averaging of the random angles of arrival/departure caused
by the mode stirring.

An isotropic environment is necessary to evaluate TRP
and TIS but is totally unsuited for evaluating the spatial
multiplexing performance of MIMO devices. In order for
spatial multiplexing to show any gain over SISO, operation
requires that the signals received by each DUT antenna be
sufficiently different that the DUT receiver can decode the
individual data streams. In an isotropic environment, the
signals received by each antenna will be the same and no
spatial multiplexing gain will be possible. Thus to evaluate
spatial multiplexing performance, it is necessary to subject

the DUT to a nonuniform field through a combination of
varying the angular spread of the signal or its polarization
or a combination of both. When this nonuniform field is
received by a DUT, which has nonidentical antennas then the
possibility of spatial multiplexing gain becomes non zero.

Consequently, the two main challenges in evaluating
MIMO devices are first to define the channel conditions
(including any noise or interference), in which the perfor-
mance is to be evaluated and then to physically create that
environment and test the device. The latter step represents
a new challenge to the test industry because until now, the
emulation of channel propagation conditions has been done
electrically using a channel emulator with a cabled (galvanic)
connection to the DUT. This is the traditional method for
measuring receiver performance but clearly bypasses the
DUT’s antennas and has no relevance to OTA testing. Thus,
for MIMO OTA testing, the challenge of channel emulation
has moved from the conducted domain to the radiated
domain. This is a nontrivial problem that has been the
subject of most of the industry research.

3. 3GPP Candidate Test Methodologies

As a result of the 3GPP study item, seven different test
methods have been proposed to 3GPP in Technical Report
37.976 [7] for creating the necessary environment to test
MIMO performance. The test methods fall into two main
groups: five based on anechoic chambers and two based on
reverberation chambers.

Anechoic chamber candidate methods are as follows:

(A1) multiprobe method (arbitrary number and position),

(A2) ring of probes method (symmetrical),

(A3) two-stage method,

(A4) two channel method,

(A5) spatial fading emulator method.

Reverberation chamber candidate methods are as fol-
lows:

(R1) basic or cascaded reverberation chamber,

(R2) reverberation chamber with channel emulator.

The anechoic and reverberation methods take funda-
mentally different approaches towards achieving the same
end goal—the creation of a spatially diverse radio channel. In
the case of the anechoic chamber, multiple probes are used to
launch signals at the DUT in order to create known angles of
arrival, which map onto the required channel spatial model.
This is a powerful approach although in order to achieve
arbitrary channel model flexibility, large numbers of probes
are required, which is costly and challenging to calibrate
due to issues like backscatter. In the reverberation chamber
method, the spatial richness is provided in 3D by relying on
the natural reflections within the chamber, which are further
randomized by use of mode stirrers that oscillate to provide
a spatial field, which over long periods of time approaches an
isotropic field. However, the instantaneous spatial field is not
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Figure 1: Multiprobe configuration (TR 37.976 [7] Figure 6.3.1.1-2).
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Figure 2: Example of MIMO/Multiantenna OTA test setup (TR 37.976 [7] Figure 6.3.1.2-1).

isotropic, which means that the reverberation chamber can
be used to measure spatial multiplexing gain in decorrelated
antennas. Each method will now be briefly introduced. For
further details, refer to TR 37.976 [7].

3.1. A1 Multiprobe Method. The principle behind this meth-
od shown in Figure 1 is to create the desired channel model
by positioning an arbitrary number of probe antennas in
arbitrary positions within the anechoic chamber equidistant
from the DUT, each antenna being faded by a channel
emulator to provide the desired temporal component. By
careful choice of the number and position of the probe
antennas, it is possible to construct an arbitrarily complex
radio propagation environment. The method is the most
conceptually simple since there is a direct relationship be-
tween the required angular spread of the channel and the
physical location of the probes.

A simple single cluster channel model with a narrow
angular spread can be emulated using four antennas in a
relatively small anechoic chamber with the DUT at one end
and the probes at the other. More complex multicluster
conditions can be generated with an increased number of
probes and the transition to a larger anechoic chamber with
the DUT placed in the centre and the probes on the
perimeter of the chamber. The simplest configurations
would locate the probes in the same azimuth plane to
create a 2D environment. More complex 3D fields can be
created by locating antennas on a different plane. The direct
relationship between the probe antenna positions and the

emulated channel model mean that in order to test the DUT
from all angles, the DUT must be mounted on a rotating and
tilting platform.

3.2. A2 Ring of Probes Method. The ring of probes method
is based on a symmetric ring of probe antennas equidistant
around the DUT, which is placed at the centre of the anechoic
chamber as shown in Figure 2. As with the multiprobe
method, each probe is fed by a channel emulator to generate
the temporal characteristics of the desired channel model.
Where the symmetrical ring of probes method differs how-
ever is that there is no longer a fixed relationship between the
probe antenna positions and the angle of departure. Instead,
the spatial components of the channel model are mapped
onto the equally spaced probe antennas in such a way that an
arbitrary number of clusters with associated angular spreads
can be generated. This more flexible approach enables any
2D spatial channel model without having to reposition (and
recalibrate) the probe antennas.

The number of antennas in the ring affects the accuracy
with which the spatial dimension of the channel model can
be implemented. A typical configuration is a 22.5 degree
raster with vertical and horizontal polarization at each
location giving a total of 32 probes each independently
driven by a channel emulator.

3.3. A3 Two-Stage Method. The two-stage method takes a
fundamentally different approach to creating the necessary
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conditions to test MIMO performance. It is illustrated in
Figure 3. The first stage involves the measurement of the 3D
antenna pattern of the DUT using an anechoic chamber of
the size and type used for existing SISO tests. In order to
measure the antenna pattern nonintrusively (i.e., without
modification of the device or the attachment of cables), a
special test function is required, which reports the received
power per antenna and relative phase between antennas for a
given received signal. The second stage takes the measured
antenna pattern and convolves it with the desired channel
model using a channel emulator. The output of the channel
emulator then represents the faded downlink signal modified
by the spatial properties of the DUT’s antenna. This signal is
then connected to the DUT’s temporary antenna connectors
as used for traditional conducted testing. The second stage
does not require the use of an anechoic chamber.

The absolute accuracy of the DUT power measurement
function is not critical since it is calibrated out as part of
the second stage. The power linearity is more important but
it too can also be linearized. The relative phase accuracy is
important but this is an easier measurement for the DUT to
make.

Since the 3D antenna pattern can easily be measured,
the two-stage method can emulate any arbitrary 3D channel
propagation condition. The rotation of the DUT relative to
the channel model is accomplished by synthesis within the
channel emulator. In its basic form where the antenna pat-
tern is measured at a power well above reference sensitivity,
a characteristic of the two-stage method is that the impact of
self-interference is not captured.

Since spatial multiplexing requires relatively good SINR
in order to provide gain, the spatial multiplexing perfor-
mance at low signal levels is unlikely to be of significance.
Standards exist for measuring SISO self-interference, and
a study is underway to extend these simpler test systems
for SIMO operation. However, since self-interference is
included in the other MIMO candidate methodologies, work

A2

A1

θ1 θ2

ϕ

Figure 4: Two-Channel Method, antenna arrangement in anechoic
chamber (TR 37.976 [7] Figure 6.3.1.4.1-1).

is underway to extend the two-stage method to include the
evaluation of self-interference.

3.4. A4 Two-Channel Method. The two-channel method
shown in Figure 4 is a special case of the multiprobe method
and uses just two probes with no channel emulator. The
angle of departure of the two downlink test signals can be
configured for any azimuth, elevation, or polarization. The
principle of the method is to evaluate the impact of the
direction and angular separation of the two signals on the
DUT performance. By carrying out a large number of tests
using different combinations of angles, statistical analysis
can be used to derive figures of merit for the DUT. Direct
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comparison with results achieved using more complex spatial
signals with temporal variations is not possible, but results
show this method to provide similar DUT ranking.

3.5. A5 Spatial Channel Emulation Method. The last of the
anechoic chamber methods is a variation of the ring of
probes method, where the channel emulation function is
provided by a much simpler programmable attenuator and
phase shifter per antenna. This is shown in Figure 5.

By controlling the amplitude and phase in real time,
a Rayleigh distribution or other relevant multipath distri-
bution can be obtained. This method generates an equal
angular distribution for all propagation delays.

3.6. R1 Reverberation Chamber Method. The first of the re-
verberation-based methods uses the intrinsic reflective
properties of the mode-stirred reverberation chamber to
transform the downlink test signal into a rich 3D multipath
signal. This is shown in Figure 6. The spatial characteristics
of the signal are random and over time can be shown to
be isotropic, but when observed over the time period of a
demodulated data symbol, they are known to be highly direc-
tional. This nonuniformity provides the DUT with diverse
signals on each antenna thus enabling spatial multiplexing
gain.

The natural time domain response of the chamber can be
modified by use of small amounts of RF absorptive material.
The basic reverberation chamber is limited to a single
power delay profile, and a relatively slow Doppler spectrum
determined by the speed of the mode stirrer. Further control
of the power delay profile and spatial aspects can be obtained
by cascading two or more reverberation chambers as shown
in Figure 7, and there has also been research by NIST and
EMITE using nested chambers and coupled chambers.

In addition to the conventional Rayleigh 3D isotropic
fading scenario emulated by single-cavity reverberation

chambers, multicavity multisource mode-stirred reverber-
ation chambers employ deembedding algorithms for en-
hanced repeatability and have added capabilities to emulate
different K-factors for Rician fading, different nonisotropic
scenarios including single and multiple-cluster with partial
door opening, and standardized or arbitrary amplitude
power delay profiles (e.g., 802.11n, Nakagami-m, on-body
and user-defined) using sample selection techniques.

3.7. R2 Reverberation Chamber and Channel Emulator Meth-
od. The final method shown in Figure 8 addresses the
limitation of the basic or cascaded reverberation chamber by
adding a channel emulator to the downlink prior to launch-
ing the signals into the chamber. This allows the temporal
aspects of the desired channel model to be fully controlled,
although the underlying natural and very short decay time of
the chamber will slightly spread the power delay profile.

With the use of a channel emulator capable of negative
time delay (inverse injection), multiple cavity mode-stirred
reverberation chambers can accurately emulate the power
delay profiles of 3GPP SCME channel models.

4. Comparison of Methods

All seven methods have unique attributes, some of which are
desirable and others less so. Section 9.1 of TR 37.976 provides
an extensive list of these attributes. A simplified summary of
the key points is given in Table 1. This includes an assessment
of the key technical areas still under study.

5. Summary of Papers Accepted for Publication

An unprecedented compilation of the latest research results
for all methods can be found in this special issue. Twelve
papers have been accepted for publication with an acceptance
ratio below 32%.
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Table 1: Comparison of candidate methodologies.

Method Pros Cons Future work

A1 Multiprobe Conceptually simple Limited flexibility Cost per probe Calibration and validation

A2 Ring of probes Arbitrarily flexible Cost 3D very costly Calibration and validation

A3 Two-stage Low cost including 3D Requires DUT test mode Self-interference solution

A4 Two-channel Very low cost No temporal and limited spatial control Correlation with other methods

A5 Spatial emulator Low cost Limitations in channel models Calibration and correlation with other methods

R1 Reverb Very low cost Limited temporal and no spatial control Calibration and evaluation of spatial aspects

R2 Reverb plus fader Low cost No spatial control Calibration and evaluation of spatial aspects

Among the methodology-agnostic contributions, the
work by Kanemiyo et al. in [8] highlights the still-existing
differences between realistic fading channels and simplified
channel models. A new channel model based on correlation
with a given fixed theoretical correlation between antenna
elements at the mobile is provided. This MIMO channel
model can be used for studying the relationship between the
correlation and eigenvalues for various propagation environ-
ments. These differences are also dealt with in the work by
Nguyen et al. [9], wherein a specific channel model is derived
using the promising time-reversal technique. By using Time-
Reversal (TR), several data streams can be simultaneously
transmitted by using only one antenna while outperform-
ing a true MIMO-UWB (Ultra WideBand) system with
multiple transmit antennas. The channel measurements are
performed in a short-range indoor environment, using both
line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight to verify the adopted
correlated channel model. The interesting work by Pirkl and
Remley [10] investigates the possibility of obtaining compa-
rable throughput results between different test methodolo-
gies. In their work, it is demonstrated that, provided (1) the
DUT is rotated to different orientations in the 2D statistically
isotropic anechoic environment and (2) the dimensions of
the DUT are on the order of a wavelength or less such that the
element directivities will be low, we can expect that through-
put statistics for a DUT in 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments will be within 10% of each other. This suggests
that test procedures for MIMO OTA wireless terminals in
anechoic chamber (AC) and reverberation chamber (RC)
methods should be comparable for the conditions studied.

Several papers provide interesting results for the RC
methods. In [11], the joint research effort of SP in Sweden
and UPCT in Spain show that it is possible for a multicavity
RC to emulate different channel models with diverse levels
of correlation using a novel sample-selection technique. The
use of simple NIST channel models in a RC to emulate more
complex channel models is an interesting method for stan-
dardisation. The 3GPP MIMO OTA Work Item in progress
highlighted [12] a recent contribution by EMITE in which
“New figures of merit were presented which seem to be a very
useful tool in order to analyze the large amount of information
that will be available once a certain or set of methods are
found to provide meaningful and comparable results.” The new
figures of merit, which are a statistical analysis of measured
throughput, are presented in this issue by Marin-Soler et al.

[13]. These figures can indeed be very useful for determining
the final goal of distinguishing between good and bad
MIMO devices with a large set of measured throughput
data obtained for a specific device following the 3GPP/CTIA
test plans. The differences between test methods observed
during measurement campaigns can be mitigated for RCs by
the novel calibration method presented by Garcı́a-Fernández
et al. [14]. The new calibration method can provide a
prediction of the field uniformity mean value from just one
field amplitude measurement, taking advantage from the sta-
tistical laws that describe electromagnetic field distribution
behavior, thus saving more than 95% of the calibration time
and reducing realization costs. The ability of RCs to emulate
the time domain aspects of 3GPP SCME channel models
is demonstrated by Arsalane et al. [15]. In their work, a
multicluster channel with the same delay spread for each
cluster is emulated using a RC by convolving the base band
signal to be transmitted with the urban macrocell (UMa)
or urban microcell (UMi) channel model tap delay line
generated using a MATLAB program. The obtained Power
Delay Profiles (PDPs) are verified by channel sounding based
on a sliding correlation and show very good agreement to
the theoretical 3GPP SCME UMi and UMa channel models.
The work by Hansen [16] concentrates on demonstrating the
ability of RCs to evaluate antenna correlations and to match
the results obtained in an isotropic environment to those
obtained from the classical definition. Clearly distinguishable
capacity curves are also provided for the CTIA-approved
good, nominal, and bad reference antennas.

The contributions related to ACs are equally interesting.
Khatun et al. [17] clarify the very important and cost-related
issue of the required number of probes for synthesizing the
desired fields inside a multiprobe system. Rules are presented
for the required number of probes as a function of the test
zone size in wavelengths for certain chosen uncertainty levels
of the 2D field synthesis in an AC. The work by Kyosti et al.
[18] show that the creation of a propagation environment
inside an AC with the ring of probes method requires
unconventional radio channel modelling, namely, a specific
mapping of the original models onto the probe antennas,
with the geometric description being a prerequisite for the
original channel model.

For the Two-Channel method, the works by Feng et al.
[19] show that this method is well suited to distinguish good
and bad devices using two new statistical figures of merit and
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different realizations of two antennas in a distributed axis
AC. Finally, the work by Jing et al. [20] describes the Two-
Stage method in detail. This method takes a fundamentally
different approach to the problem. Unlike all the other meth-
ods, which attempt to create some form of spatial channel
model into which the device is placed for measurement, the
two-stage method instead measures the 3D antenna pattern
of the device in a traditional SISO AC and then convolves
the antenna pattern inside a channel emulator in order to
make throughput measurements using cabled connections to
the DUT’s temporary antenna ports. The conducted signal
received by the DUT thus emulates what would have been
received by the DUT had it been placed in the radio field
created by the channel emulator. The orientation of the DUT
relative to the channel model is changed synthetically within
the channel emulator, and the time-consuming throughput
measurements do not require use of an AC.

6. Future Work

In addition to the method-specific open issues briefly sum-
marized in Table 1, CTIA, and 3GPP are collaborating on
future studies in order to evaluate the most appropriate radio
conditions in which to measure MIMO OTA performance
as well as elaborating and evaluating the capabilities of
the candidate methodologies to differentiate good and bad
MIMO devices. The newly approved MIMO OTA work item
in 3GPP [6] is targeting December 2012 for completion.

A key element of these works is the development of
reference antennas by CTIA, which will be used both in
simulation of expected performance in known channel con-
ditions and actual measurements on real devices. These steps
will provide the essential traceability required to finalize
the development of conformance test methods and possible
device minimum performance requirements. CTIA is also
working on verification procedures to align the many envi-
ronmental conditions that need to be controlled if measure-
ments made using different equipment and methods are to
be comparable. This effort will certainly minimise uncertain-
ties in the final results provided by different MIMO OTA
test methods. Furthermore, the use of the reference antennas,
selected reference channel models, and other environmental
considerations will provide important information required
by 3GPP/CTIA to make a final decision for the selected
standardised test methods.

Moray Rumney
Ryan Pirkl

Markus Herrmann Landmann
David A. Sanchez-Hernandez
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This paper described a spatial correlation and eigenvalue in a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel. A MIMO channel
model with a multipath propagation mechanism was proposed and showed the channel matrix. The spatial correlation coefficient
formula ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) between MIMO channel matrix elements was derived for the model and was expressed as a directive wave
term added to the product of mobile site correlation ρi−i′ (m) and base site correlation ρj− j′(b) without LOS path, which are
calculated independently of each other. By using ρi− j,i′− j′ (bm), it is possible to create the channel matrix element with a fixed
correlation value estimated by ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) for a given multipath condition and a given antenna configuration. Furthermore, the
correlation and the channel matrix eigenvalue were simulated, and the simulated and theoretical correlation values agreed well.
The simulated eigenvalue showed that the average of the first eigenvalue λ1 hardly depends on the correlation ρi− j,i′− j′(bm), but
the others do depend on ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) and approach λ1 as ρi− j,i′− j′ (bm) decreases. Moreover, as the path moves into LOS, the λ1

state with mobile movement becomes more stable than the λ1 of NLOS path.

1. Introduction

To support realtime multimedia communication, future
mobile communications will require a high-bit-rate trans-
mission system with high utilization of the frequency
spectrum in multipath channels with line-of-sight (LOS) and
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) paths [1]. Systems capable of ful-
filling this requirement, with features such as multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) [2, 3] and orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) [4, 5], have been studied
extensively. MIMO is especially advantageous in high uti-
lization of the frequency spectrum. In MIMO, transmission
quality and capacity depend on the channel matrix, which
consists of the complex transmission coefficients between
MIMO antenna elements at a mobile terminal and at the
base station. The channel matrix seems to be evaluated by the
spatial correlation between matrix elements and the matrix
eigenvalue, for which low correlation and a large eigenvalue
are better [6]. The source of those properties is in the

MIMO channel model composed of multipath propagation
and the conditions at the mobile and base sites, and many
models have been proposed and studied analytically and
experimentally [7–10]. As an analytical model that tries to
produce the matrix with a given fixed spatial correlation
between MIMO antenna elements, the stochastic MIMO
channel model was analyzed on the basis of an independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d) random matrix for one-
side correlations at the mobile and base sites, and it has also
been verified experimentally [11, 12]. However, the analysis
method used in the model seems to have trouble interpreting
the channel situation directly and visualizing the physical
propagation in MIMO transmission studies. Moreover, most
models proposed to date have been stationary and NLOS,
and there has been little analytical work on the correlation
between both sides and LOS, which is still being developed.

With this in mind, we proposed a MIMO channel
model with a propagation mechanism composed of mul-
tipath propagation and mobile- and base-site antenna
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configurations and created the channel matrix on the basis
of the model. The channel matrix is allowed to consist of
matrix elements with a given fixed theoretical correlation
between antenna elements at the mobile and base sites
because the propagation mechanism is known and we can
calculate the correlation. Therefore, the matrix requires a
formula for estimating the correlation between each pair of
antenna elements at one side and at both sides under various
multipath conditions and base- and mobile-site situations.
So we derived the correlation formulas by using the matrix
for indoors, outdoors, and so forth. Using the matrix, we
could also calculate the matrix eigenvalue and we clarified its
properties by simulation; moreover, it was possible to study
the relation between the correlation and eigenvalue.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers
the theoretical study. First, we describe the MIMO channel
model with the propagation mechanism and antenna config-
urations and then show the channel matrix on the basis of
the model. Next, we derive the correlation formulas between
antenna elements at one side and between both sides in
various site conditions and environments. Section 3 covers
simulation. The simulation was done for the correlation and
channel matrix eigenvalue with various parameter settings.
The simulated and theoretical correlations are discussed
and the eigenvalue’s properties are described; moreover,
the relation between the correlation and the eigenvalue is
studied. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the results.

2. Theory

2.1. MIMO Channel Model. MIMO systems will be used in
various areas: the cells are called pico, micro, and macro cells.
The MIMO channel model, which consists of a delay profile
measured around the base- and mobile-site origins and the
antenna configurations with coordinate systems common
to the profile’s angle, is shown in Figure 1. The coordinate
systems have the origin at the first antenna element center
with i = 1 for mobile site and j = 1 for base site, respectively.
The delay profile has both horizontal azimuth angles (ξn, ζn)
incident to multipath scattering and to the receiving point
[13–15], except for path data with an ordinary delay profile.
Moreover, each arriving wave expresses a representative
wave, which is the peak value in each cluster. The delay profile
assumed the following conditions.

(i) The number of arriving waves is N + 1, waves are
independent of each other, and the nth-path wave
is denoted by subscript n, where n = 0 means a
directive wave and n ≥ 1 means no directive waves.

(ii) The waves have excess delay time τn relative to the
shortest path between the two origins and maximum
excess delay time τmax. The τn values are random over
range 0 ≤ τn ≤ τmax.

(iii) The amplitude is hn and independent of ξn and ζn, the
power ratio of the directive and nondirective waves is
denoted by k (K in dB: Rice factor k), and k = 0 (K =
−∞ dB) means NLOS. Furthermore, the nondirective
wave’s power is normalized to 1.

Multipath

Origin
Mobile site

Origin
Base site

Delay profile

h0

hn
(hn, τn, ξn, ζn)

τmaxτnτ0

ANTm(λmi, ξmi)

AN

TN

Ti

λmi ξmi
ξc

A

ANTb(λb j , ζb j)
ANT j

λbj

ζc

ζc
ζn

ζb j

ξn
ξc

Figure 1: MIMO channel model.

(iv) Whether a wave’s arriving angle at the mobile or base
is also the incident angle to multipath scattering from
the mobile or base site depends on whether the site is
receiving or transmitting. Here, the mobile-site angle
is denoted by ξn and the base-site angle is denoted by
ζn. The ξn and ζn are counterclockwise angles from
TN (true north) at the origins on both sites; however,
when the mobile station moves, ξn is the angle from
the mobile’s movement direction. The arriving wave’s
initial phase is φn and the values are random over 0 ≤
φn < 2π.

On the other hand, assuming that all the antennas
used have the same pattern with omnidirectionality and
no mutual coupling, the antenna coordinates use a polar
coordinate system centered at each site’s origin, as shown
in Figure 1. For the base site, the coordinates are denoted
by ANTb(λb j , ζb j), where λb j and ζb j mean the radius
normalized by wavelength λ and counterclockwise angle
from TN for the jth antenna, respectively. For a mobile
site, the coordinates are similarly denoted by ANTm(λmi, ξmi);
however, when the mobile station moves, ξmi is also the angle
from the mobile’s movement direction.

In this paper, we also assume that all antenna elements of
each station have the same values of ξn and ζn, but strictly
ξn and ζn differ slightly among the elements by value δ.
The angular difference δ from ξn or ζn for the normalized
distance (r/λ) between the origin and multipath scattering
when the antenna element is set at spacing λ away from
the origin is shown in Figure 2. This δ is less than 0.01 rad
when r/λ = 100. As shown later, the spatial correlation is
sensitive to ξn or ζn when the antenna is high and far away
and when ξn and ζn have Gaussian distributions, but not
so sensitive to ξn or ζn when r/λ is small and ξn and ζn are
spread widely, as in the case with mobile stations or indoor
cells.

2.2. MIMO Channel Matrix. Under the conditions described
above and assuming a narrowband system such as OFDM,
the MIMO channel, which is composed of the jth base- and
ith mobile-station antenna elements, is denoted by MIMO
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ch(i − j), and the complex received signal level Ei− j(t, fc) is
given by

Ei− j
(
t, fc

) = N∑
n=0

hne
jθi− j,n , (1)

θi− j,n = 2π
[
fcτn − fmt cos ξn − λmi cos(ξn − ξmi)

− λb j cos
(
ζn − ζb j

)]
+ φn,

(2)

where θi− j,n is the path phase of MIMO ch(i − j) for the
nth multipath wave, fc is the radio frequency, and fm is
the maximum Doppler frequency. The third and fourth
terms of θi− j,n in brackets depend on the mobile- and base-
station antenna configurations and mean phase difference
from mobile and base origins, respectively.

When the number of antenna elements at each station
is M, the MIMO channel matrix E, which describes the
connection between both stations, can be expressed as

E =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
E1−1 E1−2 · · · E1−M
E2−1 E2−2 · · · E2−M
· · · · · ·

EM−1 EM−2 · · · EM−M

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, (3)

where Ei− j means Ei− j(t, fc) in (1).

2.3. Correlation between MIMO Channel Matrix Elements

2.3.1. General Formula. We start by studying the general
spatial correlation between MIMO ch(i − j) and ch(i′ − j′);
the complex correlation is denoted by ρi− j,i′− j′(bm). With

variables x meaning Ei− j(t, fc) and y meaning Ei′− j′(t, fc)
obtained by (1), ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) is expressed by

ρi− j,i′− j′(bm)

=
〈

(x − 〈x〉)∗(y − 〈
y
〉)〉

[〈
(x − 〈x〉)∗(x − 〈x〉)

〉〈(
y − 〈

y
〉)∗(

y − 〈
y
〉)〉]1/2 .

(4)

Here, the symbols 〈〉 and ∗ mean ensemble average and
conjugate complex, respectively. Under the conditions in
Section 2.1 , 〈x〉 and 〈y〉 are zero owing to the independence
of hn and θi− j,n (or θi′− j′,n) with random values from 0 to 2π.
Therefore, the denominator in (4) is k + 1, that is, received
power. On the other hand, 〈(x − 〈x〉)∗(y − 〈y〉)〉 in the
numerator of (4) is expressed by (5), where Δθ0 expresses
the directive wave’s path phase difference between MIMO
ch(i′ − j′) and ch(i− j) (see Appendix A).

〈
(x − 〈x〉)∗(y − 〈

y
〉)〉

= 〈
h2

0 exp
(
jΔθ0

)〉
+

〈 N∑
n=1

h2
n

〉〈 N∑
n=1

[
cos

(
2πzi−i′cos

(
ξn−ψi−i′

))

− j sin
(
2πzi−i′cos

(
ξn − ψi−i′

))]〉

×
〈 N∑

n=1

[
cos

(
2πzj− j′cos

(
ζn − ψj− j′

))

− j sin
(

2πzj− j′cos
(
ζn − ψj− j′

))]〉
(5)

= k exp
(
jΔθ0

)
+ ρi−i′(m) · ρj− j′(b). (6)

Here, zi−i′ , Ψi−i′ , and zj− j′ , Ψ j− j′ in (5) are antenna construc-
tion parameters for the mobile and base sites, respectively.
The zi−i′ andΨi−i′ are given by (7) and mean, respectively, the
spacing between the ith and i′th antenna elements and the
counterclockwise angle from TN or the movement direction
to a line with both these elements.

zi−i′ =
[
a2 + b2]1/2

, ψi−i′ = tan−1
(
b

a

)
(7)

a = λmi′ cos ξmi′ − λmi cos ξmi,

b = λmi′ sin ξmi′ − λmi sin ξmi.
(8)

The first and second terms in (5) are concerned with
directive and nondirective waves. Moreover, three ensemble
averages in the second term are nondirective wave power, that
is, 1, mobile and base station factors, which are calculated
independently of each other. Therefore, we denote them as
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shown ρi−i′(m) and ρj− j′(b) in (6). Furthermore, we expand
ρi−i′(m) and ρj− j′(b) to a Neumann expansion because the
ensemble averages are integrated with respect to ξn and ζn
[16], and we get (9) for the mobile site (see Appendix B).

ρi−i′(m)

=
〈 N∑

n=1

⎡⎣ ∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′) cos
(
2l
(
ξn − ψi−i′

))⎤⎦〉

− j

〈 N∑
n=1

⎡⎣2
∞∑
l=0

(−1)lJ2l+1(2πzi−i′) cos((2l + 1)

× (
ξn − ψi−i′

))⎤⎦〉.

(9)

Here, εl = 1(l = 0), εl = 2(l ≥ 1), J2l(·) is Bessel function
of the first order. We can also get ρj− j′(b) for the base site
in a similar manner to that for ρi−i′(m). From the above
description, we can get finally the general formula for MIMO
channel spatial correlation ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) by rewriting (4) as

ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) = k exp
(
jΔθ0

)
+ ρi−i′(m) · ρj− j′(b)

k + 1
, (10)

where ρi−i′(m) and ρj− j′(b) are mobile and base site corre-
lations without a directive wave. Though the value of the
numerator in (10) depends strongly on the first term, that
is, k and Δ θ0, it becomes ρi−i′(m)ρj− j′(b) without LOS,
so ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) is the product of ρi−i′(m) and ρj− j′(b).
Moreover, (10) shows that ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) is calculated from
three items: the mobile- and base-site antenna configurations
(zi−i′ , zj− j′ ,Ψi−i′ ,Ψ j− j′), the angle distribution for arriving
and incident waves to multiple paths (ξn, ζn), and Rice factor
k. By using (10), we can calculate ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) for any
MIMO channel matrix since i, i′, j, and j′ can be chosen
freely within M. Here i = i′ and j = j′ mean ρi−i′(m) = 1
and ρj− j′(b) = 1, respectively.

2.3.2. Example of Correlation Coefficient ρi− j,i′− j′(bm). The
ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) in (10) contains the product of ρi−i′(m) and
ρj− j′(b), which depend on the site environments and are
independent of each other, though these environments might
sometimes be the same. Therefore, to get ρi− j,i′− j′(bm), it
is sufficient to prepare just one side for various situations
because we can get ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) by combining them. There-
fore, we studied the correlation for two typical distributions
with uniform ξn and Gaussian ζn.

(i) For Uniform Distribution of ξn. We first calculate ρi−i′(m)
by (9) when ξn has a uniform distribution centered at ξc over
ξc −Δξn < ξn < ξc+Δξn with the probability density function
as pdf (ξn) = 1/2Δξn. Assuming a large N , we can calculate

the ensemble average in (9) by integration with respect to ξn,
and get (11) (see Appendix C).

ρi−i′(m) =
∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′)
1

2lΔξn
sin(2lΔξn)

× cos
(
2l
(
ξc − ψi−i′

))
− j2

∞∑
l=0

(−1)lJ2l+1(2πzi−i′)
1

(2l + 1)Δξn

× sin((2l + 1)Δξn) cos
(
(2l + 1)

(
ξc − ψi−i′

))
.

(11)

(ii) For Gaussian Distribution of ζn. Next, we calculate
ρj− j′(b) when ζn has a Gaussian distribution centered at ζc
with deviation σ . Similar to the uniform distribution case,
we get (12) (see Appendix D).

ρj− j′(b) =
∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l
(

2πzj− j′
)

cos
(

2l
(
ζc − ψj− j′

))
× exp

(−2l2σ2)
− j2

∞∑
l=0

(−1)lJ2l+1

(
2πzj− j′

)

×cos
(

(2l+1)
(
ζc−ψ j− j′

))
exp

(
− (2l + 1)2σ2

2

)
.

(12)

3. Simulation

3.1. Simulation Method. A computer simulation was per-
formed to verify (10), (11), and (12) and to study the
relation between the MIMO channel matrix correlation and
eigenvalue. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1,
assuming pico, micro, and macro cells indoors and outdoors.
As suggested by (10), we need to simulate two items for the
correlation: mobile or base station one-side channel, that is,
ρi−i′(m) or ρj− j′(b), and mobile and base stations both-side
channel, that is, ρi− j,i′− j′(bm). So we simulated the corre-
lation with uniform-in-ξn and Gaussian-in-ζn distributions
for each item. Concerning the eigenvalue, its dependence on
the correlation was simulated while changing the mobile and
base site conditions and environments. The radio frequency
fc was 3 GHz, and the channel model with the delay profile
in Section 2.1 was used. The nondirective wave amplitude hn
exponentially decreases with increasing τn, and the effective
amplitude is greater than −25 dB relative to the maximum
one. The simulation was performed using (1), (2), (3), and
(4); the incident and arriving angles (ξn, ζn) and antenna
parameters (λm, ξm,λb, ζb) were set as shown in Table 1. Each
simulated value was calculated from an ensemble average for
more than 106 delay profiles, except for eigenvalue variation
with movement in Section 3.3.
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3.2. Correlation Coefficient of MIMO Channel

3.2.1. Mobile or Base Station One-Side Channel. Figure 3
shows the absolute value of the simulated correlation for
a mobile- or base-station one-side channel assuming a
mobile station indoors for Figures 3(a) and 3(b) and a
base station outdoors for Figure 3(c), when the antenna’s
spacing z = zi−i′(zj− j′) and setting angle Ψi−i′(Ψ j− j′) = 0.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) have arriving angle ξn with uniform
distribution and the parameter Δ ξn means the nth arriving
wave uniformly from the direction ξc − Δξn < ξn < ξc + Δξn.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are for NLOS and LOS with K =
5 dB and ξ0 = 5π/6 paths, respectively, and the correlation
of NLOS fluctuates less with increasing z, but that of LOS
is higher than that of NLOS and is close to a fixed value
k/(k + 1) fluctuating with increasing z. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) also show the theoretical value |ρi−i′(m)| calculated by
(10) with (11); the simulated and theoretical values agree
well. The ρi−i′(m) at Δξn = π in Figure 3(a) becomes
Jo(2πzi−i′), as is well known. Figure 3(c) shows the simulated
correlation for arriving angle ζn with Gaussian distribution
centered at ζc = π/6 with standard deviation σ . The
correlation value decreases monotonically with increasing
z and the simulated values agree well with the theoretical
values |ρj− j′(b)| obtained by (10) using(12).

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the correlation on
centered arriving angle in NLOS for a one-side channel.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are the cases for angle ξn with uniform
distribution centered on ξc with Δ ξn, and angle ζn with
Gaussian distribution centered on ζc with σ , respectively. The
correlation in Figure 4(a) was simulated by changing ξc over
the range from 0 to π while keeping zi−i′ = 0.5 and Ψi−i′ = 0.
The correlation values for Δξn = π/4 and π/2 have minima
at ξc=π/2 and become larger far away from ξc = π/2, but
the value for Δξn = π does not depend on ξc since arriving
waves arrive from all directions from 0 to 2π. The theoretical
value |ρi−i′(m)| was calculated using (10), that is, (11); the
theoretical and simulated values agree well. The correlation
|ρj− j′(b)| in Figure 4(b) for the Gaussian distribution was
also simulated in a similar way to Figure 4(a), expect for
zj− j′ = 2. Though |ρj− j′(b)| has a minimum at ξc =
π/2 and becomes larger far away from ζc = π/2 like in
Figure 4(a), the values at ζc = π/2 depend on standard
deviation σ , and the minimum value of |ρj− j′(b)| is large
when σ is small. The theoretical value was calculated using
(10), that is, (12); the theoretical and simulated values agree
well.

3.2.2. Mobile and Base Station Both-Side Channel. Figure 5
shows the simulated correlation coefficient |ρi− j,i′− j′(bm)|,
that is, i /= i′ at the mobile station and j /= j′ at the base
station for incident ζn and arriving ξn with the same value of
Δξn = Δζn in the both-side uniform distribution, assuming
that the mobile and base stations are indoors. Figure 5(a)
shows the simulated correlation when changing z = zi−i′ =
zj− j′ and keeping Ψi−i′ = Ψ j− j′ = 0. The correlation
decreases faster than in Figure 3(a). The reason for this can be
seen from the theory that the theoretical value ρi− j,i′− j′(bm)
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Figure 3: Correlation of one-side channel. (a) NLOS indoors
(uniform distribution). (b) LOS indoors (uniform distribution). (c)
NLOS outdoors (Gaussian distribution).
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Figure 4: Correlation of dependence on arrival angle for one-side
channel. (a) Uniform distribution. (b) Gaussian distribution.

from (10) is the product of ρi−i′(m) and ρj− j′(b), or here
|ρi− j,i′− j′(bm)| = |ρi−i′(m)|2. The simulated and theoretical
values agree well. Figure 5(b) is the simulated value when
changing z = zj− j′ , like Figure 5(a), except keeping zi−i′ =
0.5. So the value of the correlation at z = 0 is less than 1. The
theoretical values from (10) at zi−i′ = 0.5 are also shown in
Figure 5(b); the theoretical and simulated values agree well.

Figure 6 shows the simulated correlation |ρi− j,i′− j′(bm)|
for incident ξn with uniform distribution (ξc = 0,Δξn =
π) and arriving ζn with Gaussian distribution (ζc = π/6,
σ : parameter), assuming mobile and base sites outdoors.
Figure 6(a) was simulated like Figure 5(a), that is, changing
z and keeping σ fixed; compared with those in Figure 3(c),
the simulated values become small rapidly with increasing z
owing to the ξn with uniform distribution at another site. The
theoretical value ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) from (10) was calculated as
corresponding to (11) for the mobile station ρi−i′(m) and to
(12) for the base station ρj− j′(b), respectively. The theoretical
and simulated values agree well. Figure 6(b) is the simulated
correlation with changing z = zj− j′ as in Figure 6(a), except
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Figure 5: Correlation of both-side channel (uniform-uniform
distribution). (a) Z = Zi−i′ = Z j− j′ . (b) Zi−i′ = 0.5.

keeping zi−i′ = 0.5. So the simulated value is less than 0.3
whenever z is small since we kept zi−i′ = 0.5. The theoretical
value from (10) was also calculated; the theoretical and
simulated values agree well.

3.3. Eigenvalue of MIMO Channel Matrix. All of the eigen-
values were simulated by a MIMO antenna with a 4 ×
4 element configuration with elements placed with equal
spacing and on a line in order to obtain the basic to
eigenvalue properties.

3.3.1. Eigenvalue Property with Movement. Figure 7 shows
an example of eigenvalue variation with movement of the
mobile station calculated every 0.05 wavelength on the
MIMO channel matrix by (3) in multipath fading. Figures
7(a) and 7(b) were simulated using the same delay profile
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Figure 6: Correlation of both-side channel (uniform-Gaussian
distribution). (a) Z = Zi−i′ = Z j− j′ . (b) Zi−i′ = 0.5.

with both-side uniform distribution with ξc = 0 and
Δξn = π in NLOS; the only difference was the antenna
radius λmi = λb j = 0.25 and 0.07 to make low and high
correlations by (11) or the theoretical correlation between
one MIMO antenna element and the next one |ρi−i+1(m)| =
|ρj− j+1(b)| = 0.45 and 0.95, respectively. Here, ρ in Figure 7
means |ρi− j,i′− j′(bm)| from (10). Moreover, Figure 7(c) was
simulated under the condition in Figure 7(a) with just the
addition of a direct wave with K = 5[dB] to the delay profile,
when the total power of the profile was normalized to 1, and
the ρ by (10) is 0.7. Comparing Figures 7(a) and 7(b), we see
that the first eigenvalue λ1 at ρ = 0.2 in Figure 7(a) is almost
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Figure 7: Example of eigenvalue variation with movement (4 × 4
MIMO, uniform distribution). (a) NLOS (ρ = 0.2). (b) NLOS (ρ =
0.9). (c) LOS (K = 5[dB], ρ = 0.7).

equal to that at ρ = 0.9 in Figure 7(b) on average but that
the other eigenvalues λ2, λ3, and λ4 in Figure 7(a) are larger
than that in Figure 7(b) (λ4 is less than 10−5). Moreover, each
eigenvalue variation with movement in Figure 7(a) is smaller
than the corresponding one in Figure 7(b). On the other
hand, the average value of each eigenvalue in Figure 7(c) in
LOS seems to be similar to that in Figure 7(a), but the state is
more stable, especially for λ1, than that in NLOS.

3.3.2. Dependence of Eigenvalue on Correlation. Figure 8
shows the dependence of the eigenvalue on correlation
with the property of antenna space and multipath channel
by a cumulative distribution. All the eigenvalue curves in
Figure 8(a), that is, at ρ = 0.2 and 0.9 in NLOS and at
ρ = 0.7 in LOS, were simulated under the same conditions
as in Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c), respectively, except for
the use of only one delay profile, or at this time the use of
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Figure 8: Dependence of eigenvalue on correlation (4× 4 MIMO).
(a) Uniform-uniform distribution. (b) Uniform-Gaussian distribu-
tion.

more than 106 profiles. As assumed in Figure 7, Figure 8(a)
seems to suggest the following: though the 50% cumulative
values in λ1 are weakly dependent on ρ and almost equal,
the other eigenvalues λ2, λ3, and λ4 are dependent on ρ
and K, and the λ1 in LOS is the most stable. Figure 8(b)
shows the dependence of the eigenvalue on correlation for
ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) = ρi−i+1(m)ρj− j+1(b) in NLOS, where the
simulation was done changing antenna space correspondent
to |ρi−i+1(m)| = 0.2, 0.6, and 0.9 at the mobile station with a
uniform distribution keeping a high |ρj− j+1(b)| = 0.9 at the
base station in the Gaussian distribution with ζc = π/6 and
σ = π/36. Figure 8(b) also shows that the 50% cumulative
values have little dependence on ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) for λ1, but
are dependent on ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) for the other eigenvalues: the
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Figure 9: Dependence of eigenvalue on Gaussian distribution (4×
4 MIMO). (a) Effect of standard deviation. (b) Effect of centering
arriving angle.

smaller ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) is, the closer the values are to λ1. All the
eigenvalues tend to have a wider distribution with increasing
ρi− j,i′− j′(bm).

Figure 9 shows the dependence of the eigenvalue on cor-
relation ρj− j+1(b) with the properties of standard deviation
σ and centering angle ζc in Gaussian distribution, as shown
in Figure 4(b). Simulation was done for ρj− j+1(b) with σ and
ζc as parameters, while the mobile station condition was set
to a constant at |ρi−i+1(m)| = 0.9 in a uniform distribution
with ξc = 0 and Δξn = π. Figure 9(a) shows the influence
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of σ on the eigenvalue with σ = π/18, π/36, and π/90 as
parameters at ζc = π/6 and zj− j′ = 2. These 50% cumulative
values are also weakly dependent on σ for λ1, but do depend
on σ for the other eigenvalues, and they become larger when
σ becomes large, that is, ρj− j+1(b) is small. Figure 9(b) shows
the influence of ζc on the eigenvalue, when ζc = π/2, π/4,
and 0 at σ = π/18 and zj− j′ = 2. The dependence of the
eigenvalues on ζc is similar to σ in Figure 9(a). Figure 9
suggests that the σ and ζc are parameters for eigenvalue
property.

4. Conclusion

To study MIMO channel properties, we proposed a MIMO
channel model with a propagating mechanism composed
of multipath propagation and antenna configurations and
then showed the MIMO channel matrix. Under this
model, the spatial correlation formula ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) between
MIMO channel matrix elements was derived: the formula
ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) was expressed as a directive wave term added
to the product of mobile site correlation ρi−i′(m) and base
site correlation ρj− j′(b), which are calculated independently
of each other, divided by k+1. This formula can be applied to
create the channel matrix element with a fixed value of corre-
lation estimated by ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) for given multipath condi-
tions and antenna configurations. Furthermore, simulation
was done for the correlation and channel matrix eigenvalue
indoors, outdoors, and for movement. The simulated and
theoretical values of the correlation agree well. The simulated
eigenvalue shows that the average of the first eigenvalue λ1 is
hardly dependent on the correlation ρi− j,i′− j′(bm), but the
other ones are dependent on ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) and become close
to λ1 with decreasing ρi− j,i′− j′(bm). Moreover, the λ1 state
with mobile movement in LOS path is more stable than the
λ1 of NLOS path. The MIMO channel model and derived
ρi− j,i′− j′(bm) make it possible to create a MIMO channel
matrix with a fixed value correlation and furthermore to
study the relation between the correlation and eigenvalue for
various cell sites and environments.

Appendices

A. Derivation of (5)

Assuming that N is a large number for the delay profile
in Section 2.1, then because τn and φn have random
values, θi− j,n obtained by (2) is a random value over
the range from 0 to 2π and independent of hn. So we
get 〈x〉 = 〈∑N

n=0 hn〉〈
∑N

n=0 exp( jθi− j,n)〉 = 0 since the

term 〈∑N
n=0 exp( jθi− j,n)〉 becomes zero, that is, 〈x〉 and

〈y〉 in (4) are zero. Therefore, the denominator in (4)
becomes [〈x∗x〉〈y∗y〉]1/2, that is, k + 1. On the other
hand, 〈(x − 〈x〉)∗(y − 〈y〉)〉 in the numerator in (4) can be
modified to 〈x∗y〉 = 〈Ei− j(t, fc)

∗Ei′− j′(t, fc)〉. As a result,
the sum of products Ei− j(t, fc)

∗ and Ei′− j′(t, fc) remains the
same for the nth arriving wave on MIMO ch(i − j) and
ch(i′ − j′), but vanishes each other differences for the nth
arriving wave on MIMO ch(i − j) and ch(i′ − j′) because

the values of θi′− j′,n′ − θi− j,n are random; moreover, hnhn′
and θi′− j′,n′ −θi− j,n are independent of each other. Therefore,
we get (A.1) while considering hn and Δθn; moreover, mobile
and base site factors are independent of each other, and the
directive wave is deterministic and the amplitude h0 is much
larger than the others hn.

〈
(x − 〈x〉)∗(y − 〈

y
〉)〉

=
〈
Ei− j

(
t, fc

)∗
Ei′− j′

(
t, fc

)〉

=
〈 N∑

n=0

h2
n exp

(
jΔθn

)
+

N∑
n=0

′ N∑
n′=0

′

hnhn′

× exp
(
j
(
θi′− j′,n′ − θi− j,n

))〉

=
〈 N∑

n=0

h2
n exp

(
jΔθn

)〉

= 〈
h2

0 exp
(
jΔθ0

)〉
+

〈 N∑
n=1

h2
n

〉〈 N∑
n=1

exp
[− j2π

{
λmi′ cos(ξn − ξmi′)

−λmi cos(ξn − ξmi)
}]〉

×
〈 N∑

n=1

exp
[
− j2π

{
λb j′ cos

(
ζn − ζb j′

)

−λb j cos
(
ζn − ζb j

)}]〉
,

(A.1)

where n /=n′ in
∑N

n=0
′∑N

n′=0
′
.

Δθn = − 2π
[
λmi′ cos(ξn − ξmi′) + λb j′ cos

(
ζn − ζb j′

)
− λmi cos(ξn − ξmi)− λb j cos

(
ζn − ζb j

)]
.

(A.2)

The Δθn yielded by (A.2) expresses the phase difference
between MIMO ch(i′ − j′) and ch(i− j) for the nth arriving
wave, or Δθn = θi′− j′,n−θi− j,n. Equation (A.1) has two terms,
that is, directive and no directive wave terms. Moreover,
since the second term can be classified into no directive
power, mobile-site, and base-site factors, the classified factors
are calculated independently of each other. So we used the
ensemble average of mobile and base sites as ρi−i′(m) and
ρj− j′(b), respectively, where 〈∑N

n=1 h
2
n〉 = 1.

Furthermore, by continuously analyzing ρi−i′(m),
expanding cos(ξn − ξmi′) and cos(ξn − ξmi) in (A.1), and
gathering terms of cos ξn and sin ξn, and with a little
modification we get (A.3) and express that as the third
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ensemble average in (5).

ρi−i′(m) =
〈 N∑

n=1

exp
[− j2π

{
λmi′cos(ξn − ξmi′)

−λmicos(ξn − ξmi)
}]〉

=
〈 N∑

n=1

exp
[−j2π{(λmi′cos ξmi′−λmicos ξmi)cos ξn

+(λmi′sin ξmi′−λmisin ξmi)sin ξn
}]〉

=
〈 N∑

n=1

exp
[
−j2πzi−i′ cos

(
ξn−ψi−i′

)]〉
.

(A.3)

Here, zi−i′ and Ψi−i′ are antenna construction parameters
obtained from (7) for a mobile site. The ρj− j′(b) for the base
site is calculated in a similar manner to ρi−i′(m).

B. Derivation of (9)

We expand the real and imaginary parts for ρi−i′(m) in (5)
into a Neumann expansion and get (9).

ρi−i′(m) =
〈 N∑

n=1

[
cos

{
2πzi−i′ cos

(
ξn − ψi−i′

)}

− j sin
{

2πzi−i′ cos
(
ξn − ψi−i′

)}]〉

=
〈 N∑

n=1

⎡⎣∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′) cos
(

2l
(
ξn−ψi−i′

))⎤⎦〉

− j

〈 N∑
n=1

⎡⎣2
∞∑
l=0

(−1)lJ2l+1(2πzi−i′)

× cos
(
(2l + 1)

(
ξn − ψi−i′

))⎤⎦〉.

(B.1)

C. Derivation of (11)

The real and imaginary parts of ρi−i′(m) in (B.1) are denoted
A and B. First, we calculate the real part A. Assuming a large
N, when ξn has a uniform distribution centered at ξc over ξc−
Δξn < ξn < ξc+Δξn, and the probability density function of ξn
is pdf (ξn) = 1/2Δξn, we can calculate the ensemble average
in (9) by integration with respect to ξn, replacing variable ξn−
Ψi−i′ by u.

ρi−i′(m) = A− jB,

A =
〈 N∑

n=1

⎡⎣ ∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′) cos
(
2l
(
ξn−ψi−i′

))⎤⎦〉

=
∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′)
1

2Δξn

×
∫ ξc+Δξn

ξc−Δξn
cos

(
2l
(
ξn − ψi−i′

))
dξn

=
∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′)
1

2Δξn

[
sin(2lu)

2l

]ξc−ψi−i′+Δξn

ξc−ψi−i′−Δξn

=
∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l(2πzi−i′)
1

2lΔξn
sin(2lΔξn)

× cos
(
2l
(
ξc − ψi−i′

))
.

(C.1)

The imaginary part B can be also calculated similarly to A;
we get (C.2):

B = 2
∞∑
l=0

(−1)lJ2l+1(2πzi−i′)
1

(2l + 1)Δξn
sin((2l + 1)Δξn)

× cos
(
(2l + 1)

(
ξc − ψi−i′

))
.

(C.2)

D. Derivation of (12)

The real and imaginary parts for ρj− j′(b) in (5) are denoted A
and B. We begin by calculating the real part A. Assuming that
ζn has a Gaussian distribution centered at ζc with standard
deviation σ by (D.1), first the real part A is expanded into
a Neumann expansion and then the ensemble average is
calculated by integration with respect to ξn as follows.

pdf : p(ζn) = 1√
2πσ2

exp

(
(ζn − ζc)

2

2σ2

)
, (D.1)

ρj− j′(b) =
〈 N∑

n=1

exp
[
− j2πzj− j′ cos

(
ζn − ψj− j′

)]〉

= A− jB,

A =
〈 N∑

n=1

cos
(

2πzj− j′ cos
(
ζn − ψj− j′

))〉

=
〈 N∑

n=1

⎡⎣ ∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l
(

2πzj− j′
)

cos
(

2l
(
ζn−ψj− j′

))⎤⎦〉

=
∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l
(

2πzj− j′
)∫ ζc+π

ζc−π
cos

(
2l
(
ζn − ψj− j′

))
× p(ζn)dζn.

(D.2)
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Putting ζn − ζc = u, with an odd function of sine and
assuming (π/2σ)2 � 1 and with a little modification, we get

A = 1√
2πσ2

∞∑
l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l
(

2πzj− j′
)

×
∫ π

−π
cos

(
2l
(
u + ζc − ψj− j′

))
exp

(
− u2

2σ2

)
du

= 1√
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∞∑
l=0
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(
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)

cos
(

2l
(
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))

×
∫ π

−π
cos(2lu) exp

(
− u2

2σ2

)
du

=
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l=0

εl(−1)lJ2l
(

2πzj− j′
)

cos
(

2l
(
ζc − ψj− j′

))
× exp

(−2l2σ2).
(D.3)

The imaginary part B can also be calculated in a similar
manner to A. We get (D.4).

B = 2
∞∑
l=0

(−1)lJ2l+1

(
2πzj− j′

)
cos

(
(2l + 1)

(
ζc − ψj− j′

))

× exp

(
− (2l + 1)2σ2

2

)
.

(D.4)
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With MIMO technology being adopted by the wireless communication standards LTE and HSPA+, MIMO OTA research has
attracted wide interest from both industry and academia. Parallel studies are underway in COST2100, CTIA, and 3GPP RAN
WG4. The major test challenge for MIMO OTA is how to create a repeatable scenario which accurately reflects the MIMO
antenna radiation performance in a realistic wireless propagation environment. Different MIMO OTA methods differ in the way
to reproduce a specified MIMO channel model. This paper introduces a novel, flexible, and cost-effective method for measuring
MIMO OTA using a two-stage approach. In the first stage, the antenna pattern is measured in an anechoic chamber using a
nonintrusive approach, that is without cabled connections or modifying the device. In the second stage, the antenna pattern is
convolved with the chosen channel model in a channel emulator to measure throughput using a cabled connection.

1. Introduction

OTA test has been standardized by CTIA and 3GPP to eval-
uate the end-to-end performance of SISO devices. Research
results show that field performance of MIMO devices is more
complex and depends on a number of factors, including
self-desensitization, baseband processing, the propagation
conditions, and the antenna performance. Of these, the
propagation conditions and the antenna performance are
paramount. With MIMO technology being adopted by the
wireless communication standards LTE and HSPA+, cellular
operators are pushing for the introduction of MIMO OTA
performance requirements. A study of MIMO OTA for
HSPA+ and LTE was proposed to 3GPP in [1]. Since then,
MIMO OTA research has attracted wide interest from both
industry and academia. Parallel studies are underway in
COST2100 [2], CTIA [3], and 3GPP RAN WG4 [4]. 3GPP
RAN WG4 has conducted a MIMO OTA measurement
campaign using a common device pool. Some Agilent results
in this paper come from the measurement campaign [5].
Due to the complexity of the problem, after about three-year
study and discussion, there are still many issues unsolved,
and further research work is required.

Unlike SISO, MIMO technology is designed to exploit
a rich multipath channel. For MIMO OTA performance

evaluation, it is thus necessary to introduce a realistic MIMO
channel model. The major challenge for testing MIMO OTA
is how to emulate an RF environment which accurately
reflects the MIMO device’s performance in the real wireless
propagation environment. The objective of the test is to
get comparable performance between the field and the lab.
Several methods for performing MIMO OTA test have been
proposed to 3GPP RAN WG4, COST2100, and CTIA. These
methods fall into four major categories [6]: the reverberation
chamber, the two-stage method, the multiprobe anechoic
chamber, and the two channel anechoic chamber. In this
paper, we will introduce the two-stage MIMO OTA method
and provide comparative measurement results with other
methods. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief introduction of the two-stage MIMO OTA
methodology and experimental procedure. In Section 3, the
test results of the two-stage method using nonintrusive
antenna pattern and throughput measurements are given.
Section 4 provides a summary and some conclusions.

2. Two-Stage MIMO OTA Method

2.1. Two-Stage Method Description. The concept of the
two-stage method is shown in Figure 1. The thorough
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introduction and analysis for this method can be found
in [7]. This method divides the MIMO OTA test into two
stages:

(1) measuring the device antenna pattern inside an
anechoic chamber;

(2) using a commercial MIMO channel emulator, con-
volve the measured antenna pattern with the desired
channel model to provide the stimulus for a con-
ducted throughput test on the DUT.

The method is designed to provide a cost-effective
MIMO OTA test solution by reusing the existing SISO
OTA anechoic chamber for radiated antenna pattern mea-
surements and then using a MIMO channel emulator to
evaluate the DUTs throughput performance. [8, 9] give
the power and relative phase definition for MIMO antenna
pattern measurement. The chamber for antenna pattern
measurement is set up as described in 3GPP TS 34.114 [10],
where the DUT is put into a chamber, and each antenna
element’s far zone pattern is measured. The influence of
human body loss can be measured by attaching the DUT to
a SAM head and/or hand when doing the antenna pattern
measurements. The MIMO antenna pattern and the desired
multipath channel model are then convolved using a MIMO
channel emulator like the Agilent N5106A to emulate the
integrated channel. [11] explains how to apply measured
antenna pattern to ray-based and correlation-based channel
models for OTA test and also validates that combining
with these two different models can get equivalent effects

by simulation results. To measure the DUT performance
through this integrated channel, the base station (BS)
emulator is connected to the MIMO channel emulator and
then to the MIMO DUT’s temporary antenna ports via
approved RF cables. These DUT ports are the standard ones
provided for conducted conformance tests. By controlling
the power settings of the channel emulator and also the
integrated channel, the end-to-end throughput with the
MIMO antenna radiation influence can be measured. [5,
12, 13] provide detailed information on experiment setup
and some LTE devices’ performance results tested by this
method. In [13], the capacity simulation results based on the
measured antenna pattern are also given, and the test results
show that the two-stage method throughput test results
rank the devices consistently as compared with the capacity
simulation results.

There are several advantages to this two-stage test
method: the method can reuse existing SISO OTA anechoic
chambers to make the antenna pattern measurements; only
two-channel emulator outputs are required (to match the
number of device receiver inputs) regardless of the complex-
ity of the chosen channel model, the method is consequently
easily scalable to higher order MIMO due to the reduced
number of instruments required compared to some multi-
probe methods; the channel models are highly accurate due
to being implemented electronically and are also fully flexible
and can be altered to suit any desired operating conditions
such as indoor-outdoor, high or low Doppler spread, high or
low delay spread, beam width, in 2D or full 3D, and so forth.

In order to accurately measure the antenna pattern of
the intact device, the DUT needs to support amplitude and
relative phase measurements of the antennas. This is not
currently a standardized feature of devices although the con-
cept has been prototyped and in principle is not dissimilar
to other test features that have been standardized for other
conformance tests such as loopback to enable receiver BER
measurements. There is also further research being carried
out to extend the first-stage pattern measurement to take
account of DUT self-desensitization which otherwise is not
measured.
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Figure 6: Pool 1 DUT 3 main antenna pattern on polarization V.
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Figure 7: Pool 1 DUT 3 main antenna pattern on polarization H.

2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

2.2.1. Active Pattern Measurement Setup. Currently some
LTE MIMO devices support a nonintrusive antenna pattern
measurement function, which means that DUT can report
amplitude, and relative phase measurements of the antennas
[14, 15] validate the reported amplitude and phase’s accuracy
by designed experiments.
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Figure 8: Pool 1 DUT 3 subantenna pattern on polarization V.

We have done active 3D antenna pattern measurement
on some devices in a SATIMO anechoic chamber. The
antenna pattern measurement setup is shown in Figure 2.
More information on these LTE devices and test setup can
be found in [5]. There is software running on the laptop
which controls the DUT to log the received power and phase
per antenna. Before the antenna pattern measurement is
carried out, the path loss between the reference antenna and
DUT was calibrated to obtain the absolute power incident
at the DUT. Agilent and SATIMO jointly defined a 3D
antenna pattern measurement process. By using this process,
the probe position and table rotation information can be
correlated with the power and phase measurements in the
UE log file. Agilent also developed a Matlab parser, which can
extract the 3D antenna pattern data, and perform path loss,
probe, and received signal strength indicator (RSSI) linearity
calibration automatically from the logged file.

2.2.2. Pattern Power Linearity Calibration. Because the UE
power measurement may not be completely linear, a further
linearity calibration was performed using a calibrated signal
in conducted mode. Using this correction, the antenna
pattern was calibrated according to the measured power
linearity curves. Section 3 will show some measured power
linearity curves.

2.2.3. Throughput Test Setup. The throughput test config-
uration is shown in Figure 3. The Agilent E6621A PXT is
used as the LTE BS emulator, the Agilent N5106A PXB is
used as the channel emulator, and the Agilent MXG and
MAX is used for RF upconversion and downconversion. The
DUT has two antennas: the first antenna is the main antenna
which acts as both transmitter and receiver. The second
antenna is the supplementary antenna which acts only as
a receiver. An RF circulator is used to separate the uplink
and downlink of the main antenna. A 30 dB attenuator is
used in the uplink to avoid interference between the uplink
and the downlink at the BS emulator. The test setup is
very similar to a typical cable conducted test for throughput
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Figure 9: Pool 1 DUT 3 sub antenna pattern on polarization H.
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Figure 10: Throughput performance for single-cluster Umi chan-
nel model.

with fading. The difference is that in the MIMO OTA test,
the measured antenna pattern of the DUT is loaded into
the channel emulator and used together with the chosen
MIMO channel model to emulate the influence of the DUT’s
antenna (correlation, power imbalance, and antenna gain)
on the multipath fading. The detailed test procedure is
referred to in Agilent proposal [12].

3. Experimental Results

This section gives the measurements results for Agilent’s
3GPP measurements [5], including power linearity, 3D
antenna pattern, and throughput. There is also other com-
pany which does the two-stage throughput test on same
DUT. In the latest 3GPP MIMO OTA status report [16], it
is summarized that under similar test conditions two com-
panies get comparable results. [17] provides the through-
put comparison with other methods. The comparison
shows for some DUTs, the reverberation chamber method,
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Figure 11: Throughput performance for multicluster Umi channel
model.

the two-stage method, and the multi-probe anechoic cham-
ber method can provide comparable results, but on some
DUTs the results from different companies have big depar-
tures. The most key reason is that test environments from
different companies are not completely same. Then, further
investigation work is continued.

Power measurement linearity tests were performed on
seven DUTs. In the experiment, we tune the signal power
feed into DUTs from 60 dBm to−90 dBm in 2 dB steps and
record the measured RSSI in each step. The RSSI recorded at
−60 dBm signal power is chosen as the reference to calculate
the RSSI linearity at different power levels. Figures 4 and 5
show RSSI linearity results for six DUTs from two different
companies. These figures demonstrate that the uncorrected
UE power measurement linearity was generally very good,
and all DUTs have no more than 1 dB offset over a 30 dB
power range. However, any linearity error is calibrated out
from the measured antenna pattern in chamber before the
throughput test.

Seven DUTs’ 3D antenna patterns were measured in the
SATIMO anechoic chamber. To save space, only one DUT
pattern is given as an example from Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9.
These figures demonstrate that the measured pattern is very
smooth over the whole sphere, and we also performed the
other experiments which validate the pattern measurement
repeatability.

Throughput tests were performed on seven DUTs. Once
the 3D antenna pattern is known, it is very simple using
the two-stage method to calculate the 2D performance
for any elevation angle to emulate the results obtained
from the 2D multi-probe method. Here, we only show the
throughput results for an elevation angle of 90 degrees,
which is parallel to the ground. For each power level, eight
uniform distributed orientation points were tested, and the
overall results were the average. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show
the throughput measurement results for single-cluster Umi,
multi-cluster Umi, and multi-cluster Uma channel models
[18].
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Figure 12: Throughput performance for multicluster Uma channel
model.

These results show that:

(1) no matter which of the three channel models is used,
Pool 1 DUT 1 is the best DUT;

(2) no matter which of the three channel models is used,
Pool 2 DUT 1, Pool 2 DUT 2, and Poo 3 DUT 1 show
very similar performance;

(3) because the eNB antenna was set to be uncorrelated,
the performance for multi-cluster Umi and multi-
cluster Uma are similar;

(4) the performance curves for the single-cluster channel
models show wider spread than that for multi-cluster
channel models, which demonstrates that a narrower
angular spread makes the test more sensitive to DUT
performance;

(5) Pool 1 DUT 3’s ranking sequence shows significant
change between the single-cluster model and multi-
cluster models, which demonstrates that Pool 1 DUT
3 is more sensitive to channel power angular spread;

(6) Pool 4 DUT 1’s ranking relative to Pool 3 DUT 2
changed when switching from single-cluster to multi-
cluster, which also demonstrates Pool 4 DUT 1 is
sensitive to channel power angular spread.

4. Summary

In this paper, the two-stage MIMO OTA test method is
introduced. Using the antenna test mode of the DUT a
nonintrusive 3D antenna pattern measurement is performed
and verified by RSSI linearity calibration. The DUT’s MIMO
throughput is then measured using a conducted test by
convolving the antenna pattern with the desired channel
model. This approach enables the creation of arbitrarily
complex 2D or 3D channel models including the antenna
impact while only requiring a simple SISO anechoic chamber
to measure the antenna pattern. The two-stage method can
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thus provide a low-cost and accurate method for evaluating
end-to-end MIMO performance.
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Commercial User Equipment (UE) testing and certification has become more complex for state-of-the-art mobile communication
standards such as 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long-Term Evolution (LTE) due to the extensive use of Multiple
Input-Multiple Output (MIMO) transmission techniques. The variety of different MIMO operating modes and the almost
unlimited choice of possible multipath channel conditions under which UE performance may be evaluated are not accounted
for by established Single Input-Single Output (SISO) Over-The-Air (OTA) performance metrics like Total Isotropic Sensitivity
(TIS) and Total Radiated Power (TRP). As pointed out in this contribution, meaningful metrics and cost-effective, low-complexity
measurement methods can, nevertheless, be derived by focusing on characterization of the physical attributes of UE and by
adopting statistical metrics. Starting from a brief review of the most important MIMO operating modes in the 3GPP LTE
standard, the relation between UE properties and UE performance, which is observed in these operating modes, is discussed. Two
complementary metrics and corresponding measurement procedures for evaluation of MIMO OTA performance are presented in
order to address the diversity of possible propagation scenarios. Measurement results from preliminary implementations of the
two proposed measurement procedures, including comparison between different LTE devices, are presented.

1. Introduction

Since the early years of mobile communication development,
a method to reliably predict in-the-field performance of a
mobile device is highly demanded. OTA test methods were
first introduced when Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)
experienced that devices with comparable conducted per-
formance exposed significantly different in-the-field perfor-
mance, including increased rates of dropped connections.
Since most small form-factor SISO devices have inherently
omni-directional patterns, especially in the low frequency
bands, the focus of traditional OTA test is on total antenna
efficiency [1].

State-of-the-art mobile communication standards such
as 3GPP LTE bear the promise of significantly enhanced cell
capacity and per-user throughput. Whether the performance
of commercial UE holds up to the promise has become more

intricate to predict because MIMO performance depends
strongly on UE antenna properties. New OTA measurement
methods and performance metrics are necessary. After an
initial request by 3GPP RAN4 to address this issue [2],
directed to COST 2100 and CTIA, several OTA test method
proposals have been made by participants of COST 2100,
3GPP RAN4 and CTIA. The proposals differ significantly
in terms of measurement setup and equipment because
each approach is trying to solve the issue from a different
perspective. Some initial comparison between methods has
been conducted in two large-scale Round-Robin Measure-
ment Campaigns [3] without arriving at definite conclusions
with respect to advantages and drawbacks of each method
[4, 5]. Further measurement campaigns and comparison to
simulation [6] and a decision on a suitable test methodology
or several methodologies are planned in the near future [7].
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2. Goals and Requirements for
MIMO OTA Measurements

The goal of a MIMO OTA measurement is to evaluate
UE with respect to in-the-field performance for various
MIMO transmission modes and an almost infinite choice
of multipath channel conditions. An agreed test method
should, nevertheless, clearly discriminate between “good”
and “bad” devices without footnotes stating “under certain
conditions.” Excellent reproducibility of results is mandatory.
Consistent results should be obtained by every test lab.

A further important requirement is low complexity
because tests are to be performed for large number of E-
UTRA frequency bands and for a variety of different near-
field conditions (e.g., with head or hand phantoms), a fact
which increases test time substantially. The time required for
each measurement should not exceed typical measurement
time for established SISO OTA measurement procedures like
TIS and TRP. Additional cost for the certification process
would have to be transferred to the end-user.

3. MIMO-Operating Modes in LTE

So as to design an OTA test method for MIMO UE, it is
mandatory to have a basic understanding of the underlying
communication standard. State-of-the-art communication
standards employ an aggressive switching strategy in adap-
tation to the ever-changing multipath channel. LTE is a
perfect example to illustrate this issue. The Downlink (DL)
of LTE Rel-8 features already 7 basic transmission modes.
Further modes are added in Rel-9 and Rel-10. The most
relevant MIMO modes are the DL Transmit Diversity (TD)
mode and Open-Loop and Closed-Loop Spatial Multiplexing
(SM) modes. Apart from the different transmission modes,
there are 15 unique combinations of modulation order and
coding rate, each referred to in the following context as
a Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) (note this is
different to the definition of parameter IMCS in LTE). In
reality, transmission mode and MCS are adaptively selected
by the evolved Node-B (eNB), taking into account, at its own
discretion, feedback from the UE.

Among the different indicators, which are returned by
the UE and provide Channel State Information (CSI) feed-
back to the eNB, the Rank Indication (RI) is fundamental for
the selection of the appropriate MIMO transmission mode.
SM is possible only as long as the current rank of the channel
is larger than one. If the channel is in addition not too
rapidly varying over time, the eNB can select Closed-Loop
Spatial Multiplexing (CL-SM) mode and use the Precoding
Matrix Indicator (PMI) information from the UE to select
from a predefined set of precoding matrices the one which
optimizes the condition number of the channel matrix.
Otherwise, if the channel exposes rapid time variation, not
allowing for timely update of PMI, the eNB may switch
to Open-Loop Spatial Multiplexing (OL-SM) mode. In this
case, random precoding is employed in order to assure an at
least statistically, on average, good condition number of the
channel matrix. In OL-SM mode, Large-delay Cyclic Delay

Diversity (LD-CDD) is in addition introduced as a means to
enhance diversity of the channel.

If the rank of the channel or the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) do not allow for either of the SM modes, DL TD is
available as a robust fallback mode, which maximally exploits
the diversity of the channel for reliable transmission of single
stream. Note that DL TD mode is, nevertheless, a MIMO
transmission mode. Space-Frequency Block Coding (SFBC)
is used to transmit orthogonal replicas of a single stream
from different Basestation (BS) antennas based on the
Alamouti scheme [8]. In reality, DL TD is the most important
mode as it allows for reliable transmission under poor
channel conditions.

A further aspect of adaptivity is MCS selection. Based on
Channel Quality Indication (CQI), feedback from the UE
the eNB continuously adapts the MCS to current channel
conditions. By means of the CQI, the UE indicates allowance
for a higher MCS if the current Block Error Rate (BLER)
drops below a threshold and requests a lower MCS if the
BLER exceeds the threshold.

The above overview is admittedly superficial but consid-
ered necessary here to emphasize the role of the interaction
between the eNB and the UE in MIMO transmission. Any
performance figure like, for example, throughput observed in
a real network is a system property, which includes not only
UE receive performance and UE feedback reporting quality
but also the response of the scheduler in the eNB. It is of
uttermost importance to be aware of this fact so as not to
arrive at a simplistic and erroneous idea of a realistic test case.
To be realistic a time-variant, faded multipath channel is
always to be combined with a fully adaptive system compris-
ing not only the UE but also the mode switching and MCS
adaptation functionality of the eNB’s scheduler. This func-
tionality is, however, neither supported by presently available
test equipment nor is there a standardized scheduler at all.
Measurements are presently rather performed under condi-
tions of a Fixed Reference Channel (FRC), which predefines
transmission mode and MCS. Exposing UE to a random
channel under these fixed settings is all but realistic.

The way out of this difficulty is to characterize the phys-
ical UE attributes which determine the UE’s contribution
to overall performance. Part of this task requires for OTA
measurements, other properties are more easily and reliably
characterized by conducted measurements.

4. Relevant Physical Attributes of MIMO UE

4.1. Antenna Properties. A passive N-port antenna can be
fully characterized by its compound polarimetric pattern, the
N × 2 complex matrix function

T(Ω) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Tϑ,1(Ω) Tϕ,1(Ω)

...
...

Tϑ,N (Ω) Tϕ,N (Ω)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1)

with Ω = (θ,φ), and its scattering matrix S. With a and
b denoting the vectors of incoming (TX → antenna) and
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outgoing (antenna → RX) wave quantities at the N ports,
the receive mode is described by

b(Ω) = Sa + b0(Ω), b0(Ω) = λ0√
4πZ0

T(Ω)E(Ω) (2)

and the transmit mode by

E(Ω) = j

√
Z0

4π
e− jk0r

r
T�(Ω)a, b = Sa. (3)

Radiated power can be written as

Prad = 1
2

a†Ra, (4)

where

R = 1
4π

�
Ω

T∗(Ω)T�(Ω)dΩ (5)

is referred to as the radiation matrix. Superscripts (·)�,
(·)∗, and (·)† denote transposed, conjugate, and Hermitian
transposed, respectively.

A closer look at this N × N Hermitian matrix is
mandatory because it contains all relevant information about
the performance of the antenna system in a statistically
isotropic environment. Although the isotropic scattering
environment is of rare occurrence, the concept takes its
justification from the fact that the orientation of UE in space
may be random. We shall see that the radiation matrix is
one of the UE attributes to be characterized. To understand
its meaning, consider the case that only port n is fed, that
is, a = (0, . . . , 0, an, 0, . . . , 0)�. Available power is then given
by Pavail,n = (1/2)a∗n an and radiated power by Prad,n =
(1/2)a∗n Rnnan with

Rnn = 1
4π

∫
Ω

(∣∣Tϑ,n(Ω)
∣∣2 +

∣∣∣Tϕ,n(Ω)
∣∣∣2
)

dΩ, (6)

the norm of the n th pattern. Obviously the diagonal element
Rnn is equal to the ratio of radiated over available power from
port n, that is, to per-port (total) efficiency,

η
port
tot,n = Prad,n

Pavail,n
= Rnn. (7)

Different per-port efficiencies correspond to the different
expectation values of received power in a statistically
isotropic environment and are, therefore, linked to the
concept of antenna imbalance. But we shall see below that
a deeper look into this concept is necessary.

The off-diagonal elements of the radiation matrix con-
tain the scalar products between patterns associated with
different ports,

Rmn = 1
4π

∫
Ω

(
T∗ϑ,m(Ω)Tϑ,n(Ω) + T∗ϕ,m(Ω)Tϕ,n(Ω)

)
dΩ,

(8)

from which the traditional pattern correlation coefficient is
obtained as

ρmn = Rmn√
RmmRnn

. (9)

The correlation corresponds to the expectation value of the
observed Complex Envelope Correlation Coefficient (CECC)
at the antenna ports in a statistically isotropic environment.

It would not have been worthwhile to introduce the
radiation matrix just to come back to familiar parameters
like per-port efficiencies and correlation between per-port
patterns. It is important to understand that the traditional
parameters “antenna imbalance” and “antenna correlation”
are actually meaningless for MIMO transmission if consid-
ered separately.

A simple thought experiment reveals why. Consider an
N-port antenna, which receives N uncorrelated paths of
equal power coming in with different Angle of Arrival (AOA)
and isotropic Power Angular Spectrum (PAS). The received
signal vector b0 will contain components with different
amplitudes and some correlation between the components
will be observed. The noise contributions in each component
may be considered uncorrelated and of equal power because
they are dominated by receiver noise figure. The MIMO
detector now basically applies an approximate inverse of
the channel matrix to the received signal vector in order
to recover the transmitted signal vector, that is, to remove
the correlation. The quality of this approximation depends
solely on the condition number of the channel matrix. In the
present setting, the expectation value of the channel matrix
is just the radiation matrix of the antenna. Consequently, the
relevant property of the radiation matrix is the attainable
rank, which in fact is the number of eigenvalues (assumedly
ordered in sequence of decreasing magnitude) for which the
ratio of largest to smallest magnitude does not exceed some
threshold.

Moreover, in case of CL-SM, the eNB’s precoder and the
UE’s MIMO detector make a joint attempt to diagonalize
the channel matrix. In either case, unitary transforms are
applied to the channel matrix. Hence only those properties
of the radiation matrix, which are invariant under unitary
transforms, are relevant: the eigenvalues of R. The radiation
matrix is Hermitian and hence has real eigenvalues, which
correspond to the modal efficiencies of the N orthogonal
radiation modes, which are supported by the antenna system.
The discussion can be summarized as follows.

(a) The MIMO performance of an N-port antenna in
a statistically isotropic environment is described by
the N modal efficiencies η1 ≥ η2, . . . ,≥ ηn, the
eigenvalues of the radiation matrix.

(b) Total antenna system efficiency is described by the
invariant property

ηtot = 1
N

tr(R). (10)

This figure is equal to the ratio of transmitted over
available power in case that the total available power
is evenly distributed over N uncorrelated feed port
signals [9].

(c) Modal imbalance is a relevant parameter, whereas
conventional per-port “antenna imbalance” is not.
The attainable rank of MIMO transmission is
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restricted by the number of modal efficiencies with
value ηn not less than a given (power dependent)
fraction of η1. An imbalance figure can be introduced
as the ratio of the arithmetic over the geometric mean
of modal efficiencies

β = ηtot

N
√
η1η2 · · ·ηn . (11)

A perfectly balanced antenna system with η1 = η2 =
· · · = ηn = ηtot will have β = 1. An antenna system
with higher modal imbalance has larger β.

(d) “Antenna correlation,” that is, pattern correlation
with respect to different port patterns does not
convey useful information. We note in passing that
antenna correlation is anyway always small if the
antenna system is properly matched (Hermitian
match with respect to impedance matrix) and if
dissipative losses are small [10]. For a lossless antenna
system (no dissipation), power balance in fact implies
that radiated power is equal to power incident at the
ports minus power scattered back from the ports, that
is,

R = I− S†S. (12)

If a multi-port antenna is correctly matched (at a
given frequency), then all elements of the scattering
matrix S are small in magnitude. The off-diagonal
elements of the radiation matrix R (corresponding
to pattern correlation) are then obviously also small.
This statement applies irrespective of the spatial
separation between different antenna elements. The
latter may have an influence on the bandwidth over
which a good multi-port match is attainable but is
otherwise not directly related to pattern correlation.
Generalization to lossy antennas is straightforward
by adding a loss matrix term to the power balance
relation.

After having identified the eigenvalues of the radiation
matrix, that is, the efficiencies of the N orthogonal radiation
modes supported by the antenna system as the relevant
parameters, a brief look into their physical behaviour is
indicated.

Each radiation mode (orthogonal pattern) comes with
an individual radiation quality factor defined as the ratio of
average reactive energy stored in its near-field over radiated
energy per period. As opposed to what the term “quality”
suggests, a high radiation quality factor is detrimental.
It corresponds to narrow matching bandwidth and high
dissipation, that is, the modal efficiency of the respective
mode is acceptable only over a small bandwidth and may be
still poor even there. Reduction of radiation quality factors
is the goal of antenna design but unfortunately is subject to
fundamental physical limits. When adding further antennas
to small form-factor devices, the radiation quality factors
of the additional radiation modes typically take increasingly
large values. An example for the frequency dependence of
modal efficiencies for a simulated 2-port antenna system in
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Figure 1: Frequency dependence of modal efficiencies for a
simulated 2-port MIMO antenna example.

a USB dongle is shown in Figure 1. Cyan and blue curves
represent efficiencies of the two modes versus frequency. It
can be seen that total antenna system efficiency (10) and
modal imbalance can be strongly dependent on frequency,
which should be considered in test design.

4.2. Reconfigurable and Adaptive Antennas. The above-men-
tioned physical limitations in antenna design are reasons
for introduction of tunable and reconfigurable or even
adaptively matched antenna systems (so as to compensate for
antenna detuning in a variable near-field environment, e.g.,
due to user’s head and hand). As a consequence, the antenna
system can in principle no longer be treated as a linear system
block and, in case of adaptive matching, not even as time
invariant. It should be noted in particular that with a tunable
antenna system the first nonlinear system block appears in
the receive chain before the band filter. New test cases may,
therefore, be necessary. Moreover, the benefit (or malfunc-
tion) of adaptive matching will not be assessed correctly
without a properly chosen set of test cases with phantoms,
possibly accounting also for time dependence of the adap-
tation algorithm. A thorough discussion of these issues is
beyond the scope of the present paper. It should be obvious,
however, that MIMO OTA test methods, which build on a
separate characterization of an assumedly linear and time
invariant antenna system in combination with conducted
measurements, are not suitable for this situation.

4.3. Self-Interference and Cross-Interference. Self-interference
is in reality often the most important cause of poor device
performance. Conducted measurements are not capable to
detect problems caused by coupling of an interfering signal
to the antennas. Cross-interference is important for devices
that are connected to a host device such as datacards or
USB dongles. Interference from the host computer may differ
dramatically between, for example, different laptop models.
A standard mock-up is necessary to make comparable
measurement for this type of devices.

4.4. Receiver Noise Figure. The noise figure of a receiver is
defined as the additional noise power level at a receiver’s
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output as compared to an ideal receiver. If the effect of
nonlinear distortion is approximated as Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN), it may be subsumed under the
noise figure and the latter be taken as a quality measure
for the analog and mixed signal system blocks in the UE’s
receive chain. In an “end-to-end” measurement, it is not
possible to separate receiver noise figure from antenna
efficiency. It is, therefore, necessarily included in MIMO OTA
measurements.

4.5. Baseband Algorithms. The quality of the algorithms
implemented in the digital baseband of UE is crucial for
receiver performance and reporting quality (CSI). These
aspects, however, can at much lower cost and with superior
repeatability be tested in conducted measurements with
the full flexibility to apply time-dependent faded channels,
different Doppler spectra, and birth-death scenarios with the
help of today’s sophisticated fading emulators. In the sequel,
it is therefore silently assumed that such conducted tests have
been performed separately and the digital baseband is not
considered in the context of MIMO OTA measurement.

5. Multipath Channels and UE Properties

5.1. Generic Multipath Scenario, Constellations. In commu-
nication theory, the radio channel comprises the propagation
channel and the antennas at either side of the link. The
topic of this section is the interaction of a multipath scenario
with the UE antenna system. Consider a single subcarrier
frequency of an OFDM DL supporting M parallel data
streams. The complex amplitudes of the M sinusoids can be
described by a vector s = (s0, s1, . . . , sM−1)�, which is normal-
ized to unit power according to 1/2‖s‖2 = 1. In addition, L
interfering signals may be present and are described in the
same fashion by a vector w = (w0,w1, . . . ,wL−1)�.

Conceptually, we define the Device Under Test (DUT)
as the combination of the UE under test and any possible
objects in the near-field such as head or hand phantoms.
This allows to consider the DUT as being immersed into a
superposition of K plane waves, incident from AOA Ωk =
(θk,φk), k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. This superposition is described in
terms of the distribution

Ê(Ω) =
⎛⎝Êϑ(Ω)

Êϕ(Ω)

⎞⎠ = E0Ĉ(Ω)s + E0D̂(Ω)w, (13)

where E0 is a calibration factor (see below) and Ĉ and D̂
are, respectively, 2 ×M and 2 × L matrices of distributions,
referred to as constellations below, which describe the
multipath channel for the wanted signals and the interferers,
respectively. Both have the same form, namely, Ĉ =
(Ĉ0, . . . , ĈM−1) with

Ĉm =
K−1∑
k=0

⎛⎝cϑ,k,m

cϕ,k,m

⎞⎠δ(Ω,Ωk) (14)

and likewise for D̂. This is a generic description, which covers
any real-world scenario as well as any test case. In the context

of OFDM, it is sufficient to identify the coefficients in (14)
with complex numbers provided that path delays do not
exceed the guard period.

The received signal vector at the antenna ports is then, in
absence of interferers, given by

b0 = λE0√
4πZ0

[
T, Ĉ

]
s, (15)

where [
T, Ĉ

]
=

�
S1(0)

T(Ω)Ĉ(Ω)dΩ. (16)

The integral over the unit sphere S1(0) evaluates to an N×M
matrix for an N-port antenna system. A similar term with D̂
exchanged for Ĉ is to be added to include external interferers.

In order to obtain the channel matrix in real-world
units, the factor E0 in (13) must be quantified, that is,
the measurement must be calibrated. As usual in anechoic
chamber measurements we express E0 in terms of the power
Piso, fictitiously received by an ideal isotropic antenna in the
center of the UE position without the UE (and phantom) in
place when subject to a single co-polarized plane wave. In
this setting, (1) reduces to unity and

Piso = 1
2
‖b0‖2 = λ2

4π
E2

0

Z0

1
2
‖s‖2 = λ2

4π
E2

0

Z0
(17)

(due to the normalization of the signal vector) from which E0

can be calculated. The operation ‖ · ‖ denotes the Frobenius
norm. Since the channel matrix is conventionally referenced
to the “inner antenna ports” in the form

r = Hs + noise and interference, (18)

where r = (r1, . . . , rN−1)� is the received signal vector at the
input of the detector, it is convenient to scale the received
signal vector according to r := (1/

√
F)b, where F denotes

receiver noise figure. The correct SNR is thus maintained
when we simply substitute an AWGN signal n with thermal
noise power PN ,0 = kBTB per component for the noise
contribution on the right-hand-side (RHS) of (18). The
resulting expression for the channel matrix is

H =
√

Piso

F

[
T, Ĉ

]
. (19)

An analogous expression can be written for the external
interferers to yield upon combination

r =
√

Piso

F

[
T, Ĉ

]
s +

√
Piso

F

[
T, D̂

]
w + rS + n. (20)

The additional term rS accounts for self-interference.
Any MIMO OTA test case obviously amounts to the

realization of a sequence of channel matrices (19) and
therefore to the selection of a sequence of constellations, each
containing K incoming (polarized) paths. In an anechoic
chamber, each constellation can be realized by means of K
dual-polarized test antennas. It is understood that the K test
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antennas are either movable over the sphere or selectable
from a larger set of fixed test antennas to allow for a sequence
of different constellations.

Each choice of Ĉ amounts to the definition of a sampling
operator, which is applied to the compound pattern T as
described by the projection [T, Ĉ] in (19). The question
arises, how to select these operators so as to obtain on the
one hand a sufficient characterization of T but on the other
hand to avoid an overly complex approach. The options
range from simply assigning each of the M downlink streams
to a single test antenna at a time to complex schemes,
where pre-faded superpositions of all downlink streams
are routed to a large number of test antennas. A large
number of antennas allows for emulation of geometrically
realistic propagation scenarios as described by Geometry-
Based Stochastic Channel Models (GSCMs), for example,
the 3GPP Spatial Channel Model Extended (SCME) [11].
Related proposals have been made by several groups [3, 12,
13], and there is a tendency to emulate a GSCM in as much
detail as possible, including multiple pre-faded copies of the
DL signals, time dependence of the channel, and geometrical
detail such as the angular spread of incoming clusters.

The following subsections are devoted to a discussion of
these aspects.

5.2. Number of Test Antennas. The number of test antennas
has a large impact on cost, complexity, and thereby repro-
ducibility of a MIMO OTA test method. It is, therefore,
important to clarify whether a larger number of test antennas
will correspond to a better test method or not.

There is an obvious lower bound on the number of
test antennas. To investigate UE performance in an M × N
MIMO scheme at least min(M,N) test antennas are required
to realize a channel of maximum possible rank. Below we
assume M = N . The minimum number of test antennas
is then Kmin = N = M. Use of a larger number of test
antennas makes sense only if also additional uncorrelated DL
signals are generated. This is possible by applying different
time-variant delays or phase shifts and distributing these
newly generated signals to different antennas. The resulting
K > Kmin paths will superimpose in the UE’s antenna
system to yield again N received signals. We refer to this
effect as in situ fading, which (as opposed to pre-fading, see
below) is a physical effect and relates to physical attributes
of the UE antenna system. Formally, in situ fading is a
consequence of the linearity and projection property of the
sampling operator [T, Ĉ] showing up in (19). In fact, for any
constellation Ĉ(K) with K > Kmin incoming paths the channel
matrix can be represented as a superposition of channel
matrices for constellations with only Kmin antennas in the
form

H =
√

Piso

F

[
T, Ĉ(K)

]
=
√

Piso

F

∑
i

ai
[

T, Ĉ(Kmin)
i

]
. (21)

From the perspective of characterizing physical attributes of
the UE, the question is, whether we can obtain significant
additional information about the compound pattern T by

applying superpositions of the constellations Ĉ(Kmin)
i instead

of considering them individually. Although the finally
recorded metric (e.g., throughput) is not a linear function of
the channel matrix, the answer is negative. It will be shown
in Section 6 that a setup with Kmin antennas is sufficient to
characterize the relevant properties of a UE antenna system,
in particular total antenna system efficiency and modal
imbalance.

5.3. Pre-Fading. In connection with MIMO OTA test
approaches that use more than Kmin test antennas, it may
be tempting to generate signals for the additional antennas
by emulation of a channel model. A common way to do
so is to use a fading emulator to apply a multi-tap delay
line model to a signal before routing it to a test antenna.
We refer to this approach as pre-fading. It corresponds to
common functionality of fading emulators. Pre-fading is
valuable for conducted measurements where it substitutes
for the lack of in situ fading in the UE antenna system. It
must be emphasized, however, that the introduction of pre-
fading in a MIMO OTA test method, where in situ fading
is already present, is unphysical and represents an arbitrary
deterioration of the channel, which does not correspond
to reality. Consider, for instance, the case of several paths
which superimpose in space to create a spatial interference
pattern with maxima and minima of available receive power.
The diversity performance of a UE antenna system depends
on how well it exploits this spatial interference pattern. If
the paths are pre-combined before routing them to a test
antenna, that is, generated by means of a tapped delay line
filter, the spatial interference pattern is lost and replaced by
a purely temporal fading characteristic, which is basically
sensed in identical form by all UE antennas. Since such
proposals, nevertheless, exist [3], it is worthwhile to take
a brief look at the main effect of a pre-faded signal when
applied under conditions of a fixed MCS.

To this end, it is sufficient to consider a single receiver.
Without fading, we shall observe a sudden drop of through-
put from nearly 100% to 0% in a small region about the
threshold power of the selected MCS as available receive
power is reduced below the threshold. This behaviour is
approximated by a step function (dashed line) in Figure 2
(the width of the transition region is in the order of 1 dB to
2 dB and not relevant for our argument here). The thresh-
old radiated power level at which this transition occurs,
assumedly Pthr = −85 dBm in Figure 2, uniquely describes
the receive quality of the UE in this situation. It reflects
antenna efficiency, receiver noise figure, and possibly self-
interference. In a Rayleigh scenario, the probability that the
instantaneous receive power Pr exceeds P for a given average
available receive power P is

Prob{Pr > P} = exp
(
−P

P

)
. (22)

A fading emulator has to emulate exactly this behaviour. The
observed average relative throughput t(P) as a function of
average power is then basically given by the convolution of
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Figure 2: Illustration of the effect of Rayleigh fading (blue curve)
and Rician fading (K = 5 dB, red curve) on observed throughput
for an MCS threshold power of −85 dBm. See text for details.

the Probability Density Function (PDF) corresponding to
(22) with the step function resulting in

t
(
P
)
= exp

(
−Pthr

P

)
. (23)

This dependency is shown in blue in Figure 2. The red curve
displays the analogous result for Rician fading with a K-
factor of 5 dB. We observe that the desired information about
the UE receive quality is just blurred by the statistics of the
channel. Differences between results obtained this way are
characteristic for the measurement setup (channel) but not
for the UE.

5.4. GSCM, Adaptivity and Averages. The common starting
point of any GSCM is the definition of UE velocity. It is
directly translated into Doppler shifts. But in addition it is
also used to introduce time dependence into the channel,
resulting in time-dependent fading where the UE velocity
determines the rate of change. Any MIMO OTA measure-
ment performed under these conditions necessarily amounts
to the measurement of a time average, for example, of average
throughput. It is tempting to consider such time average to
be a particularly “realistic” indicator of UE performance. But
there are two major issues with this approach if combined
with an FRC.

(a) The condition number of the channel is varied over
time in a poorly predictable way, that is, the rank of
the channel may change up to the situation that it is
in disagreement with a pre-selected MIMO operating
mode.

(b) Fading becomes time-dependent and the available
receive power is spread out statistically about its
average value with the effect that the SNR may be
in disagreement with a pre-selected MCS during
extended portions of the measurement interval.

Either effect potentially renders the recorded average
values meaningless with respect to in-the-field results. In

reality, that is, in a fully adaptive system with a real eNB,
the UE would have reported the current rank of the channel
and the eNB would have switched to a more appropriate
transmission mode (such as TD and OL-SM or CL-SM).
During a measurement with time-dependent fading, the UE
under test may also have desperately reported over parts of
the measurement period that it could still attain appreciable
throughput if CQI was decremented (i.e., the eNB should
switch to a lower order modulation scheme or lower coding
rate). But it is not heard. Instead zero throughput is recorded.
Similarly, the UE may have reported over parts of the
measurement period that the channel is good enough for
the next higher order modulation scheme or higher coding
rate (CQI increment), but the measurement under condi-
tions of an FRC fails to account for the true performance of
the UE.

We conclude that time averages taken with respect to a
time-variant channel do not correspond to any real situation
if taken under conditions of an FRC. But as opposed to aver-
age values, empirical outage probabilities may still convey
useful information.

5.5. GSCM and Near-Field Impact. A lot of attention has
been given to accurate emulation of geometrical detail of
the SCME models such as Angular Spread (AS) in Anechoic
Chambers (AC) [14]. In reality, however, such “free-space
detail” is seldom visible to the UE at all. It is rather masked
and strongly modified by the near-field environment of the
UE, in case of hand-held devices, for example, by the user’s
hand or head. Measurements with appropriate phantoms
are well established in existing OTA test plans (e.g., [1]).
Since the performance of MIMO UE is potentially more
susceptible to the near-field environment than that of a single
antenna UE, the quest for realistic test conditions will have to
include them.

6. MIMO OTA Metrics and
Measurement Methods

6.1. Towards a Direct Device Characterization Method. Based
on the discussion and models presented in the previous
sections, metrics and methods for MIMO OTA testing are
proposed below. The selection of test cases is guided by the
following principles.

(i) OTA test cases are selected to correspond to those
physical UE attributes, which cannot be characterized
by conducted measurements but must be character-
ized by OTA measurements.

(ii) The discretionary introduction of features from
channel models for which a UE antenna system is
transparent, in particular time-dependent fading, is
to be avoided. Such features are likely to domi-
nate measurement results and obliterate differences
between devices.

(iii) In order to assure reproducibility and accurate cal-
ibration, each test case should be stripped down in
complexity to what is essential for the result.
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(iv) The influence of the measurement setup on results
must be clearly understood and traceable.

(v) Test setups that allow for reuse of existing OTA cham-
bers are preferred.

Meaningful and realistic test cases can only be defined
in agreement with the fundamental features of a MIMO
communication standard, the most important of which is
adaptation of the MIMO transmission mode to the channel
properties.

The investigation of throughput in SM transmission
mode is not meaningful unless it is assured that both the rank
of the channel is larger than one and the SNR is sufficiently
high. Otherwise, the result will just show that a poor
channel is applied, a situation in which TD transmission
mode would be invoked in reality. A MIMO-favourable
channel is mandatory to evaluate MIMO performance in SM
transmission modes.

Conversely, diversity performance cannot be evaluated if
the channel is good enough to achieve constant maximum
throughput with a single antenna. Diversity performance is
best described by sensitivity under poor channel conditions.
The MIMO transmission mode which in reality is used in
the low SNR regime is TD and hence should also be used for
testing in this context.

Two basic test cases are derived from the above consid-
eration, which will be shown to cover the relevant physical
attributes of UE:

(1) evaluation of noise limited performance in TD mode
using a sensitivity-based metric,

(2) evaluation of peak performance in SM mode using a
throughput-based metric.

They correspond to poor and MIMO-favourable channel
conditions, respectively [15–17].

The definition of the metrics must in either case follow
the purpose to provide a criterion for in-the-field perfor-
mance. The UE should perform reasonably well in a virtually
unlimited variety of propagation scenarios. Hence perfor-
mance can only be described statistically. Average quantities
are not sufficient to characterize the UE in this respect.
Appropriate statistical metrics are outage probabilities with
respect to given sensitivity or throughput levels. Statistical
metrics allow for a comparison of the UE in terms of the
probability that a prescribed minimum performance will be
achieved or, conversely, in terms of outage probability of a
given transmission mode and MCS [18]. The probabilities
are directly related to user experience and network efficiency.

As opposed to averages, observed outage probabilities
relative to some performance figure gathered over a set of
fixed, identically reproducible propagation scenarios, also
remain meaningful under conditions of an FRC.

6.2. Sensitivity in Noise-Limited Scenarios. DL TD mode is
meant to provide fair link reliability and throughput under
non-optimum channel conditions. The appropriate test case
amounts to a characterization of UE sensitivity in a noise-
limited scenario, akin to traditional TIS measurements for

SISO devices. Differences to traditional TIS measurements
arise (i) from the fact that at least M = 2 orthogonal DL
signals are available in DL TD mode which carry the same
information and (ii) from the presence of multiple receive
antennas and the possible support of Receive Diversity (RD)
in the UE. Note that TD and RD are completely independent
methods for improvement of link quality. TD is in general
based on the Alamouti scheme, in LTE, for instance, in form
of SFBC. RD can be realized by Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC), which is the optimum approach and is taken as
reference case below. Both schemes work together so as to
combine the total available power from all M downlink
signals and all N UE antennas in order to maximize the
SNR. The sensitivity is recorded in terms of the received
power, which is required for not exceeding a specified BLER
threshold. Based on the discussion in Section 5, an explicit
model expression for the SNR is readily obtained. Assuming
DL TD mode, a power-normalized signal vector s (see
Section 5.1) and an N-antenna UE with MRC (if N > 1),
the effective SNR is given by

SNR = SNR0

∥∥∥[T, Ĉ
]∥∥∥2

(24)

with

SNR0 = Piso

PN ,0F
. (25)

‖[T, Ĉ]‖ denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix (16). We
note in passing that the Shannon capacity formula can be
rewritten in terms of the above-introduced symbols as

CMRC ≈ B log2

(
1 + SNR0

∥∥∥[T, Ĉ
]∥∥∥2

)
, (26)

where B denotes bandwidth.
If a sequence of different constellations Ĉ is applied,

different values of SNR are observed. The distribution of
these SNR values and hence the statistics of sensitivity
observed over the sequence of constellations characterizes
important features of the compound pattern of the UE’s
antenna system.

To describe the proposed test procedure in more detail,
we consider DL TD mode with M = 2 (two orthogonal DL
signals), and a sequence of constellations C = {Ĉi} whose
elements are, apart from irrelevant phase factors, of the form

Ĉi =
⎛⎝1 0

0 1

⎞⎠δ(Ω,Ωi), (27)

that is, only a single AOA Ωi is encountered per measurement

[19]. The factor ‖[T, Ĉ]‖2
on the RHS of (24), therefore

simplifies to ‖T(Ωi)‖2 in the i-th measurement. The setting
resembles a conventional sensitivity measurement with the
modification that two DL signals are routed to the two
orthogonal polarizations of a dual-polarized test antenna.

Let SNRthr denote the threshold SNR level on the
Left-Hand-Side (LHS) of (24) below which the specified
BLER threshold is exceeded for the selected FRC. The
corresponding value Piso = Piso,thr on the RHS of (25)
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gives the sensitivity at AOA Ωi, the directional compound
sensitivity

1
Piso,thr(Ωi)

= 1
SNRthrPN ,0

‖T(Ωi)‖2

F
. (28)

Note that the RHS of (28) is essentially the compound
antenna gain over receiver noise figure at given AOA Ωi. The
average of (28) over the unit sphere is the Total Compound
Isotropic Sensitivity (TCIS)

1
Piso,thr

= 1
SNRthrPN ,0

tr(R)
F

= 1
SNRthrPN ,0

Nηtot

F
. (29)

R is the radiation matrix (5), ηtot denotes total antenna
system efficiency after (10), and N is the number of UE
antenna ports. Note that (29) completely characterizes the
most important UE attribute: the ratio of total antenna
system efficiency over receiver noise figure. The result can
be approximated by choosing AOAs from a proper regular
grid in the same way as in conventional SISO OTA test plans.
Moreover, this test case can be realized in a conventional
OTA test chamber equipped with a single dual-polarized
test antenna, for example, a quad-ridged horn antenna. Two
output ports of the MIMO Basestation Emulator (BSE),
carrying the two orthogonal DL TD signals are routed to
the two polarizations of the test antenna simultaneously and
with equal power.

It is to the authors’ opinion remarkable that the most
relevant MIMO OTA performance figure, TCIS, equivalent
to total antenna system efficiency over receiver noise figure,
can be obtained with actually less effort than suggested
in existing SISO OTA test plans, which require separate
measurements for each polarization. But the test procedure,
which has been sketched above, is suitable also to obtain a
more significant statistical metric at no additional cost. As
well known from income statistics, average values do not
tell the full story. A UE with the same value of TCIS may
still exhibit different outage probabilities. Receive diversity
performance will be rated the better the less it depends on
the accidental directions of the incoming paths, that is, on the
variation of the total power received from both polarizations
over all possible AOAs. The Figure of Merit (FOM) to be
reported, is therefore, the empirical Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of sensitivity, which is readily obtained from
recorded directional sensitivity values (28). The proposed
metric is formally introduced as a function of applied power
Piso by

CDFsensitivity(Piso; C, FRC, BLER) = Prob
{
Piso,thr < Piso

}
(30)

and of course depends on choice of FRC, threshold BLER,
and applied sequence of constellations C. The CDF (30)
allows for comparison of devices in terms of outage proba-
bility of a given FRC at given power level for arbitrary AOA,
a quantity which is expected to bear a close relation to the
probability of dropped service in an arbitrary propagation
scenario.

For illustration, Figure 3 displays sensitivity patterns of
a High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) dongle plugged into

a laptop. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the conventional
separate sensitivity patterns for a ϕ-polarized wave and ϑ-
polarized wave, respectively. The result of Figure 3(c) corre-
sponds to the above-described procedure with uncorrelated
signals of half the total power applied to the two polarizations
simultaneously. It can be observed that the deep troughs in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) do not show up in Figure 3(c), which
approaches a more spherical shape indicating an effective
receive diversity.

The CDFs (30) of three different LTE devices of different
form-factor (and operating in different bands) are presented
in Figure 4. A measurement resolution of 30◦ is used. The
CDFs have been generated with a weight correction for
each individual sensitivity measurement corresponding to
the relative fraction of the surface of the unit sphere, which is
represented by the corresponding AOA. As illustrated by the
shaded regions in Figure 4, an MNO may decide to define a
rejection region in the CDF plot. A device might for instance
be rated acceptable if it exposes a compound sensitivity better
than −124 dBm (RS EPRE) with a probability of at least
33% and still better than −120 dBm with a probability of at
least 66%. Note that the numerical values here are just for
illustration and arbitrarily selected. Actual values are likely to
be obtained only by comparison of (30) against in-the-field
results.

6.3. Peak Performance in MIMO-Favourable Scenarios. The
capability of a device to benefit from multipath propagation
by providing high throughput can only be tested if the
propagation environment is suitable for such transmission.
MIMO peak performance is to be measured for SM modes
under conditions of a full rank propagation channel and high
SNR. A throughput-based metric is appropriate to evaluate
whether the UE antenna system meets the performance
target. The metric and accompanying test procedure, which
is proposed below, covers the physical UE attributes modal
efficiencies and modal imbalance and is therefore comple-
mentary to what was obtained by sensitivity measurement in
a noise-limited scenario in the previous section.

Figure 5 depicts the concept of a test setup with two dual-
polarized horns, which can independently be set to AOA
Ωi and AOA Ω j , respectively. For each pair of AOAs, all
possible combinations of polarizations can be realized. The
setup, therefore, allows for full characterization of the UE
with N = 2 antennas. In this context, it can accommodate for
a 2 × 2 MIMO scheme. For evaluation of the UE with more
antennas, additional test antennas may be added to the setup.
For the presently proposed approach, we consider the simple
case of a 2 × 2 MIMO transmission in SM mode. Among
all possible constellations that can be realized with the setup
after Figure 5, we restrict ourselves to those which are of the
simple form

Ĉ =
⎛⎝cϑ,0 0

cϕ,0 0

⎞⎠δ(Ω,Ωi) +

⎛⎝0 cϑ,1

0 cϕ,1

⎞⎠δ(Ω,Ω j

)
(31)

with exactly one element in either matrix on the RHS of (31)
equal to one and the other zero. Each of the two orthogonal,
equal power downlink signals is then routed to exactly one
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Figure 3: 3D sensitivity pattern (dBm) of an HSDPA dongle: (a) ϕ polarised DL signal only, (b) ϑ polarized DL signal only, (c) decorrelated
copies of the DL signal with half power each on either polarization.
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Figure 4: Measured CDF of sensitivity for three different com-
mercially available LTE devices. Shaded regions illustrate potential
rejection criteria (see text).

Ω j

Ω i

Figure 5: Test setup for, for example, a 2 × 2 MIMO scheme
using two dual-polarized test antennas. The AOAs Ωi and Ω j are
independently selected on the unit sphere.

out of the 4 available ports at a time. The measurement
procedure involves a sequence of such constellations with
Ωi and Ω j taken from a predefined grid on the unit sphere
for all possible combinations of polarization, that is, (ϑ, ϑ),
(ϑ,ϕ), (ϕ, ϑ), and (ϕ,ϕ). Throughput is recorded for each
measurement.

Before going into further detail of the procedure, let us
briefly consider which UE antenna attributes can in principle
be characterized with this approach. LTE offers a CL-SM
and an OL-SM DL transmission mode. Provided that “good”
channel information is available at the receiver, a situation
which would be assumed as a prerequisite for CL-SM mode,
the Shannon capacity formula can be approximated by

CSM ≈ B log2

(
det

(
I + SNR0

[
T, Ĉ

]†[
T, Ĉ

]))
(32)

for a given constellation. Assume now that we apply a
sequence of constellations of the form (31), which corre-
sponds to a (doubly) isotropic PAS for both polarizations
and both downlink signals. Such sequence can be obtained
by choosing Ωi and Ω j from a proper regular grid on
the unit sphere. Obviously then, as angular resolution is

increased, the average of the term [T, Ĉ]
†
[T, Ĉ] approaches

the radiation matrix R. In the limit, we would obtain the
isotropic average of (32) in the form

CSM ≈ B log2(det(I + SNR0R)). (33)

Since we intend to test in the high SNR regime, we may
assume that the SNR is high enough to neglect the identity
matrix I in (33) as proposed in [20]. The isotropic average
(33) can then be approximated by

CSM ≈ B log2

(
SNRN

0 · det(R)
)

= BN log2

(
SNR0ηtot

)
+ B

N∑
n=1

log2

(
ηn
ηtot

)
.

(34)

The first term on the RHS of (34) corresponds to the iso-
tropic average of capacity in the optimum case of a balanced
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N-port MIMO antenna system with total antenna system
efficiency ηtot. The second term on the RHS (34) describes
the capacity degradation due to modal imbalance. It is always
nonpositive and equal to zero if and only if the antenna sys-
tem is perfectly balanced with equal modal efficiencies η1 =
η2 = · · · = ηtot. The approximation (34) can be rewritten in
the form

CSM ≈ 3.322BN
(

SNR(dB)
0 + ηtot

(dB) − β(dB)
)

, (35)

where superscript (dB) indicates a quantity given in decibels
and

β(dB) = 10 dB log10

(
ηtot

N
√
η1η2 · · ·ηn

)
(36)

is the imbalance figure of the UE antenna system as
introduced in (11). Note that both ηtot and β are invariant
properties of the radiation matrix as discussed in Section 4.1.
We conclude that with diligent choice of SNR0, such that
SNR0 ηtot would allow for almost the maximum throughput
supported by a given FRC, an observed degradation of the
isotropic average of throughput can be attributed to modal
imbalance, that is, the latter attribute can be characterized by
the proposed measurement approach.

The above derivation has been made only for the
purpose of a qualitative interpretation of the significance
of throughput measurements in the high SNR regime. It is
neither necessary nor feasible to choose the AOAs Ωi, Ω j

from a grid on the unit sphere with resolution fine enough
to accurately approximate R in (33). Even for a setup
with 2 test antennas only, there are 4 degrees of freedom
(θ1,φ1, θ2,φ2). Hence, at an angular resolution comparable
to traditional TIS/TRP measurement, instead of say 2K
samples (2 polarizations times K grid points on the unit
sphere), 2K2 − K samples would be required. It must be
emphasized that this observation holds equally for mea-
surements in an anechoic chamber and in a reverberation
chamber. The number of samples, that is, different constel-
lations required for sampling with a prescribed resolution,
can also not be reduced by employing more antennas. It
should be clearly understood that with a larger number
of test antennas we can only generate linear combinations
of those constellations, which were also realizable with the
smaller number of test antennas. Only when taking a larger
number of samples, that is, resorting to a longer sequence
of different constellations, further independent samples can
be obtained. It is, therefore, inevitable, but as to presently
available experimental evidence also sufficient, to resort to
a sequence of constellations, which is just large enough to
deliver trustworthy statistics of throughput. There are some
minimum requirements on the selection of such sequence of
constellations, which are experimentally confirmed and will
be illustrated with examples below.

(a) It is mandatory to consider both polarizations in
all cases, that is, for each pair of AOA Ωi, Ω j all
4 possible combinations of polarizations must be
accounted for.

(b) It is mandatory to achieve a fair representation of the
assumed PAS. An “economization” of MIMO OTA
measurement by, for example, restriction to AOAs,
which are exclusively in the azimuthal plane may
yield grossly misleading results.

Before turning to the proposed statistical metric for
the present test case, some considerations with respect to
the MIMO transmission modes, which may be selected for
the measurement, that is, CL-SM or OL-SM, are necessary.
In view of the above discussion, CL-SM appears to be
well suited for the intended characterization. It comes
with the additional advantage to minimize possible bias
introduced through the test scenario by virtue of adaptive
precoding. Investigation of CL-SM performance, however,
makes sense only if the eNB emulator supports adaptive
precoding based on the UE’s PMI report and adaptive per-
stream CQI-based MCS selection. It must further allow to
have the UE’s RI report ignored. These features are not
yet in general supported by test equipment. OL-SM comes
with an inherent randomization of the channel via LD-
CDD and random precoding. As a consequence, throughput
observed in each particular constellation represents by
itself a statistical average of different channel realizations.
Furthermore, when using OL-SM mode meaningful statistics
can be gathered under conditions of an FRC provided that
the power level Piso is selected properly. In view of the
limitations of presently available test equipment, OL-SM
mode is therefore assumed below.

The proposed metric is the empirical Complementary
Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of observed
relative throughput tobs written as function of relative
throughput t in the form

CCDFthroughput(t; C, FRC,Piso) = 1− Prob{tobs < t}, (37)

where C denotes the set of applied constellations and Piso is
the applied power level.

Figure 7 shows an example for this metric. It relates
to a commercially available LTE device, a USB dongle
for E-UTRA band class 7. The device has connectors for
two external antennas (Figure 6). For this proof-of-concept
example, it was decided to use external antennas to facilitate
interpretation of results. Two dipoles were used in different
arrangements:

(a) collinear placement with half-wavelength separation
(“canonical dual dipole arrangement”) as shown in
Figure 6(a),

(b) orthogonal placement with half-wavelength separa-
tion (“crossed dipoles”) as shown in Figure 6(b),

(c) similar to (a) and (b) but with 45◦ inclination
between the axes of the two dipoles.

The theoretical patterns of these antenna arrangements
are of course disturbed by the presence of the laptop and
connecting cables.

The CCDF of throughput for the 3 antenna arrangements
were recorded for an FRC with 16QAM and a 10 MHz
bandwidth (DL 2655 MHz, UL 2535 MHz) at a power level
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Band 7 dongle in a test setup with 2 external antennas, (a) collinear dipole arrangement and (b) cross-polarized dipoles.
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Figure 7: Measured CCDFs of throughput for a Band 7 dongle
with external antennas: (a) collinear dipoles arrangement (blue),
(b) cross-polarized dipoles setup (red), and (c) 45◦ polarization
inclination (green) at RS EPRE = −100 dBm/15 kHz. The shaded
region indicates a possible rejection criterion (see text).

Piso corresponding to RS EPRE = −100 dBm/15 kHz. A
sequence of only 488 constellations (including different
combinations of polarization) was applied in this example
with a resolution of 30◦ in θ1 and φ1 but fixed θ2 = 90◦

and only the two cases φ2 = φ1 + 45◦ and φ2 = φ1 + 90◦.
The choice of θ2 and φ2 was restricted by the chamber
used for this measurement, which did not allow moving the
second antenna automatically. The throughput observed for
each constellation is weighted in the CCDF with the relative
fraction of the surface of the unit sphere it represents, that is,
the data reflect a two-path uniform PAS. Despite the fact that
the sequence of applied constellations appears insufficient for
a full characterization, the results in Figure 7 confirm that
we can already clearly distinguish the three arrangements
(a), (b), and (c). The arrangement (a) (collinear dipoles)

performs worst and one may assume that this observa-
tion carries over to in-the-field performance where cross-
polarized antennas are employed at the basestation.

One way to make use of the FOM in Figure 7 is
to introduce again a “rejection region” as performance
criterion. The shaded box in Figure 7 is given for illustration.
It corresponds to the criterion that “UE should provide at
least 80% throughput in 60% of all test cases.” The MNO can
specifically tailor this requirement based on network quality
requirements and user expectation.

Suitable chamber setups to be used in automated com-
mercial test systems are presented in Figure 8. These two
setups have extensions made to distributed axis chambers
with an additional boom mounted at the opposite wall or
the ceiling. The example presented in Figure 7 corresponds
to a rudimentary implementation after Figure 8(b).

Further measurement results that were obtained in a
chamber setup after Figure 8(a) are given in Figure 9. The
figure displays the CCDF of throughput for 4 LTE devices
of different form-factors (and operating in different bands).
Results were recorded for an FRC with 16QAM and a
10 MHz bandwidth at a power level Piso corresponding to
RS EPRE = −102 dBm/15 kHz. A sequence of constellations
(including different combinations of polarization), which
have their AOA components limited to the azimuthal plane
of the DUT, was applied in this example. The result permits
to discriminate the devices although constellations with
elevated AOAs are desirable in further investigations.

The question remains, how many constellations are
actually required to sufficiently characterize a device. The
question has been addressed by simulation, and results
are presented in Figure 11. The simulation is based on a
realistic compound pattern of an LTE datacard in a laptop
with two antennas, operating in OL-SM mode in a 2 × 2
MIMO configuration. The patterns are indicated in Figure 10
(colored and gray pattern, resp.). The simulation tool [6]
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Examples for realization of 2-test-antenna setups in a distributed axis chamber.
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Figure 9: Measured CCDF of throughput for 4 different LTE
devices with different form-factors and operating frequencies at
RS EPRE = −102 dBm/15 kHz using only constellations in the
azimuthal plane.
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Figure 10: Compound pattern of a simulated datacard with 2
antennas in a laptop [6, 18]. The magnitude of the patterns are
shown separately colored/black-and-white.
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Figure 11: Simulated throughput statistics for a 2-antenna LTE
datacard in a laptop in OL-SM mode with FRC using two
dual-polarized test antennas. CCDFs of estimated throughput are
presented for SNR0 = 7 dB for different numbers of randomly
selected constellations.

is based on the LTE simulator developed by the Institute
of Communications and Radio-Frequency Engineering of
TU Vienna [21]. The MCS corresponds to CQI = 4,
that is, QPSK with coding rate of 30%. The maximum
number of HARQ transmissions was set to 4. The DL
channel bandwidth was chosen to be 5 MHz (25 Resources
Blocks (RBs)). To save simulation time, received signals were
captured after the Zero Forcing (ZF) receiver to estimate
throughput for the selected MCS based on Error Vector
Magnitude (EVM).

CCDFs of estimated throughput for SNR0 = 7 dB
for different numbers of randomly selected constellations
are given in Figure 11. The throughput observed for each
constellation is weighted in the CCDF with the relative
fraction of the surface of the unit sphere it represents, that is,
the data reflect a two-path uniform PAS. It is observed that
a level of hundreds of constellations is already sufficient for
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convergence of the CCDF even for a complicated pattern as
in Figure 10.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, a straightforward test approach is pre-
sented, which focuses on the characterization of the phys-
ical attributes of UEs. Statistical metrics are adopted to
adequately represent the variety of possible propagation
scenarios. The approach is of low complexity and allows for
reuse of existing test sites and equipment. The relevant device
properties are covered by two test cases.

The first test case covers total antenna system efficiency,
receiver noise figure, and self-interference. It bears similarity
to traditional TIS measurement for SISO devices. The
statistical metric that is reported maps directly to in-the-
field outage probability. The second test case covers modal
imbalance, pattern and polarization selectivity. The measure-
ment setup in this case realizes a maximum rank channel.
The statistical metric, which is reported here, describes the
probability of attaining theoretical peak performance in SM
mode.

The examples that have been presented support the
conclusion that the approach is suitable to distinguish very
well between good and bad devices. Final validation of the
predictive power of MIMO OTA test approaches, however,
requires a thorough comparison between lab results and in-
the-field observations, which has to be the program of future
work.
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The impact of spatial correlation on the multi-input multi-output ultrawide band (MIMO-UWB) system using the time reversal
(TR) technique is investigated. Thanks to TR, several data streams can be transmitted by using only one antenna in a system
named virtual MIMO-TRUWB. Since the virtual MIMO-TR-UWB system is not affected by the transmit correlation, under the
condition of the high spatial correlation, it outperforms the true MIMO-UWB system with multiple transmit antennas. The
channel measurements are performed in short-range indoor environment, both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight to verify the
adopted correlated channel model.

1. Introduction

An ultrawide band (UWB) communication system, whose
relative bandwidth is usually defined as greater than twenty-
five percents, has become a promising candidate for high
data rate and short-range communication systems, which
have attracted great interests from both academic and
industrial aspects recently [1, 2]. Impulse radio UWB is
however designed with low complexity and low power
consumption applications such as in many application such
as wireless sensor networks, sensing and positioning systems,
interchip communication, contact less wireless, biological or
biomedical networks, imaging systems, health monitoring,
and body-area networks [3]. However, due to the wide
bandwidth property, UWB systems suffer from a very long
delay spread by multipath effect [4–6]. One has to deploy
RAKE receivers to combat the intersymbol interference (ISI).

The time reversal (TR) technique, which is originated
from under-water acoustics and ultrasonic [7, 8], now has
been used in many applications such as localization, imaging
and green wireless communications [9–14]. TR also has
shown its potential in dealing with the ISI problems in UWB
[15, 16]. In a TR system, the time-reversed channel impulse

response (CIR) is implemented as a filter at the transmitter
side. This process leads to a very narrow focus of power at the
receiver at one specific time instant, and one specific space
position if the CIRs between any two communication pairs
at different locations are de-correlated. In other words, a TR-
UWB prefiltering system has a unique feature of space-time
domain focusing.

The space-time focusing feature is also beneficial in a
MIMO spatial multiplexing scheme [17, 18]. Several studies
have applied the TR technique to multiple antennas beam-
forming systems. In [19–21], the same stream of data is
beamformed by a TR filter and transmitted over transmit
antennas. In [22, 23], a joint ZF and TR preequalizer is
designed to minimize the ISI and maximize the received
power at the intended receiver. This proposal only deals with
the ISI problem for beamforming schemes. The potential of
a MIMO UWB system using spatial multiplexing scheme is
considered in [24], where the matching filter plays the role
of a passive time reversal filter and the maximum likelihood
(ML) detector is used to deal with the multistream interfer-
ence (MSI) but ignores the ISI. The SM-MIMO-UWB system
using TR is introduced in [25] with the capability of transmit
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antenna selection. The TR technique and preequalizer are
proposed in [26] for the so-called virtual MIMO UWB
system.

As shown in [26], with the help of the TR prefilter
and a properly designed preequalizer, the system with only
one transmit antenna can deliver several independent data
streams at the same time. However, the spatial correlation
among the transmit and receive antennas has not been inves-
tigated. We have taken the spatial correlation into account in
[27], where a constant spatial correlation model for MIMO
UWB with linear array structure has been applied. In this
paper, the performance of system over both correlated line-
of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channels is
investigated with the same correlation model. In order to
verify the adopted correlation model, the correlated channels
are measured in both scenarios NLOS and LOS in indoor
environment. These scenarios are referred to as channel
models CM1 and CM2, respectively, in the IEEE 802.15.3a
standard [28]. The BER results on the adopted correlated
channel model with an appropriate value of correlation
coefficient are shown closely matching with those on the
measured indoor channel.

It is well known that the MIMO-TR-UWB system can
achieve transmit diversity [26], but it suffers from penalty
caused by both transmit and receive antenna correla-
tions. Meanwhile, the single-input multiple-output TR-
UWB (SIMO-TR-UWB) or virtual MIMO-TR-UWB does
not face the transmit antenna correlation because it has only
one transmit antenna. It will be shown that, under some
conditions, the virtual MIMO outperforms the true MIMO
system in term of the BER performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, the correlated MIMO channel model is shown,
and then the virtual MIMO-UWB-TR system is presented
in Section 3; UWB channel measurement is described in
Section 4; in Sections 5 and 6, numerical simulation results
and conclusions are presented, respectively.

2. Correlated MIMO Channel Model

In order to achieve the high data rate without expanding the
bandwidth, the spatial multiplexing scheme with multiple
transmit antennas is introduced. In the spatial multiplexing
(SM) system, several streams of data are transmitted over
several transmit antennas at the same time. The channel ca-
pacity can be increased proportionally to the number of
antennas. Let us consider an SM-MIMO UWB system with
M transmit and N receive antennas as shown in Figure 1,
where the preequalizer and prefilter blocks will be discussed
in the next section. We assume that the maximum length
of each channel realization is L. The CIR between transmit
antenna j and receive antenna i is

hi, j(t) =
L∑
l=1

α
i, j
l δ

(
t − τ

i, j
l

)
, i = 1, . . . ,N , j = 1, . . . ,M.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of an SM-MIMO UWB system.

We can arrange these channels in a matrix form as follows:

H(t) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
h1,1(t) h1,2(t) · · · h1,M(t)

h2,1(t) h2,2(t) · · · h2,M(t)

...
...

. . .
...

hN ,1(t) hN ,2(t) · · · hN ,M(t)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (2)

Generally, the entries of the MIMO channel matrix H are
assumed to be independent of each other. In the real world,
however, the spatial correlation among antennas (transmit
or receive antennas) exists. In other words, the individual
channels of H are correlated [29, 30]. The correlation is
caused by a variety of reasons such as inadequate antenna
spacing.

The correlation can be included into the MIMO UWB
channel model by introducing fixed transmit and receive
correlation matrices following the well-known Kronecker
model. The transmit and receive correlation can be repre-
sented by an M ×M matrix RTx and an N × N matrix RRx,
respectively [31]. The correlated channel is represented by
equation

H = R1/2
Rx HwR1/2

Tx , (3)

where Hw is the channel matrix of independent channel
realization.

For the fixed correlation matrix in the Kronecker model,
there are some variations in terms of whether or not the
impact of interelement distance is considered [32, 33]. In
this paper, the exponential decay model for the correlation
is deployed [30, 32]. The transmit and receive correlation
matrices are

RTx =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 ρTx ρ2
Tx · · · ρM−1

Tx

ρTx 1 ρTx · · · ρM−2
Tx

...
...

...
. . .

...

ρM−1
Tx ρM−2

Tx ρM−3
Tx · · · 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

RRx =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 ρRx ρ2

Rx · · · ρN−1
Rx

ρRx 1 ρRx · · · ρN−2
Rx

...
...

...
. . .

...
ρN−1
Rx ρN−2

Rx ρN−3
Rx · · · 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(4)

where ρTx and ρRx are the correlation coefficients of transmit
and receive antennas, respectively.
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3. Virtual MIMO-UWB-TR System

In this paper, a TR prefilter combined with a zero forcing
(ZF) preequalizer, which has been proposed in [26, 27], is
adopted to combat the ISI and the MSI in the SM-MIMO
UWB system.

The TR prefilter matrix of the MIMO system is given by
[27]

H(t) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
h1,1(−t) h2,1(−t) · · · hN ,1(−t)
h1,2(−t) h2,2(−t) · · · hN ,2(−t)

...
...

. . .
...

h1,M(−t) h2,M(−t) · · · hN ,M(−t)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (5)

which is based on the original CIR matrix reversed in time
and transposed in space. The CIR matrix of the equivalent
channel is

Ĥ(t) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ĥ1,1(t) ĥ1,2(t) · · · ĥ1,N (t)

ĥ2,1(t) ĥ2,2(t) · · · ĥ2,N (t)

...
...

. . .
...

ĥN ,1(t) ĥN ,2(t) · · · ĥN ,N (t)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (6)

where each component of the equivalent composite channel
(which we will call equivalent channel in the sequel for
simplicity) is calculated by

ĥi, j(t) =
M∑
k=1

hi,k(t)⊗ h j,k(−t), i, j = 1, . . . ,N. (7)

Some remarks can be drawn from the matrix of the
equivalent channel. Firstly, the maximum number of inde-
pendent data streams the system can achieve is N , which is
the number of receive instead of transmit antennas. Secondly,
the matrix of the equivalent channel is a square matrix with
the entries in the main diagonal being the summation of
the autocorrelation of the original CIRs and other entries
being the summation of the cross-correlation of the original
CIRs between the transmit and receive antennas. Third, the
TR technique in MIMO-UWB can exploit M order transmit
diversity, and the diversity gain depends on the number of
transmit antennas.

Let us consider the special case of MIMO-TR-UWB
system, where the data is transmitted over only one antenna,
that is, M = 1. The channel matrix is thus only a column
vector H(t) = [h1(t),h2(t), . . . ,hN (t)]T and the TR filter
matrix is a row vector H(t) = [h1(−t),h2(−t), . . . ,hN (−t)].
The equivalent channel, however, is still a square N × N
matrix as presented in (6). Each entry of equivalent matrix
is

ĥi, j(t) = hi(t)⊗ h j(−t), i, j = 1, . . . ,N. (8)

In this case, N data stream are multiplexed to be transmitted
over one antenna. In other words, the data are seen to be
transmitted over N virtual antennas. Hence, the system is
named virtual MIMO-TR-UWB.

In the true MIMO-TR-UWB system, when the separation
distance between antenna elements is small, the spatial
correlation appears at both transmit and receive sides. These
correlation will doubly degrade the performance of the
system. Meanwhile, in the virtual MIMO-TR-UWB system,
the correlation appears only at the receiver side and the
degradation is caused only by receiver correlation. The
virtual MIMO-TR-UWB system can mitigate the impact
of the transmit correlation. However, it cannot achieve the
transmit diversity gain as the true one does.

The CIR can also be reused by the preequalizer design
at the transmitter side for further multistream interference
(MSI) mitigation. Here, we assume that a ZF preequalizer
is deployed. A simple TR filter focuses the energy into a
short-time duration in the equivalent CIR, so we can use
the shortened equivalent channels to design the preequalizer.
Suppose that the maximum length of the equivalent channel
is Le. As shown in [27], we can choose Ls (Ls � Le) capturing
most of the energy to compute the linear preequalizer.

We assume that the channels do not change when a block
of K +Ls−1 data symbols is transmitted. The new equivalent
channel matrix can be represented by a block Toeplitz matrix

Ĥs =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Ĥ[Ls − 1] · · · Ĥ[0] 0 · · · 0

0 Ĥ[Ls − 1] · · · Ĥ[0] · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

0 · · · 0 Ĥ[Ls − 1] · · · Ĥ[0]

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(9)

where each block matrix is

Ĥ[k] =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ĥ1,1[k] ĥ1,2[k] · · · ĥ1,N [k]

ĥ2,1[k] ĥ2,2[k] · · · ĥ2,N [k]

...
...

. . .
...

ĥN ,1[k] ĥN ,2[k] · · · ĥN ,N [k]

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (10)

The preequalizer matrix GZF is the inverse of the
shortened equivalent channels matrix, given by [27, 34]

GZF = αĤ†
s = α

(
ĤH

s Ĥs

)−1
ĤH

s , (11)

where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a
matrix. The coefficient α, which can be found from [34], is
introduced for the power constraint of the transmit signal.

4. UWB Channel Measurement

We generate the channel realizations for comparison using
both the adopted correlated channel model and those
obtained from our indoor measurements. The indoor UWB
channels are measured in time domain within a 4.7 m ×
6.3 m room with a table, a chair, a wooden rack, and different
kinds of smaller scattering objects as shown in Figure 2(a).
The floor and walls of this room are constructed from
concrete materials. The ceiling (3.2 m above the floor) is
composed of iron sheets and metallic beams.
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Figure 2: Setup of UWB channel measurement.

The sketch of the whole system is illustrated in
Figure 2(b). The major components used in the measure-
ments are a Tektronix AWG7102 arbitrary waveform gen-
erator (AWG) and a Tektronix DPO71604 digital phosphor
oscilloscope (DPO) which are synchronized by the reference
clock signal and connected to the processing computer via
Ethernet. The AWG supports two channels with sampling
rates of up to 10 GSamples/s (GS/s) and 3.5 GHz bandwidth
or one channel with sampling rates of up to 20 GS/s and
5.8 GHz analog bandwidth using interleaving. The DPO
provides four channels with sampling rates of up to 50 GS/s
and 16 GHz frequency span. The small-size omnidirectional
UWB patch antennas are used. On the receiver side, each
antenna is connected to the DPO through a bank of
bandpass filters (1.5 GHz bandwidth) and +55 dB low-noise
amplifiers for reliable signal acquisition under harsh SNR
conditions. The transmit and receive antennas are placed at
the same height of 1.1 m. The probe UWB pulse used in all
measurements is a second-order derivative Gaussian pulse
with the symbol duration T = 250 ns.

The common scenario for applications of UWB systems
is in a small office or home environment. Therefore, we
focus on the short-range indoor environment, both NLOS
and LOS. These scenarios are referred to as CM1 (for LOS)
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Figure 3: An example of the received signal and the extracted CIR.

and CM2 (for NLOS) in the IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel
models [28]. In our measurement, the blockage for the NLOS
scenario is created by vertically placing a large iron sheet in
the direct propagation path.

The temporal stationarity of the environment is ensured
by the absence of mobile objects/persons, thus allowing us
to assume that the channels for the links are quasistatic over
the duration of data transmissions. For the MIMO channels,
the spatial antenna arrays at both transmitter and receiver
are synthesized by sequential measurements exploiting such
temporal stationarity. Due to this array synthesis, our
measurement results do not include the effects of antenna
coupling. A (2 × 2) virtual MIMO channel, corresponding
to 4 SISO channels (49 realizations for each), are measured
in our campaign. The adjacent antennas are separated by
0.2 m, and the mean separation between transmit and receive
antennas is kept at 4 m.

In order to extract the CIR from received signals, we
use the well-known deconvolution technique, the so-called
Clean Algorithm [35]. A realization of the SISO channel
which is extracted from the received signal by using Clean
Algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

5. Numerical Results and Discussions

In our simulations, the binary data is modulated to the
binary phase-amplitude modulation format. The UWB
monocycle waveform is the 2nd derivative Gaussian pulse,
represented by

p(t) =
[

1− 4π
(
t − tc
w

)2
]
e−2π((t−tc)/w)2

, (12)

where w is a parameter corresponding to pulse, width, tc is
a time shifting of the pulse and T is the symbol duration. In
our simulations, w = 1 ns, tc = w/2, and T = 2 ns.
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Simulations results are based on the UWB channel model
in the IEEE 802.15.3a standard [28] and those obtained from
measurements. Results are followed by descriptions of the
channel models. The correlated MIMO channel model is
generated by modifying the channel models in the IEEE
802.15.3a standard, which is formulated for SISO UWB, then
included with the correlation matrices in (5). For the simu-
lation results based on the standard model, the correlation
of receive antennas affects in the same way on SIMO
and MIMO-TR-UWB systems and the receive correlation
coefficient is fixed at ρRx = 0.2. For the fair comparison,
we shorten the equivalent channel when designing the ZF
preequalizer with the same ratio Ls/Le = 0.2 for standard
channels and measured channels.

Figure 4 shows the BER performance of a 2 × 2 MIMO
system operating in the modified CM1, CM2 channels with
the matched transmit correlation coefficient and in the
measured LOS and NLOS channels. The value of correlation
coefficient matched with the measurement result is found by
exhaustive search and is then rounded to one decimal place.
It can be seen that the average BERs based on realizations
of CM1 and CM2 with the selected value of ρTx = 0.2 are
closely matched with those based on the corresponsive
measured channels. It is noted that this correlation value is
specific to our measurement setting. Also observed from this
figure that the system performance in the LOS environment
is better than in the NLOS environment for standard chan-
nels as well as measured channels. Transmission through
walls and obstructions in NLOS environment leads to
additional delay before arriving at the receiver and significant
additional attenuation, which reduce the received strength
and lead to increased errors in estimation [36].

In Figures 5 and 6, the effect of the transmit correlation
coefficient on the BER performance of the system is pre-
sented. In both figures, two data streams are transmitted over
M = 1, 2, and 4 transmit antennas, respectively. The transmit
correlation coefficient ρTx varies from 0 (no correlation) to
0.95 (strong correlation), and the SNR = 12 dB.

It can be seen from Figure 5, for the LOS environment,
that, when ρTx increases, the average BER of the SIMO or
virtual MIMO-TR-UWB system keeps unchanged while it
increases in the true MIMO case. This can be explained by
that the SIMO system is impacted by only the spatial corre-
lation between receive antennas, so the BER performance of
such system does not change with variation of the transmit
correlation. Meanwhile, the spatial correlation appears at
both transmit and receive sides in the MIMO system and
it will doubly degrade the performance of the system. The
BER performance of the MIMO system will be worse than the
SIMO system if the transmit correlation coefficient is greater
than a critical value. For example, the performance of the 2
× 2 MIMO system is worse than the 1 × 2 SIMO system if
ρTx ≥ 0.7, and the performance of the 4 × 2 MIMO system
is worse than the 1 × 2 SIMO system if ρTx ≥ 0.6.

At low transmit correlation regime, the more the trans-
mit antennas, the better the BER performance that the
system can achieve. This is the advantage of the transmit
diversity possessed by the MIMO-TR-UWB system [34].
However, if the correlation is strong, more transmit antenna
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Figure 4: BER performance comparison, for standard channels
with ρTx = 0.2 and for measured indoor channels.

will greatly degrade the performance of MIMO systems
since the rank of the MIMO channel reduces, leading
to destroy the diversity. As shown in Figure 5, when the
transmit correlation coefficient ρTx is greater than 0.45, the
performance of the 2 × 2 MIMO system outperforms the
performance of the 4 × 2 MIMO system. It has been shown
in Figure 5 that, at high correlation, the BER increases from
0.002 to 0.0024. This trend is also observed in Figure 6 for
the NLOS environment. In CM1 channel, BER degradation
of MIMO system in comparison with SIMO system is about
0.0005, while, in CM2 channel, this value is 0.0015.

The BER performance of 1 × 2 SIMO and 2 × 2 MIMO
systems operating in the CM1 and CM2 with some values
of ρTx is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. As can be seen from
these figures, if there is no correlation, the MIMO-TR-UWB
system achieves very good BER performance. However, if the
correlation appears, the average BER will reach an error floor
at the high SNR. Particularly, the performance of the MIMO
system will be worse than the SIMO system if the transmit
correlation is too high (e.g., ρTx = 0.9). In Figure 7, at BER =
10−3, the SNR of the MISO scheme 3 dB worse than the
MIMO scheme without correlation but 1 dB better than the
high correlation MIMO scheme. In Figure 8, these values are
5 dB and 3 dB, respectively. This is also agreed with results in
Figures 5 and 6.

6. Conclusion

We have investigated the impact of the spatial correlation on
the performance of the SM-MIMO UWB systems where the
TR prefilter and the ZF preequalizer are adopted to mitigate
the interferences. It is shown that the SIMO-TR-UWB system
can work as a virtual MIMO system when several data
streams are transmitted over only one transmit antenna.
The SIMO system suffers from only the receive correlation,
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Figure 6: BER performance versus transmit correlation coefficient,
for CM2 channels.

while both the transmit and receive correlation affect the
performance of the real MIMO system. The simulation
results show that, at the low transmit correlation regime,
the MIMO-TR-UWB systems outperform the SIMO-TR-
UWB systems in the BER performance. However, when the
transmit correlation becomes large, the performance of the
MIMO systems is worse than that of the SIMO systems.
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Figure 7: BER performance of 2 × 2 MIMO and 1 × 2 SIMO
systems, for CM1 channels.
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The BER performance based on the fixed correlation
model generated from the standard UWB channel models
is compared with those based on the MIMO UWB channels
measured in indoor environment and the matched value of
the spatial correlation coefficient is found.

Additionally, we would like to point out that it is inter-
esting to combine the design of the TR prefilter and the
preequalizer into one-step design since both designs use the
same information. It is not clear yet whether or not the
integrate design can reduce the complexity in the system
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implementation. However, how to exploit the nice property
of the composite TR channel remains an issue in the integrate
design.
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A reverberation chamber is a convenient tool for over-the-air testing of MIMO devices in isotropic environments. Isotropy is
typically achieved in the chamber through the use of a mode stirrer and a turntable on which the device under test (DUT) rides.
The quality of the isotropic environment depends on the number of plane waves produced by the chamber and on their spatial
distribution. This paper investigates how the required sampling rate for the DUT pattern is related to the plane-wave density
threshold in the isotropic environment required to accurately compute antenna correlations. Once the plane-wave density is above
the threshold, the antenna correlation obtained through isotropic experiments agrees with the antenna correlation obtained from
the classical definition, as has been proven theoretically. This fact is verified for the good, nominal, and bad reference antennas
produced by CTIA. MIMO channel capacity simulations are performed with a standard base station model and the DUT placed
in a single-tap plane-wave reverberation chamber model. The capacity curves obtained with the good, nominal, and bad reference
antennas are clearly distinguishable.

1. Introduction

The reverberation chamber [1] is a cost-efficient and con-
venient tool for creating an isotropic environment in which
wireless devices can be tested. The field in a rectangular
reverberation chamber can be described in terms of chamber
modes that each can be expressed as a sum of eight plane
waves [2, 3]. The chamber typically contains a mode stirrer
and a turn table on which the device under test (DUT) rides.
At any fixed turntable and stirrer position, the DUT sees
a certain collection of plane waves. By rotating the stirrer
and turntable, a new collection of plane waves illuminates
the DUT (the turntable causes the DUT to see each plane
wave from different angles). The isotropic test environment
is thus achieved by rotating both the stirrer and turntable to
illuminate the DUT with many different collections of plane
waves. One can determine if a given reverberation chamber
at a given frequency is isotropic by evaluating anisotropy
coefficients obtained from three-axis dipole experiments [23,
Annex J] and [4].

In the present paper we investigate the use of reverber-
ation chambers for over-the-air testing of MIMO devices.

Both antenna correlation (a quantity that is critically impor-
tant for MIMO system performance) and MIMO capacity
will be simulated in a plane-wave reverberation chamber
model [5–9]. The simulations will be performed with a
pair of Hertzian dipoles and with good, nominal, and bad
reference antennas [10]. The classical antenna correlation
is compared to the isotropic antenna correlation, and it is
verified numerically that the two are equivalent, as proven by
De Doncker and Meys [11].

To ensure accurate and reliable over-the-air test results,
the test system must produce an accurate test environment
in the entire physical region that contains the DUT. For
example, in conventional 2D anechoic tests, the number
of antennas in the ring surrounding the DUT must be
large enough to accurately reproduce the desired channel
conditions in the region occupied by the DUT. Similarly,
the reverberation chamber must be large enough to supply
enough plane waves to achieve an isotropic environment in
the region occupied by the DUT.

By expressing the DUT pattern in terms of a spherical
expansion (with a recently derived formula for truncation
limit), we determine how closely the DUT pattern must
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be sampled to properly capture its variation. Using this
sampling rate, we obtain rules that determine both the
required number of antennas in the anechoic test and the
required plane-wave density in the reverberation chamber
test. As a byproduct of this investigation, we present accurate
Fourier expansions of the DUT pattern that have been used
in spherical near-field scanning for many years but appear to
be relatively unknown in wireless communications.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the truncated spherical-wave expansion and derives the
sampling theorems and Fourier expansions for the pattern of
an arbitrary DUT. Section 3 deals with antenna correlations
in both the reverberation chamber test and in a 2D anechoic
chamber test. This section also relates the accuracy of
simulated correlations to the sampling rate required for
the pattern. In Section 4 we investigate the plane-wave
distribution for realistic reverberation chambers by using
the dyadic Green’s function for the rectangular box. We fur-
ther simulate antenna correlations and compute anisotropy
coefficients. Section 5 presents MIMO channel capacity
simulations using a standard base station model and the
plane-wave reverberation chamber model. Section 6 presents
conclusions. Throughout, we assume time-harmonic fields
that have e−iωt time dependence with ω > 0.

2. Plane-Wave Receiving Characteristic and
Far-Field Pattern

In this section we introduce the plane-wave receiving
characteristic and far-field pattern of an arbitrary DUT-
mounted antenna. (The term “pattern” will be used to refer
to both the plane-wave receiving characteristic and to the far-
field antenna pattern). A spherical expansion determines the
spatial sampling rate required to “capture” the pattern of the
antenna and provides a Fourier series expansion useful for
computing any quantity involving the pattern. The standard
spherical coordinates (r, θ,φ) with unit vectors given by

r̂
(
θ,φ

) = x̂ cosφ sin θ + ŷ sinφ sin θ + ẑ cos θ,

θ̂
(
θ,φ

) = x̂ cos θ cosφ + ŷ cos θ sinφ − ẑ sin θ,

φ̂
(
θ,φ

) = −x̂ sinφ + ŷ cosφ

(1)

will be used throughout. Here, the unit vectors for the
rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) are x̂, ŷ, and ẑ. Note that
r̂(θ,φ) with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ < 2π covers the unit
sphere once. Figure 1 shows the spherical coordinates.

The DUT with a mounted antenna is shown in Figure 2
inside the minimum sphere with radius Rmin, defined such
that the maximum value of the coordinate r for all points
on the DUT equals Rmin. Note that Rmin depends not only on
the size of the DUT but also on its location with respect to the
coordinate system. For example, a Hertzian dipole located at
r0 has Rmin = |r0| despite the fact that its physical extent is
vanishing. Also, even if the physical dimension of a DUT-
mounted antenna is much smaller than the dimensions of
the DUT (as in Figure 2), the antenna interacts with the DUT
and therefore it is the entire DUT size that must be used when
computing Rmin.

x

y

z

θ

φ

Figure 1: Spherical coordinates.

x

y

z

Minimum sphere

Antenna

DUT

Figure 2: The DUT with mounted antenna contained in the mini-
mum sphere of radius Rmin.

The plane-wave receiving characteristic is defined as

follows. Assume that the incident plane wave E(r) = E0eikk̂0·r

with propagation direction k̂0 illuminates the DUT. The di-

rection of propagation is k̂0 = −r̂(θ0,φ0), and the constant

vector E0 satisfies E0 · k̂0 = 0. With this notation, the
incident plane wave “comes” from the direction (θ0,φ0). For
example, if θ0 = 0, the plane wave is E(r) = E0e−ikz and
propagates in the direction of the negative z-axis. When the
DUT is illuminated by this plane-wave field, its output is by
definition V = R(θ0,φ0) · E0, where R(θ0,φ0) is the plane-

wave receiving characteristic satisfying k̂0 ·R(θ0,φ0) = 0.
If the DUT-mounted antenna satisfies reciprocity, its

plane-wave receiving characteristic can be expressed in terms
of its normalized far-field pattern F0(θ,φ) as [12, equation
(6.60)] (The spherical angles determining the plane-wave
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directions of propagation in [12] are different from those
used in the present paper):

R
(
θ0,φ0

) =√
ε
μ

i

kYp
F0

(
θ0,φ0

)
, (2)

where μ and ε are the free-space permeability and permit-
tivity, respectively. Moreover, k = ω

√
με is the wavenumber

and Yp is the characteristic admittance of the propagating
mode of a wave-guide feed assumed attached to the DUT
antenna; see [12, Chapter 6]. In general, if the antenna is not
reciprocal, the receiving characteristic can be related to the
pattern of an adjoint antenna [13].

The electric far field of the DUT, when it is fed by an
input voltage-amplitude V0, is [12, equation (6.35)] (The
nonnormalized far-field pattern F (θ,φ) is defined in [12,
equation (3.31)] in terms of the electric field through the
limit F (θ,φ) = limr→∞ re−ikrE(r, θ,φ). The normalized far-
field pattern F0(θ,φ) is in turn defined by V0F0(θ,φ) =
F (θ,φ), whereV0 is the input voltage amplitude of the signal
that feeds the antenna. Note that the symbol “∼” in (3)
means “asymptotically equal to” in the limit r → ∞.)

E
(
r, θ,φ

) ∼ V0F0
(
θ,φ

)eikr
r
. (3)

The far-field pattern F (θ0,φ0) determines the far field in the
direction (θ0,φ0) whereas R(θ0,φ0) determines the output
due to a plane wave “coming in” from the direction (θ0,φ0).
Hence, this incident plane wave propagates in the direction
(π−θ0,π+φ0). Also, the normalized far-field pattern F0(θ,φ)
is dimensionless and the plane-wave receiving characteristic
R(θ,φ) is a length.

These statements fully define the plane-wave receiving
characteristic for any propagating plane wave that may
illuminate the DUT. If the source of the incident field is close
to the DUT, one must also specify the plane-wave receiving
characteristic for evanescent plane waves [12, Chapters 3 and
6]. However, in this paper we consider only sources that
are at least a few wavelengths away from the DUT so that
evanescent waves are negligible.

Using (2) in conjunction with standard spherical-wave
theory [14, 15] shows that the receiving characteristic can be
expressed in terms of the transverse vector-wave functions
Mnm and Nnm as

R
(
θ,φ

) = N∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

[
AnmMnm

(
θ,φ

)
+ BnmNnm

(
θ,φ

)]
,

(4)

where Anm and Bnm are spherical expansion coefficients sat-
isfying Anm = 0 and Bnm = 0 when |m| > n. The truncation
number N is determined from the radius of the minimum
sphere as

N = int
(
kRmin + γ(kRmin)1/3

)
, (5)

where the constant γ determines the number of digits of
accuracy achieved [16, Section 3.4.2] and “int” denotes the

integral part. The formula (5) is especially useful for small
sources where the second term is on the same order of
magnitude as the first term. (In older literature the following
truncation formula is often used with the second term left
unspecified: “N = int(kRmin + n1) where n1 is a small
integer.”)

The transverse vector-wave functions can be expressed in
terms of the spherical harmonic Ynm(θ,φ) [15, page 99] as
[15, pages 742–746]

Mnm
(
θ,φ

) = θ̂
imYnm

(
θ,φ

)√
n(n + 1) sin θ

− φ̂
(∂/∂θ)Ynm

(
θ,φ

)√
n(n + 1)

, (6)

and Nnm(θ,φ) = r̂ ×Mnm(θ,φ). The orthogonality relations
[15] for the transverse vector-wave functions give the fol-
lowing well-known expressions for the spherical expansion
coefficients Anm and Bnm:

Anm =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
R
(
θ,φ

) ·M∗
nm

(
θ,φ

)
sin θ dθ dφ,

Bnm =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
R
(
θ,φ

) ·N∗
nm

(
θ,φ

)
sin θ dθ dφ,

(7)

where ∗ indicates complex conjugation. The formula (4)
makes it possible to compute the plane-wave receiving
characteristic in any direction from the spherical expansion
coefficients Anm and Bnm. However, in this paper we shall
use (4) to derive Fourier expansions and sampling theorems
that are useful for computing quantities like correlations that
involve the plane-wave receiving characteristic.

The expressions for the transverse vector-wave functions
Mnm(θ,φ) and Nnm(θ,φ) show that the θ and φ components

of R(θ,φ) =Rθ(θ,φ)θ̂ + Rφ(θ,φ)φ̂ in (4) have the Fourier
series (The expressions [15, page 98] for the associated Leg-
endre function show that both the derivative (∂/∂θ)Ynm(θ,φ)
and the fraction mYnm(θ,φ)/ sin θ can be expanded in terms
of eimφeiqθ with q = −n, . . . ,n.):

Rθ
(
θ,φ

) = N∑
q=−N

N∑
m=−N

Dθ
qme

imφeiqθ ,

Rφ
(
θ,φ

) = N∑
q=−N

N∑
m=−N

D
φ
qmeimφeiqθ ,

(8)

where Dθ
qm and D

φ
qm are Fourier coefficients. The Fourier

expansions (8) define functions that are 2π-periodic in
both θ and φ. Hence, the Fourier coefficients cannot be
determined from the sampling theorem for periodic spatially
bandlimited functions when R(θ,φ) is known only over
the standard sphere 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. We shall
overcome this problem by continuing R(θ,φ) to the interval
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π (see [17, 18], and [19, pages 111–113, 140–144]).

Since r̂(θ,φ) = r̂(2π − θ,φ + π), the two points (θ,φ)
and (2π − θ,φ + π) correspond to the same point in space.
Moreover, since the tangential spherical unit vectors satisfy

θ̂(θ,φ) = − θ̂(2π−θ,φ+π) and φ̂(θ,φ) = − φ̂(2π−θ,φ+π),
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we can analytically continue R(θ,φ) into a 2π-periodic in
both θ and φ by use of

Rθ
(
θ,φ

) = −Rθ
(
2π − θ,φ + π

)
,

Rφ
(
θ,φ

) = −Rφ
(
2π − θ,φ + π

)
.

(9)

One can show that the conditions (9) imply that the Fourier

coefficients satisfy Dθ
qm = (−1)m+1Dθ−q,m and D

φ
qm =

(−1)m+1D
φ
−q,m.

Assume that Rθ(θ,φ) and Rφ(θ,φ) are known over the
standard sphere 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π at θ = (t − 1)Δθ,
t = 1, . . . ,Nθ and φ = (p − 1)Δφ, p = 1, . . . ,Nφ, where the
sample rates areΔθ = π/(Nθ−1) andΔφ = 2π/Nφ, withNθ ≥
N + 2 and Nφ ≥ 2N + 1. Then the Fourier coefficients can be
computed from the sampling theorem for periodic spatially
bandlimited functions in conjunction with (9) as [19] and
[20, Section IV]:

Dθ
qm=

1
Nφ(2Nθ − 2)

Nφ∑
p=1

e−im(p−1)Δφ

×
⎡⎣Nθ∑
t=1

Rθ
(
[t − 1]Δθ,

[
p − 1

]
Δφ

)
e−iq(t−1)Δθ

+(−1)m+1
Nθ−1∑
t=2

Rθ
(
[t−1]Δθ,

[
p−1

]
Δφ

)
eiq(t−1)Δθ

⎤⎦,

D
φ
qm = 1

Nφ(2Nθ − 2)

Nφ∑
p=1

e−im(p−1)Δφ

×
⎡⎣Nθ∑
t=1

Rφ
(
[t − 1]Δθ,

[
p − 1

]
Δφ

)
e−iq(t−1)Δθ

+(−1)m+1
Nθ−1∑
t=2

Rφ
(
[t−1]Δθ,

[
p−1

]
Δφ

)
eiq(t−1)Δθ

⎤⎦.
(10)

Of course, (10) hold only for functions that satisfy (9). We
summarize the results (which also hold for the antenna pat-
tern F0(θ,φ)) as follows.

(i) The plane-wave receiving characteristic R(θ,φ)
should be sampled over the sphere 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and
0 ≤ φ < 2π at a rate of at least Δθ = Δφ = π/(N +
1), where N , given by (5), depends on frequency,
physical DUT size, and DUT location.

(ii) The plane-wave receiving characteristic R(θ,φ) can
be expressed in terms of the Fourier series (8) with
Fourier coefficients computed through (10) from
sampled values of R(θ,φ).

(iii) Integrals of the form

I =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
U
(
θ,φ

) ·R
(
θ,φ

)
sin θ dθ dφ, (11)

where U(θ,φ) is a known function, occur in many
places. For example, the expressions (7) for the
spherical expansion coefficients have this form. Such

integrals can be computed accurately by inserting the
Fourier expansions (8) for R(θ,φ). One can often
compute the contribution from each Fourier term
explicitly. Alternatively, by use of the Fourier series
one can resample R(θ,φ) to a finer grid and then
compute I through numerical integration.

(iv) In contrast, brute-force approximations of the form
(with the original sampling rate retained)

I �
Nθ∑
t=1

Nφ∑
p=1

U
(
[t − 1]Δθ,

[
p − 1

]
Δφ

)
×R

(
[t − 1]Δθ,

[
p − 1

]
Δφ

)
× sin([t − 1]Δθ)ΔθΔφ

(12)

are often inaccurate, especially when the sampling is
sparse (the antenna is electrically small). The lack
accuracy is caused by the fact that the integral over θ
does not involve a periodic spatially bandlimited
function, so the trapezoidal rule is not guaranteed to
work well [19, pages 111–113, 140–144, 372].

3. Antenna Correlation in
Isotropic Environment

In this section we describe the concept of antenna correlation
in an isotropic environment like the one observed in a
reverberation chamber. However, first we state the classical
definition of antenna correlation in terms of the plane-wave
receiving characteristics introduced in Section 2.

Consider two receiving antennas, possibly mounted on
the same DUT, with plane-wave receiving characteristics
R1(θ,φ) and R2(θ,φ). The classical definition of the
correlation ρ between the two receiving antennas is

ρ=
∫ 2π

0

∫ π
0 R1

(
θ,φ

) ·R∗
2

(
θ,φ

)
sin θ dθ dφ√∫ 2π

0

∫ π
0

∣∣R1
(
θ,φ

)∣∣2sin θ dθ dφ
∫ 2π

0

∫ π
0

∣∣R2
(
θ,φ

)∣∣2sin θ dθ dφ
.

(13)

In accordance with Section 2, the correlation (13) can
be computed by inserting Fourier series expansions for
R1(θ,φ) and R2(θ,φ) with Fourier coefficients obtained
from sampled values.

A general specification of the isotropic environment can
be found in Hill’s book [1, Section 7.1] and in the paper
by De Doncker and Meys [11]. Here we consider a specific
embodiment [5–9] involving plane waves propagating in a
set of fixed directions. The points (θs,φs), s = 1, 2, . . . , S, are
roughly evenly distributed on the unit sphere as shown in
Figure 3. More specifically, the points are on constant-θ rings
with the number of points on each ring dependent on θ. In
particular, the top and bottom rings θ = 0 and θ = π consist
of just one point each.

Assume that two plane waves are incoming in each of the
directions (θs,φs). One of them is θ-polarized with amplitude
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α
( j)
s ; the other is φ-polarized with amplitude β

( j)
s , where j =

1, 2, . . . , J . For a particular j, the incident field is thus given
by

E( j)(r) =
S∑

s=1

[
α

( j)
s θ̂se

−ikr̂s·r + β
( j)
s φ̂se

−ikr̂s·r
]

, (14)

where r̂s, θ̂s, and φ̂s are the spherical unit vectors evaluated

at (θ,φ) = (θs,φs). The plane-wave amplitudes α
( j)
s and

β
( j)
s are uniformly distributed independent complex random

variables with zero mean, and the corresponding outputs of
the two receiving antennas are

V
( j)
1 =

S∑
s=1

[
α

( j)
s θ̂s ·R1

(
θs,φs

)
+ β

( j)
s φ̂s ·R1

(
θs,φs

)]
,

V
( j)
2 =

S∑
s=1

[
α

( j)
s θ̂s ·R2

(
θs,φs

)
+ β

( j)
s φ̂s ·R2

(
θs,φs

)]
.

(15)

The isotropic environment is obtained as the collection of
incident fields E( j)(r) for j = 1, 2, . . . , J , with a new set of

amplitudes α
( j)
s and β

( j)
s selected for each j. Thus, we can

compute the outputs V
( j)
1 and V

( j)
2 for each of the two

receiving antennas for j = 1, 2, . . . , J . Section 5 presents
MIMO capacity simulations with a receiving DUT placed in
this isotropic environment.

It was shown by De Doncker and Meys [11] that the
correlation between the outputs V1 and V2 in the isotropic
environment is equal to the classical correlation (13):

ρ = corr(V1,V2). (16)

We shall now demonstrate through numerical simulations
that this result is indeed correct and investigate the sampling
rate (density of incident plane waves) required in the
isotropic environment to make (16) accurate.

3.1. Two Hertzian Dipoles. Consider two z-directed Hertzian
dipoles on the x-axis at r1 = (−d/2, 0, 0) and r2 = (d/2, 0, 0)
so that the radius of the minimum sphere is Rmin = d/2;
see Figure 4. The output of a Hertzian dipole is proportional
to the incident electric field in the direction of the dipole.
Hence,

R1
(
θ,φ

) = Lθ̂ sin θeik(d/2) cosφ sin θ ,

R2
(
θ,φ

) = Lθ̂ sin θe−ik(d/2) cosφ sin θ ,
(17)

where L is a constant length. The correlation between the
dipoles is found from (13) to be

ρ(d) = 3
2

[
sin(kd)
kd

− 1

(kd)2

(
sin(kd)
kd

− cos(kd)
)]

. (18)

Hill [1, equation (7.63)] confirms the general result (16) that
the classical correlation (18) is the correlation obtained in an
isotropic environment.

Plane-wave propagation direction

Figure 3: A selection of points (θs,φs), s = 1, 2, . . . , S, evenly
distributed on the unit sphere. Each point defines a direction of
propagation for two plane waves. One plane wave is θ-polarized,
the other is φ-polarized.

x

y

z

Figure 4: Two z-directed Hertzian dipoles on the x-axis at r1 =
(−d/2, 0, 0) and r2 = (d/2, 0, 0).

We compute the correlation from (16) for d = λ/2 and
d = 2λ with varying S. Throughout, J = 10000. As a measure
of the density of incident plane waves, we use the “isotropic”
spacing Δi between constant-θ rings on the unit sphere.
Specifically, if there are N constant-θ rings (including the
two at θ = 0 and θ = π), we have Δi = π/(N − 1).

Unlike the points (θt,φp) with Δθ and Δφ spacing used
in computing the Fourier coefficients in Section 2, the points
(θs,φs) do not lie on a rectangular grid. Hence, the number
of plane-wave directions of incidence in the isotropic
environment (denoted by S) is smaller than the number
of grid points used to compute the Fourier coefficients in
Section 2, even if Δi = Δθ.
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Table 1: Correlations computed from the classical formula (13) and from the isotropic simulation formula (16) with 180 plane-wave
directions of propagation. The data is collected at 751 MHz.

Good antenna Nominal antenna Bad antenna

Classical formula (13) −0.0381 + 0.0009i −0.5749− 0.0054i −0.9042 + 0.0172i

Isotropic simulation formula (16) −0.0367− 0.0020i −0.5740− 0.0040i −0.9066 + 0.0130i
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Figure 5: The error E in (19) as a function of Δθ/Δi where Δθ = π/(N + 1). N is computed from (5) with γ = 2. Large values of Δθ/Δi

correspond to dense plane-wave distributions in the isotropic environment.

Figure 5 shows the error:

E = ∣∣ρ(d)− corr(V1,V2)
∣∣, (19)

where ρ(d) is the exact correlation (18) and corr(V1,V2) is
the correlation obtained from the isotropic environment, as
a function of Δθ/Δi. We set γ = 2 in the computation of N in
(5) and use Δθ = π/(N + 1).

For both d = λ/2 and d = 2λ, the error becomes
negligible when the ratio Δθ/Δi is about 0.7. In other
words, accurate correlations are obtained when the isotropic
sampling distance Δi is about 1.4 times the sampling distance
Δθ required to compute the Fourier coefficients in Section 2
with (γ = 2). It is not surprising that accurate correlations
are obtained in the isotropic environment when Δi > Δθ
since the correlation (13) is an “average-over-an-entire-
sphere” quantity whereas the expression for Δθ is derived to
achieve the more demanding “point-by-point” accuracy.

To accurately reproduce the isotropic field conditions in a
reverberation chamber, one must choose a chamber size large
enough to ensure enough plane-wave directions of incidence
for a given DUT size. We also note that these numerical
simulations validate the general theorem by De Doncker and
Meys [11].

Before leaving this section we investigate the sampling
required for a 2D configuration where the correlation is
based on incident fields from a small region of the unit
sphere. This type of model will be used in Section 5 to sim-
ulate a transmitting base station that broadcasts according to
a Laplacian distribution.

The two z-directed Hertzian dipoles are still on the x-axis
at r1 = (−d/2, 0, 0) and r2 = (d/2, 0, 0) as shown in Figure 6.
The dipoles are now illuminated by a collection of plane
waves that all propagate in the x-y plane. 180 directions
of incidence are selected according to the approximate
Laplacian distribution [21, equation (18)] with σθ = 35◦

centered on φ = 90◦, as indicated in Figure 6. At any instant,
each of the 180 plane waves is multiplied by a random
phase to create a particular incident field. We achieve 10000
different incident fields by applying 10000 independent sets

of random phases. The outputs V
( j)
1 and V

( j)
2 are thus

obtained for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10000, and the exact correlation
in this experiment is corr(V1,V2).

We also compute an approximate correlation based on a
fixed set of equally spaced directions of incidence illustrated
by the ring in Figure 6. The angular spacing between two
directions of incidence on this ring is Δr . We simply replace
the directions of incidence from the Laplacian distribution by
the closest direction of incidence on this ring. The sampling
theorem derived in Section 2 states that the angular spacing
between these directions of incidence should be Δφ = π/(N+
1) with N computed from (5).

Figure 7 shows the error of the approximate correlation
as a function of the ratio Δφ/Δr . We see that the error in
this case with a limited range of directions of incidence only
vanishes when Δr is roughly equal to the spacing Δφ required
by the sampling theorem. Hence, to accurately reproduce
the model-specified field conditions in an anechoic-chamber
tests system consisting of a ring of antennas, one must supply
enough antennas to satisfy the sampling theorem.

3.2. CTIA Reference Antennas. To expedite the baseline
between laboratories participants of CTIA LTE round robin,
a set of MIMO 2 × 2 reference antennas has been developed
[10]. A subset of these antennas has dimension 240 × 80 ×
1 mm and operate at 751 MHz corresponding to Rmin =
0.12 m and kRmin = 1.89. Hence, (5) gives N = 4 when γ =
2, and the required sampling is therefore Δθ = Δφ = 36◦.

We compute the isotropic correlation with 180 plane-
wave directions of propagation corresponding to an isotropic
sampling of Δi = 16.3◦. Table 1 shows the resulting
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Laplacian distribution of
“model” directions of incidence

(a)

x

y

z-directed Hertzian dipoles separated by the distance d

Directions of incidence
with angular spacing Δr

(b)

Figure 6: Two z-directed Hertzian dipoles on the x-axis at r1 = (−d/2, 0, 0) and r2 = (d/2, 0, 0) with surrounding plane-wave directions of
propagation and Laplacian distribution. All directions of incidence are in the x-y plane.
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Figure 7: The error E as a function of Δφ/Δr where Δφ = π/(N + 1). N is computed from (5) with γ = 2. Large values of Δφ/Δr correspond
to dense plane-wave distributions along in the ring in Figure 6.

correlations for three antennas: (i) good antenna with low
correlation, (ii) nominal antenna with average correlation,
and (iii) bad antenna with high correlation. The table
validates the general theorem by De Doncker and Meys [11]
in (16).

These results have also been verified experientially in a
reverberation chamber at NIST [5–9].

4. Isotropic Environment of
a Rectangular Reverberation Chamber

A reverberation chamber provides a rich scattering environ-
ment that is ideal for over-the-air testing of wireless devices.
The chamber typically contains a number of wall-mounted
transmitting antennas, a mechanical mode stirrer, and a
turntable on which the DUT is placed; see Figure 8. The
turntable provides so-called platform stirring [22]. As we
shall see, at any given position of stirrer and turntable, the
DUT is illuminated by a large number of plane waves whose
directions of propagation are determined by the modes of the
chamber [1, 2]. We assume that the chamber is excited by a
Hertzian dipole with frequency f (as usual ω = 2π f ).

x

y

z

Turntable

Chamber

Stirrer

Wall-mounted antennas

Dy

Dx

Dz

φ̂

ẑ

ρ̂

Figure 8: Rectangular reverberation chamber with dimensions Dx ,
Dy , and Dz. The chamber contains four wall-mounted transmitting
antennas, a mechanical stirrer, and a turntable. The DUT position
is near the edge of the turntable.

4.1. Modes in Terms of Plane Waves. Let the rectangular
chamber have the dimensions Dx, Dy , and Dz as shown in
Figure 8. The dyadic Green’s function (field due to a Hertzian
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dipole source) can be expressed as a superposition of modes
determined such that the tangential electric field vanishes
on the chamber walls [3, pages 383-384]. Specifically, each
rectangular field component can be expressed as a sum of
terms of the form (we use the z component for illustration
purposes; the x and y components have similar expressions):

Ez
(
x, y, z, x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz

)
= E0

(
x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz

)
× sin

(
nxπx

Dx

)
sin

(
nyπy

Dy

)
cos

(
nzπz

Dz

)
,

(20)

where E0(x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz) is independent of the obser-
vation point (x, y, z) but dependent on the source location
(x′, y′, z′), the source strength, and the mode indices nx, ny ,
and nz, which can take on any nonnegative value.

There is one additional term (called an irrotational
mode) that goes with the mode in (20) to ensure that the field
satisfies the wave equation with wave number that corre-
sponds to the medium in the chamber. The irrotational mode
has an identical plane-wave representation, so analyzing (20)
is sufficient. Also, the sum over nz can be performed in closed
form to obtain a formula that involves just a double sum [3,
page 384] and [1, page 34]. As usual, all losses (including
wall losses) are accounted for by an effective lossy medium
[3, page 389] and [1, page 35].

We associate a frequency fnx ,ny ,nz and a propagation
constant knx ,ny ,nz with each mode:

fnx ,ny ,nz =
c

2

√√√√( nx
Dx

)2

+

(
ny

Dy

)2

+
(
nz
Dz

)2

, (21)

knx ,ny ,nz =
√√√√(nxπ

Dx

)2

+

(
nyπ

Dy

)2

+
(
nzπ

Dz

)2

=
√
k2
x + k2

y + k2
z ,

(22)

where kx = nxπ/Dx, ky = nyπ/Dy , and kz = nzπ/Dz . Note
that sin(x) = (eix − e−ix)/(2i) and cos(x) = (eix + e−ix)/2 to
convert (20) to

Ez
(
x, y, z, x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz

)
= −

E0

(
x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz

)
8

×
[
ei(kxx+ky y+kzz) + 7 more terms

]
,

(23)

where “7 more terms” indicate that the square bracket
contains seven additional terms of the form ei(±kxx±ky y±kzz).
Hence, each mode can be expressed as the sum of eight
plane waves with propagation vectors ±kxx̂± ky ŷ ± kz ẑ. The
excitation factor can be written as

E0

(
x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz

)
=

F0

(
x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz

)
(1− 2i/Q) f 2

nx ,ny ,nz − f 2
, (24)
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Figure 9: Normalized magnitude of the excitation factor as
function of mode frequency for a 750 MHz driving signal and a
30 ns RMS delay. Only modes in a “3 dB” region near the peak get
effectively excited.

where F0(x′, y′, z′,nx,ny ,nz) is independent of frequency f
and Q is the quality factor that accounts for wall and other
losses in the chamber. Q is related to the RMS power delay
time τ through τ = Q/ω. The 8 directions of incidence for a
single mode are

k̂i =
±x̂(nx/Dx)± ŷ

(
ny/Dy

)
± ẑ(nz/Dz)√

(nx/Dx)2 +
(
ny/Dy

)2
+ (nz/Dz)

2
, (25)

with the corresponding mode frequency given by (21).
The magnitude of the excitation factor 1/[(1 −

2i/Q) f 2
nx ,ny ,nz − f 2] (normalized) as a function of mode

frequency fnx ,ny ,nz for a 750 MHz driving signal and a 30 ns
RMS delay is shown in Figure 9. We see that this factor has
a peak at the diving frequency and that it falls off fairly
slowly away from this frequency. For a chamber to work
well, it must support a significant number of plane waves,
which translates into the requirement that there must be
a significant number of modes in the region where the
excitation factor is significantly nonzero. One typically
sets the threshold point where modes are considered “un-
excitable” at the point where the excitation factor has fallen
3 dB. Notice that the width of the excitation factor depends
on the quality factor. One of the benefits of using multiple
wall-mounted transmitting antennas is that all excitable
modes do actually get excited.

Let us now show the actual plane-wave directions of
incidence for two reverberation chambers with 30 ns RMS
delay that are driven by a 750 MHz source. One is electrically
large (Dx = 3 m, Dy = 2 m, and Dz = 1.5 m) at 750 MHz;
the other is electrically small (Dx = 1 m, Dy = 0.9 m, and
Dz = 0.8 m) at 750 MHz. We include modes that lie in
a 50 MHz band around 750 MHz. Figure 10(a) shows the
plane-wave directions of incidence for the large chamber.
The directions of incidence are nonuniformly distributed
over the unit sphere with a maximum distance between
points of 22◦ and an average distance of 6◦. The largest gaps
occur near the north and south poles.

As the stirrer in the reverberation chamber rotates, the
amplitudes and phases of the plane waves change to produce
an isotropic environment as discussed in the previous
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Figure 10: Plane-wave directions of incidence for modes in a 50 MHz band around 750 MHz in a large chamber with dimensions Dx = 3 m,
Dy = 2 m, and Dz = 1.5 m. (a) Without turntable. (b) With turntable rotating around a z-directed axis. Without the turntable, the maximum
distance between directions of incidence is 22◦ and the average distance is 6◦.

section. In addition to the stirrer, the chamber contains
a turntable on which the DUT rides. As the turntable
rotates, the DUT sees the plane waves from different
angles, effectively creating additional directions of incidence.
Figure 10(b) shows all the directions of incidence (see from
the point of view of the DUT) for a turntable that rotates
around a z-directed axis, as illustrated in Figure 8. The
turntable thus multiplies the effective number of plane waves
available. Of course, only plane waves corresponding to a
single rotated version of Figure 10(a) are available at any
instant.

Figure 11(a) shows the plane-wave directions of inci-
dence for the small chamber. The directions of incidence
are sparsely distributed with a maximum distance between
points of 48◦ and an average distance of 27◦. There are large
gaps throughout the unit sphere. Figure 11(b) shows all the
directions of incidence (see from the point of view of the
DUT) for the turntable in Figure 8. Again, only plane waves
corresponding to a single rotated version of Figure 11(a) are
available at any instant.

4.2. Correlation Simulations. Let us now investigate how
these reverberation chambers perform when evaluating the
correlation between the two z-directed Hertzian dipoles in
Figure 4. The exact correlation is given by (18), and the error
E in (19) for the large chamber is shown in Figure 12 as a
function of dipole separation. The “turntable off” simulation
is performed by randomly changing the phase and amplitude
of incident plane waves with directions of incidence in
Figure 10(a) (the plane waves are given by E0 exp(−ikk̂i · r)

with k̂i given by (25) and k̂i · E0 = 0). The “turntable

on” simulation is performed by repeating the “turntable
off” simulation with the plane-wave directions of incidence
rotated by a fixed amount. In other words, the “turntable
on” simulation accurately replicates the actual situation
encountered by the DUT in a real reverberation chamber
where only one set of plane waves (corresponding to a rotated
version of the plane waves for a fixed DUT orientation) is
available at any given instant. Figure 12 demonstrates that
the turntable dramatically improves the accuracy of the
computed correlation between the dipoles. This improved
accuracy is achieved by illuminating the two dipoles from
additional directions.

The error E in (19) for the small chamber is shown
in Figure 13 as a function of dipole separation. With
the sparse coverage of plane-wave directions of incidence
(Figure 11(a)), the correlation obtained with the turntable
off is very inaccurate. The error is above 0.3 for certain values
of the dipole separation. Remarkably, with the turntable on,
the error falls dramatically to an almost tolerable level.

4.3. Anisotropy Coefficients. One of the most important
statistical properties of the field in the chamber is the degree
to which it is isotropic, that is, how evenly distributed
are the directions of propagation and polarizations of the
incoming plane waves at the location of the DUT. With
the isotropy test developed by the international standards
committee (ICE) [23], field anisotropy coefficients measure
the bias of the average direction of polarization of the
electric field in the chamber. The bias is computed by
comparing three components of the electric field obtained
from dipole-antenna measurements. The degree of isotropy
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Figure 11: Plane-wave directions of incidence for modes in a 50 MHz band around 750 MHz in a small chamber with dimensions Dx = 1 m,
Dy = 0.9 m, and Dz = 0.8 m. (a) Without turntable. (b) With turntable rotating around a z-directed axis. Without the turntable, the
maximum distance between directions of incidence is 48◦ and the average distance is 27◦.
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Figure 12: The error E as a function of dipole separation d for the
large chamber with dimensions Dx = 3 m, Dy = 2 m, and Dz =
1.5 m operating around 750 MHz.

of an actual chamber is determined by comparing the
observed and ideal (known from theory) distributions of the
anisotropy coefficients. We shall next compute the anisotropy
coefficients for the large and small reverberation chambers
introduced above.

Three orthogonal components of the electric field
recorded at the location of the DUT are required to compute
the field anisotropy coefficients [23]:

Aαβ(n) =
|Eα(n)|2/Pi(n)−

∣∣∣Eβ(n)
∣∣∣2
/Pi(n)

|Eα(n)|2/Pi(n) +
∣∣∣Eβ(n)

∣∣∣2
/Pi(n)

, (26)

where α and β denote the three orthogonal directions.
The quantity Pi(n) is the net input power (forward minus
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Figure 13: The error E as a function of dipole separation d for the
small chamber with dimensions Dx = 1 m, Dy = 0.9 m, and Dz =
0.8 m operating around 750 MHz.

reflected) injected into the chamber, and n is an index that
determines the position of the turntable, the position of
the mechanical stirrer, and the active transmit antenna. In
addition to the three anisotropy coefficients defined by (26),
the test in [23] also employs a total anisotropy coefficient
that we shall not investigate here. For a perfectly isotropic
chamber, Aαβ(n) is uniformly distributed between −1 and
1. Pages 195 and 196 of [23] show plots of anisotropy
coefficients for well-stirred and poorly stirred reverberation
chambers.

When the DUT is placed near the edge of the turntable
in Figure 8, the three relevant orthogonal directions for the
isotropy test are (i) the direction ẑ normal to the turn table,
(ii) the direction φ̂ tangential to the edge of the turntable,
and (iii) the direction ρ̂ radial to the turntable. Hence, in a
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Figure 14: Histograms of anisotropy coefficients for large chamber
with dimensions Dx = 3 m, Dy = 2 m, and Dz = 1.5 m operating
around 750 MHz.
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Figure 15: Histograms of anisotropy coefficients for small chamber
with dimensions Dx = 1 m, Dy = 0.9 m, and Dz = 0.8 m operating
around 750 MHz.

standard cylindrical coordinate system (ρ,φ, z) centered on
the turntable, α and β can take the values ρ, φ, and z.

Figures 14 and 15 show the histograms for the anisotropy
coefficients of the large (Dx = 3 m, Dy = 2 m, and Dz =
1.5 m) and small (Dx = 1 m, Dy = 0.9 m, and Dz = 0.8 m)
reverberation chambers (both with the turntable active). We
see that the anisotropy coefficients for the large chamber
closely follow a uniform distribution, whereas the anisotropy
coefficients for the small chamber show a significant devia-
tion from a uniform distribution. We conclude that the small
chamber does not produce enough plane waves, even though
the turntable is active.

4.4. Remarks. We have now described the plane-wave envi-
ronment in a reverberation chamber using the mode expan-
sion of the dyadic Green’s function for the rectangular box.
We have seen how the plane-wave directions of incidence
as seen from the DUT depend on the dimensions of the

chamber and on whether or not a turntable is active.
Through numerical simulations, we evaluated the accuracy
of correlation experiments in the chamber. It would be nice
to have a theory that explicitly determined the accuracy
of the chamber as a function of chamber dimension and
chamber loading (quality factor Q). Such a theory does not
exist, and at the present moment the accuracy can only be
determined by numerical simulations like the ones presented
here. Moreover, if a precise theory existed, it would have
to be fairly complicated because accuracy depends not only
on mode density (which is largely determined by chamber
volume [1, page 30]) but also on the actual plane-wave
directions of incidence, which depend on all 3 rectangular
chamber dimensions. For example, a large chamber may have
a large “plane-wave gap” near the poles, which in turn can
make it less accurate than a smaller chamber.

5. MIMO Capacity Simulations

In this section we perform MIMO capacity simulations with
a two-antenna DUT receiver in an isotropic environment.
The transmitter is a standard two-antenna base station.
We employ the good, nominal, and bad reference antennas
described in Section 3.2 and show that they produce clearly
distinguishable throughput curves. The approach taken in
this section was inspired by [5–9].

A schematic of the channel model is shown in Figure 16.
The base station employs two antennas separated by D = 4λ
and radiating through a standard 3-sector pattern A(Θ) [24,
page 9]. The voltage input amplitudes for the two base station
antennas are denoted VT

1 and VT
2 . Each base station antenna

broadcasts in the directions Θs, s = 1, 2, . . . , S, according to
the Laplacian distribution approximation [21, equation (18)]
with σθ = 5◦. We have now S complex numbers for base
station antenna 1,

U (1)
s = VT

1 A(Θs)eik(D/2) sinΘs , (27)

and S complex numbers for base station antenna 2,

U (2)
s = VT

2 A(Θs)e−ik(D/2) sinΘs . (28)

In practice, the two-antenna 2D Laplacian base station
output would be fed to the reverberation chamber through
two or more wall antennas. The directions of propagation
from the base station are thus distributed randomly into
plane waves in the chamber, and the Laplacian distribution
is not preserved. In other words, the chamber does not
reproduce the Laplacian distribution. However, the correla-
tion imposed on the two information streams by the base
station is preserved. Further, one often feeds a reverberation
chamber from a channel emulator that is programmed to
produce advanced spatial channel models, which can include
both Doppler spectra, long time delays (much longer than
the one produced by the chamber alone), and specified
directions of incidence. When such channel models are fed
to the reverberation chamber, the channel model is said to
be evaluated isotropically. In such situations, the specified
directions of propagation dictated by the channel model are
not preserved. However, if the emulator and reverberation
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chamber are adjusted properly, the time delays and Doppler
spectra of the channel model are preserved in the chamber.
The use of advanced channel models adds a lot of flexibility
to the reverberation chamber as an over-the-air test tool.

Next we select a set of evenly distributed points (θs,φs),
s = 1, 2, . . . , S, on the unit sphere as described in Section 3
to obtain S incoming plane-wave propagation directions for
illuminating the DUT. For j = 1, 2, . . . , J we compute a set
of random permutations of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , S given by
s′ = p( j, s). In addition, for j = 1, 2, . . . , J , we compute
two sets of uniformly distributed random variables vθ( j, s)
and vφ( j, s) in the range from 0 to 2π. The permutations
s′ = p( j, s) facilitate the random pairing between point
on the base station pattern and plane-wave directions of
incidence. The variables vθ( j, s) and vφ( j, s) provide random
phase adjustments for each pair.

We now have J different propagation channels that result
in the following DUT antenna outputs:

V
( j)
1 =

S∑
s=1

[
U (1)

p( j,s) + U (2)
p( j,s)

]
×
[
eivθ( j,s)θ̂s·R1

(
θs,φs

)
+ eivφ( j,s)φ̂s·R1

(
θs,φs

)]
,

V
( j)
2 =

S∑
s=1

[
U (1)

p( j,s) + U (2)
p( j,s)

]
×
[
eivθ( j,s)θ̂s ·R2

(
θs,φs

)
+ eivφ( j,s)φ̂s·R2

(
θs,φs

)]
,

(29)

which can be written in matrix form as⎡⎣V ( j)
1

V
( j)
2

⎤⎦ = H
( j)
[
VT

1

VT
2

]
, (30)

where H
( j)

is the 2 × 2 channel matrix. The corresponding
channel capacities are

C( j) = log2

[
det

(
I +

Pt
2N0

H
( j)
(

H
( j)
)H)]

, (31)

where the superscript H indicates the transpose complex
conjugate, N0 is the receiver noise, and Pt the transmitter
power.

Figure 17 shows the capacity curves as functions of the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the good, nominal, and bad
reference antennas computed with S = 180 and J = 10000.
These curves are obtained by computing the mean capacity
for varying SNR. The mean is taken over all J = 10000
propagation channels. To achieve a capacity of 7 bps/Hz, the
three reference antennas require very different SNR values:
the bad reference antenna requires an SNR of 19 dB, whereas
the good reference antenna requires only an SNR of 13 dB.
The difference in SNR between good and bad reference
antennas is in this case 6 dB. Similarly, to achieve a capacity
of 12.5 bps/Hz, the difference in SNR between good and bad
reference antennas is 7 dB. Hence, the capacity curves are
clearly distinguishable, thereby confirming the capability of
the isotropic environment for over-the-air MIMO testing.
However, given the large variation in correlation of the three

Base station with 4λ separation

3-sector
pattern

DUT with two outputs

and illuminated by the
plane waves

T1 T2

Random phaseRandom phase

Directions approximate
5 degree Laplacian

(V1,V2) is “inside” sphere

Figure 16: Channel model employing an isotropic environment.
Each point on the base station pattern is randomly paired with
a plane-wave propagation direction illuminating the DUT. In
addition, each “pairing” is supplied by a random phase. The
multiple states of the model are obtained by changing the pairing
and the random phases.
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Figure 17: Capacity curves as functions of SNR for the “good,”
“nominal,” and “bad” reference antennas in an isotropic envi-
ronment. To achieve a capacity of 7 bps/Hz, the three reference
antennas require very different SNR values: the bad reference
antenna requires an SNR of 19 dB, whereas the good reference
antenna requires only an SNR of 13 dB. The difference in SNR
between good and bad reference antennas is in this case 6 dB.
Similarly, to achieve a capacity of 12.5 bps/Hz, the difference in SNR
between good and bad reference antennas is 7 dB.
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antennas (see Table 1), it is no surprise that the capacity
curves are very different. Most practical antennas would
likely fall in the nominal category.

6. Conclusions

We investigated the use of reverberation chambers for over-
the-air testing of MIMO devices by examining antenna
correlation and throughput in isotropic environments. A
truncated spherical-wave expansion was used to derive
sampling theorems and the Fourier expansions for the
pattern of an arbitrary DUT. The required sampling rate of
the pattern depends on the frequency, the physical size of the
entire DUT (not just its antenna), and the relative location of
the DUT to the spherical coordinate system.

Through numerical investigations involving Hertzian
dipoles, it was shown how the sampling rate for the pattern
determines the plane-wave density required in the isotropic
environment to obtain accurate values for the correlation
between antennas. It was also demonstrated that antenna
correlation in the isotropic environment is equivalent to the
classical definition of antenna correlation, as was proven
theoretically by De Doncker and Meys [11]. In particular, the
correlations computed for the CTIA reference antennas [10]
in isotropic simulations agree with the correlations obtained
from the classical definition.

Using the dyadic Green’s function for the rectangular
box, we computed the plane-wave distribution for realistic
reverberation chambers, which were in turn used in simu-
lations of antenna correlations and anisotropy coefficients.
No general theory that explicitly determined the accuracy
of the chamber as a function of chamber dimension and
chamber loading was found. Instead we explained how one
can determine accuracy estimates through simulations.

We performed MIMO channel capacity simulations
using a standard base station model and the DUT (employ-
ing the CTIA reference antennas) placed in a single-tap
plane-wave reverberation chamber model. The capacity
curves obtained with the good, nominal, and bad reference
antennas were clearly distinguishable, as would be expected
given the vast difference between the correlations of these
antennas; see Table 1.

Hence, we conclude that isotropic tests performed in a
reverberation chamber can distinguish between DUTs that
employ the different CTIA reference antennas. It would be
interesting to perform link-level simulations with multitap
isotropic channel models to further investigate this over-the-
air test method.
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This paper discusses over-the-air (OTA) test setup for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) capable terminals with emphasis
on channel modelling. The setup is composed of a fading emulator, an anechoic chamber, and multiple probes. Creation of
a propagation environment inside an anechoic chamber requires unconventional radio channel modelling, namely, a specific
mapping of the original models onto the probe antennas. We introduce two novel methods to generate fading emulator channel
coefficients; the prefaded signals synthesis and the plane wave synthesis. To verify both methods we present a set of simulation
results. We also show that the geometric description is a prerequisite for the original channel model.

1. Introduction

To meet the increased consumer demand on high data
rate applications—such as music and video downloading,
web browsing, and multimedia sharing—multiantenna tech-
nology will be widely utilized in mobile terminals near
future. New standards such as the 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3 GPP) High Speed Downlink Packet Access
(HSDPA), Long Term Evolution (LTE), LTE-Advanced, and
IEEE 802.16 m specify multiple antenna technology also at
mobile terminal, and IEEE 802.11 n and 802.11 ac specify
multiple antennas in Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
devices. Multiple-input-multiple-Output (MIMO) technol-
ogy in wide sense covers any multi antenna technique,
such as spatial multiplexing, beam forming, and spatial
diversity. MIMO offers significant increases in data through-
put, quality of service (QoS), and cell coverage without
additional bandwidth or transmit power. Communication
performance is improved by exploiting the characteristics of
the propagation channel in which the device is operating.

In MIMO systems, spatial correlation plays a key role.
It depends on both antenna and propagation characteristics.
Neither can determine the correlation alone. Therefore, it is
necessary to include both antenna and propagation effects
at the same time when testing multiantenna terminals.
MIMO over-the-air (OTA) testing provides solution for that
demand. Due to the complexity of multiple antenna setups,

flexible, fast, and accurate testing solution is needed to speed
up the development process and to ensure the real perfor-
mance of the terminal. Foegelle [1] identified the need for a
new approach for OTA testing of multiantenna terminals to
complement the existing OTA test methodologies for single
antenna terminals.

Recently, several different MIMO OTA test methodolo-
gies have been proposed in research and standardization
forums. European Cooperation in Science and Technology
(COST) action COST2100 [2] has been finished and the final
report will be published soon [3]. Follower of COST2100,
new COST IC1004 action continues the work, and the final
results are expected in year 2015 [4]. 3GPP MIMO OTA
Study Item is almost finished, and the work will potentially
continue in a Work Item [5]. CTIA [6] discusses MIMO
OTA as well. In all of these groups, three fundamentally
different categories of methodologies have been proposed.
The methodologies in the first category are based on
anechoic chamber and a number of probe antennas, in
which the signals are controlled by for example a fading
emulator. The second category provides angular dispersion
of multipath signals via a reverberation chamber. The power
angular spectrum is 3D uniform. By using an external
fading emulator, longer delay spread can be achieved.
Third, multistage methodology is based on a number of
measurement steps to evaluate the OTA performance. In the
first stage the complex antenna pattern is measured by a
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traditional anechoic chamber-based antenna measurement
system, single-input-single-output (SISO) OTA. The second
stage combines the antenna pattern information and the
channel model to calculate the MIMO correlation matrices
and antenna power imbalances, which are implemented in
a channel emulator to make a conductive measurement or
theoretical capacity calculation. The two first MIMO OTA
methodologies provide a possibility to measure the true
mobile terminal performance without using artificial cabling
in the test setup. On the contrary, conductive test requires
an RF cable connection, which affect the terminal RF and
antenna performance.

MIMO OTA testing based on an anechoic chamber and a
fading emulator (the first methodology) enables true evalu-
ation of the end-user experience of the final product against
realistic radio channel conditions. It also makes it possible
to change the channel model (scenario) flexibly via software,
for example signal angle-of-arrival (AoA) and angle spread
are controllable. All critical parts of the mobile terminal
design (antennas, RF front end, baseband processing) are
tested at once. In traditional conductive testing, as in LTE
conformance tests, only certain baseband processing is tested
with predefined correlation characteristics, which omits the
antenna effect in testing.

Anechoic chamber-based MIMO OTA enables to test
off-the-shelf products (i.e., end products) in equivalent
radio propagation conditions to provide unquestionable
comparisons between the devices under test. In practice, the
performance differences between “golden samples” and mass
products may be large, thus there is a need for end device test
system that can be used for mass production device testing
without any cable connections.

This paper describes the anechoic chamber and fading
emulator-based MIMO OTA test methodology. In Section 2
the overall system is described. Section 3 discusses and pro-
poses channel models for MIMO OTA. Section 4 describes
how the desired channel model is mapped onto the limited
number of probe antennas. Two novel methods, namely,
prefaded signals synthesis and plane wave synthesis, are
explained. Section 5 shows simulation results, and Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. Anechoic Chamber and Fading
Emulator-Based System

The MIMO OTA test setup, originally described in [7],
is based on a fading emulator, an anechoic chamber and
a number of OTA antennas. The purpose of the setup is
to reproduce time variant electromagnetic field around the
device under test (DUT) imitating the target MIMO radio
channel model, as accurately as possible. The idea is to
apply widely approved channel models like TGn model [8],
SCM(E) [9], WINNER [10], or IMT-Advanced [11] on a
radiated testing of DUT performance.

The components of OTA performance test setup are
illustrated in Figure 1. DUT is in the centre of the anechoic
chamber, in an area called test zone or test area, and
transmitting antennas are arranged, for example, uniformly

Uplink signal

BS
emulator

Fading
emulator

Anechoic chamber

DUT

OTA
antennas

Figure 1: Fading emulator and anechoic chamber based MIMO
OTA test set-up.

...
...

...

Fading emulator

BS emulator

Tx signal

Convolution

Convolution

Convolution

Channel impulse
response data

OTA
antennas

Figure 2: Convolution of Tx signal and radio channel impulse
response data in the fading emulator.

around the DUT in two or three dimensions. Each of the
transmitting antennas is connected to an output port of
the fading emulator. Typically a power amplifier, between
a fading emulator output and an OTA probe, is required
to compensate path loss between the OTA probe and DUT.
The communication tester (BS emulator) creates the test
signal, which is fed to the multichannel fading emulator. The
emulator creates the multipath environment including path
delays, Doppler spread and fast fading. A fading emulator
performs convolution of Tx signals with channel model
impulse responses as described in Figure 2. The channel
models containing directions of departures and arrivals are
mapped to emulator so that model allocation corresponds
to physical antenna installation in the chamber. Phantom
heads, hands, and so forth can be easily added to the
measurement. DUT is assumed to be in the far field region
of the OTA antenna radiation.

In the actual MIMO OTA test of a multiantenna terminal
an appropriate performance metric, for example throughput,
is collected as a figure of merit. DUT may be rotated
around one, two, or three rotation axis and the final
performance may be the average performance over different
DUT orientations. The performance averaged over a number
of DUT orientations is effectively different to, for example,
the performance in 3D isotropic scattering environment of a
reverberation chamber. From mathematics it is well known
that in general case an average of function values is different
to a function value of averaged function argument.
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Figure 3: Ring of OTA antennas and the test zone.

Typically both downlink and uplink transmissions are
required in the measurement. An uplink communication
antenna is located inside the anechoic chamber so that it
does not cause interference problems to downlink. A proper
uplink antenna would be a circularly polarized antenna with
high directivity. The antenna is connected to a base station
(BS) emulator with a coaxial cable. In the simplest case
no fading or multipath effects are emulated in the uplink.
In time division duplex (TDD) systems the uplink radio
channel should be reciprocal to downlink, but TDD case
is not discussed in this paper. A system diagram for TDD
MIMO OTA test setup is presented in [12].

OTA antennas must be dual-polarized if also polarization
dimension of the radio channel is considered. Both elements
of a single OTA antenna, radiating orthogonally polarized
signals, have to be connected to different fading emulator
outputs. This will guarantee independent fading on different
polarizations as specified, for example in SCM and WINNER
channel models [10, 13]. An example layout of eight dual-
polarized OTA antennas is illustrated in Figure 3 with
uniformly spaced probes on a circle, resulting to angular
spacing Δθ = 45◦.

The example layout in Figure 3 is of 2D setup. Most of the
standardized radio channel models are two dimensional (2D)
in the sense that they use only geometrical xy-coordinates
(azimuth plane) [14]. Elevation dimension has been left out
because the power angular spectrum is typically confined
close to the horizon. The MIMO OTA setup can be extended
to 3D by installing antennas on, for example, cylindrical
or spherical formation. A 3D addendum for IMT-advanced
channel models is given in [14].

The number of required OTA antennas has been dis-
cussed in [15, 16] and in various COST 2100 contributions.
The final formula is still missing, but the number depends on
the DUT size, the centre frequency, the channel model, the

OTA antenna locations, and the acceptable error level. The
following rule of thumb is given in [15]:

K = 2
⌈
πD

λ

⌉
+ 1, (1)

where K is a number of OTA antennas, [·] denotes round up
operation, D is diameter of the test area as in the Figure 3,
and λ is the wavelength.

In a practical setup there may be unintentional reflec-
tions of transmitted downlink signals from other OTA
antennas. Preliminary measurements of [17] indicate that
the reflections are not a serious problem for the field
synthesis. The average scattering level was 35 dB below the
line-of-sight path power with a directive Vivaldi type of
OTA antenna design. In the measurement the observed
frequency range was 1.35–7.25 GHz and the distance from
OTA antenna to the centre of the test area was at minimum 1
metre.

3. Geometric Channel Models

There exists a high variety of different kinds of MIMO
radio channel models. An overview of models is given in
[18]. MIMO radio channel models typically have to cover
all the four dimensions of the radio channel, namely, time,
frequency, space, and polarization. Thus the models are time
variant, wideband, double directional, and polarimetric. The
two most popular classes of MIMO channel models are so-
called geometry-based models and correlation matrix based
models. Models for example in [10, 11, 13] belong to the
geometric family and in [8] to the family of correlation
matrix based models. In many cases also the correlation
matrix based models have geometric description as an initial
starting point. This is the case also in TGn model.

Geometry based modelling enables separation of propa-
gation and antennas. Antenna geometries and field patterns
can be defined independent of propagation parameters.
Channel realisations are generated with the geometrical
principle by summing contributions of rays (plane waves)
with specific small scale parameters like for example delay,
power, angle of arrival (AoA), and angle of departure
(AoD). Superposition results to correlation between antenna
elements and temporal fading with geometry-dependent
Doppler spectrum [10].

A widely approved concept in spatial channel modelling
is the concept of “cluster.” A number of rays constitute a
cluster. In a common terminology the cluster is understood
as a propagation path diffused in space, either or both in
delay and angle domains. Typically a cluster is composed of a
fixed number of rays (sub paths) and has a specific shaped
power angular spectrum, for example, Laplacian function,
defined by nominal AoA/AoD and angular spread of arrival
and departure (ASA/ASD). A physical propagation mecha-
nism creating clusters is reflection, scattering, or diffraction
on a limited sized object in the physical environment, for
example on a corner of a building. A cluster can be composed
of, for example, a high number of scattering points on
surface of a building. Each scatterer has characteristics like
AoA, AoD, and complex attenuation coefficients. A single
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ray of geometric model represents scattering (or reflection
or diffraction) on a single scattering point.

A geometry-based channel model can be composed
from the following propagation parameters: cluster powers,
delays, nominal arrival and departure angles, and angle
spreads of clusters on both arrival and departure ends, and
cluster cross-polarization power ratios (XPRs). In addition,
information of the receiver and transmitter antenna arrays
including both array geometry and antenna field patterns is
required. (Note that Rx antennas are not specified in MIMO
OTA.) Also either the terminal velocity vector or the cluster
Doppler frequency components have to be defined.

In the following we define a system model for horizontal
plane (2D) MIMO radio channel based on [10, 13]. Transfer
matrix of the MIMO channel is

H(t, τ) =
L∑
l=1

Hl(t, τ). (2)

It is composed of antenna array response matrices Ftx(Tx),
Frx(Rx), and impulse response matrices hl for rays l as
follows:

Hl(t, τ) =
∫∫

FT
rx

(
ϕ
)

hl
(
t, τ,φ,ϕ

)
Ftx

(
φ
)
dϕdφ. (3)

The channel impulse response of the lth ray is a 2 × 2
polarimetric matrix

hl
(
t, τ,φ,ϕ

)
=
⎡⎣αVV

l (t) αVH
l (t)

αHV
l (t) αHH

l (t)

⎤⎦δ(τ − τl)δ
(
φ − φl

)
δ
(
ϕ− ϕl

)
.

(4)

Now we introduce the clustered structure of a propagation
channel and replace ray index l with cluster index n and
cluster sub path index m. The channel coefficient for a
channel from Tx antenna element s to Rx antenna element
u for the cluster n can be modelled as

Hu,s,n(t, τ)

=
M∑

m=1

⎡⎣Frx,u,V (ϕn,m)

Frx,u,H(ϕn,m)

⎤⎦T

A

⎡⎣Ftx,s,V
(
φn,m

)
Ftx,s,H

(
φn,m

)
⎤⎦

· exp
(
j2πνn,mt

)
δ(τ − τn),

(5)

where νn,m is the Doppler shift of sub path n,m and 2 × 2
polarization matrix of scattering coefficients is

A =
⎡⎣αVV

n,m αVH
n,m

αHV
n,m αHH

n,m

⎤⎦. (6)

For example, the coefficient αHV
n,m contains phase rotation

and attenuation for vertically polarized incident wave and
horizontally polarized scattered wave of ray m of cluster
n. Coefficients α are modelled as time invariant in cluster
based geometric models. Phases are typically random and
amplitudes are determined by the XPR. Random phases

result always to elliptical polarization. For a line-of-sight path
with linear polarization the off-diagonal elements of A are
zeros and diagonal elements have equal phase.

The presented 2D model can be extended to 3D, by
interpreting angles ϕ and φ as composed of azimuth and
elevation components like, for example, ϕ = (ϕaz, ϕel).
Elevation angular parameters to extend the model are;
elevation angle of arrival (EoA) and departure (EoD), and
elevation angle spread of arrival (ESA) and departure (ESD).

Cross-polarization power ratio (XPR) has different def-
initions. Here we follow and clarify the definition of [10],
where XPR is a pure propagation parameter. XPR for
vertically polarized Tx signals is

XPRV = SVV

SHV
=

∣∣αVV
∣∣2

|αHV |2 , (7)

respectively, XPR for horizontally polarized Tx signals is

XPRH = SHH

SVH
=

∣∣αHH
∣∣2

|αVH |2 , (8)

where

(a) SVV is the coefficient for scattered power on V-
polarization and incident power onV-polarization of
an interacting object (cluster),

(b) SVH is the coefficient for scattered power on V-
polarization and incident power on H-polarization
of an interacting object (cluster),

(c) SHV is the coefficient for scattered power on H-
polarization and incident power onV-polarization of
an interacting object (cluster),

(d) SHH is the coefficient for scattered power on H-
polarization and incident power on H-polarization
of an interacting object (cluster).

Even though XPRV and XPRH are defined separately, it is
often assumed that XPRV = XPRH . This is the assumption,
for example, in [10, 11].

3.1. Channel Model Prerequisites for MIMO OTA. Geometric
description of the propagation and the separation of anten-
nas and propagation are essential requirements for the basic
radio channel model to be reconstructed to a MIMO OTA
test setup. Pure correlation matrix models are not realizable
with a MIMO OTA setup, because they don not fulfil these
prerequisites. At least the DUT end of the channel model
has to be specified by angular propagation parameters. If
some antenna characteristics are embedded to the channel
model, which is the case in pure correlation matrix-based
model, the model itself assumes some DUT antennas. Thus it
is not feasible to measure the real DUT antenna performance
anymore.

TGn channel model [8] is a correlation matrix-based
model, but it contains also geometric description. It is pos-
sible to reconstruct TGn model to MIMO OTA environment
with specified Tx (base station) antenna correlation matrices
and specified, nongeometry-based, Doppler spectra. This
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can be done with the method of prefaded signals, but not
with the method of plane wave synthesis. Both methods are
discussed in the next section.

The clustered modelling principle of many MIMO
channel models is a benefit for the method of prefaded
signals. It is not a prerequisite, but it makes the method more
efficient. With clustered channel models the individual rays
are not essential, but the clusters they compose. In other
words, it is not necessary to create a high number of rays
with specific characteristics, but instead to model the sum
effects, like spatial correlation, Doppler spectrum, power
delay profile, XPR, and so forth, accurately.

4. Synthesis of Propagation Environment

This section describes two alternative methods to generate
channel impulse response data (see Figure 2), to a fading
emulator, to create desired radiated propagation environ-
ment within the test volume. The methods are prefaded
signals synthesis and plane wave synthesis. Both methods can
create statistically equal radiated propagation environment
within the test volume. The plane wave synthesis has a point
of view in individual rays (plane waves) while the prefaded
signals synthesis focuses on clusters. The basic component
created by the plane wave synthesis is a single plane wave with
a specific angle of arrival, Doppler shift and magnitude. With
the prefaded signals synthesis the basic component is a single
cluster with parameters like nominal AoA, ASA, Doppler
spectrum, and XPR. Methods are described in details in the
following sub-sections.

4.1. Prefaded Signals Synthesis. Idea of the prefaded signals
synthesis is to transmit Rayleigh or any other kind of
faded signals separately from multiple OTA antennas. Fading
sequences are created independently for each cluster. Clusters
are mapped to OTA antennas based on cluster power angular
spectrum (PAS) and OTA antenna directions. A single cluster
is composed by a number of OTA antennas. Each OTA
antenna contributing to the cluster has independent fading
coefficient sequences with identical statistics. For example
Doppler spectra of fading patterns of different OTA antennas
are identical for a single cluster. Discrete PAS of the single
cluster is formed by allocating power weights on top of OTA
antennas i.i.d. fading patterns.

As a summary, Doppler spectrum, amplitude distribu-
tion, and Tx antenna and directional characteristics are
created to the prefaded sequences. XPR and Rx direc-
tional characteristics are created by allocating i.i.d. prefaded
sequences to a set of OTA antennas with specific power
weights.

The principle of creating clusters, applying a number
of OTA antennas, by superposition of independent fad-
ing patterns with direction-dependent powers approximate
physical reality. We may consider OTA antennas as subareas
of an scattering object creating the cluster. It is assumed that
each subarea contributes to the cluster fading patterns with
identical statistics. Assuming uncorrelated scattering (US)
the subareas create independent fading patterns. Thus we

can create the cluster effect with a set of spatially separated
OTA antennas as far as the DUT antenna aperture is small
with respect to the OTA antenna angular distance. More
precisely, the angular resolution of DUT antenna array has
to be smaller than Δθ in Figure 3.

This approach has at least one unrealistic element. In
a real environment the Doppler spectrum should be angle
dependent within the cluster. With the proposed method
the Doppler spectrum is equal on all the OTA antennas
composing the cluster. This effect may be observed by a
DUT with directional antenna in the case of cluster with a
high angular spread. We assume that this effect has negligible
effect on DUT performance.

Details of creating fading patterns and power weights are
described in the following. Here we present purely geometry-
based method of creating Rayleigh fading coefficients. Any-
how it is possible to apply some other method too, as far
as the Rx side directional and polarization characteristics
are known. For example, noise filtering method can be
applied for Rayleig fading. Also, for example, fluorescent
light effects of TGn model can be included in the prefaded
coefficients. The Doppler spectrum may be based on some
other definition than geometric.

4.1.1. Per Antenna Fading Patterns. On the prefaded signals
synthesis the fading coefficients are generated based on (5).
Now the Rx antenna is unknown, thus Frx is substituted by
an ideal OTA antenna pattern. The approximation is valid
if we use OTA antennas with a high polarization isolation
and a flat radiation pattern to the direction of the test zone.
A Rayleigh fading pattern for cluster n for a channel from
Tx (BS) antenna s to vertically polarized element of OTA
antenna k is

HV
k,s,n(t, τ)

= γn

M∑
m=1

⎡⎣1

0

⎤⎦T

A

⎡⎣Ftx,s,V
(
φn,m

)
Ftx,s,H

(
φn,m

)
⎤⎦

· exp
(
j2πνn,mt

)
δ(τ − τn)

√
gk,n,

(9)

where γn is an amplitude of cluster n, A is a polarization
matrix and, gk,n is an antenna power weight. The fading
pattern for the horizontally polarized element is obtained
by changing Rx antenna pattern of (9) to [Frx,k,V Frx,k,H] =
[0 1] as

HH
k,s,n(t, τ)

= γn

M∑
m=1

⎡⎣0

1

⎤⎦T

A

⎡⎣Ftx,s,V
(
φn,m

)
Ftx,s,H

(
φn,m

)
⎤⎦

· exp
(
j2πνn,mt

)
δ(τ − τn)

√
gk,n.

(10)

Antenna power weights determine, together with OTA
antenna directions, a discrete power angular spectrum to the
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test area, as will be discussed subsequently. The polarization
matrix

A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
exp

(
ΦVV

n,m,k

)
1 + 1/κVn,m

exp
(
ΦVH

n,m,k

)
1 + κHn,m

exp
(
ΦHV

n,m,k

)
1 + κVn,m

exp
(
ΦHH

n,m,k

)
1 + 1/κHn,m

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (11)

is composed of random, independent and identically
distributed initial phases Φ ∼ Uni(0, 2π), and cross-
polarization power ratios κV and κH for vertically and
horizontally transmitted signals, respectively.

With a Rayleigh fading channel it is commonly assumed,
for example in [10], that polarization components are
independently fading [19] and polarization is practically
always elliptical [20]. In the existing geometric channel
models the XPR is specified, but the actual polarization states
are not controlled. In MIMO OTA the propagation channel
XPR is determined by coefficients κ in (11). Strengths
of radiated vertically and horizontally polarized fields are
determined by channel coefficient HV

k (t) and HH
k (t).

The radio channel dimensions, like delay, Doppler,
polarization, and Tx side spatial characteristics, are modelled
by other terms of (9) than gk,n. For DUT antennas, the
essential dimension is Rx side PAS denoted as P(Ω), defined
as power P received from direction Ω. OTA antennas power
weights gk,n determine PAS around the test area. A method is
discussed in the following to form a discrete PAS, with power
weights, such that the resulting field follows the continuous
PAS specified by the channel model.

4.1.2. Antenna Power Weights. Purpose of the MIMO OTA
system is to create a specific propagation environment within
the test area. A channel model specifies continuous PAS on
RX side, which may be composed of a number of spatial
clusters with PAS Pn(Ω). Typically Pn(Ω) is defined by a
nominal AoA and a root mean squared (rms) angular spread.
The shape of Pn(Ω) may follow, for example, uniform,
Gaussian, or Laplacian functions. With a limited number of
OTA antennas we can only approximate the continuous PAS.

A straight forward method to obtain power weights
would be to define gk,n = Pn(θk), where θk is direction of the
kth OTA antenna. This is not an optimal method, because it
does not consider, for example, the size of the test area. This is
analogous to a conventional filter design, where the method
of sampling continuous impulse response does not produce
optimal filter coefficients with a limited number of taps. A
method to optimally utilize limited OTA antenna resources
is needed.

The power angular spectrum is a Fourier transform pair
with the spatial correlation function [21]. Instead of directly
sampling the continuous PAS, it is beneficial to determine
the discrete PAS by utilizing the spatial correlation function.
Our proposed method to find optimal power weights is to
sample the test area with an virtual array of ideal isotropic
antennas. The target is to find power weights that minimize
the mean squared error between theoretical correlations and

correlations resulting from a discrete PAS, between elements
of the virtual array.

Let us spatially sample the test area with a number of
virtual antennas such that the antennas compose M pairs.
Theoretical correlation between mth pair (u, v) of antenna
elements can be determined according to [20], omitting
polarization, as

ρm =
∫
Fu(Ω)F∗v (Ω)P(Ω)dΩ√∫ |Fu(Ω)|2P(Ω)dΩ · ∫ |Fv(Ω)|2P(Ω)dΩ

, (12)

where ()∗ denotes complex conjugate operation, Fu and
Fv are complex radiation patterns of antennas u and v,
respectively, with a common phase center. For virtual
antennas the amplitude |Fu(Ω)| ≡ 1. Phase is determined
by the wavelength and relative positions of elements u and v.

Respectively, the correlation for mth antenna pair (u, v)
with discrete PAS composed byK OTA antennas in directions
Θ and with power weights G is

ρ̃m(Θ, G) =
∑K

k=1 Fu(θk)F∗v (θk)gk√∑K
k=1 |Fu(θk)|2gk ·

∑K
k=1 |Fv(θk)|2gk

, (13)

where Θ = {θk}, θk ∈ [0, 2π] is a vector of OTA antenna
directions and G = {gk}, gk ∈ [0, 1], is a vector of OTA
antenna power weights. The cost function to be minimized
with respect to weights G for fixed directions Θ is defined as

Eρ(Θ, G) =
M∑

m=1

∣∣ρm − ρ̃m(Θ, G)
∣∣2
. (14)

Optimal vector of OTA antenna power weights G for (9)
and (10), minimizing (14), can be solved applying some
numerical optimization method. Polarization is omitted
from the described method, because we assume identically
shaped PAS for both vertical and horizontal polarizations.
The assumption is aligned, for example, with [10, 13].

4.2. Plane Wave Synthesis. This section describes a method to
generate channel impulse responses, to the system depicted
in Figure 2, applying the plane wave synthesis. Components
of the setup are shown in Figure 1. At first we describe
the creation of a single static plane wave, from an arbitrary
direction, with complex antenna weights. Then the method
is extended for creation of frequency and spatially selective
fading radio channel model.

The plane wave synthesis for MIMO OTA is an extension
to disciplines of acoustics and electromagnetic plane wave
synthesis [22]. The following principle is applied in the plane
wave synthesis; a closed curve in 2D case or a closed surface
in 3D determines the field within the curve/surface when
no sources are present inside [22]. In other words, the right
target field is generated inside the test zone, if such a field
is generated, that the components of both the electric and
magnetic fields tangential to the surface of the test zone field
are equal to those of the target field [15].

Nyquist sampling of at least two samples per wavelength
on edge of the test zone, implies an approximation of
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Figure 4: A single plane wave from AoA ϕ observed in location rm.

required probe numbers [15]. A waveform, observed within
a test zone as a single plane wave from an arbitrary direction
(angle of arrival AoA), can be created if the angular sampling
by OTA antennas is dense enough. This is approximated by
the rule of thumb of (1).

4.2.1. Single Static Plane Wave. As in Figure 4 a plane wave
from an arbitrary AoA ϕ is created by setting appropriate
complex antenna weights gk to the CW (continuous wave
on carrier frequency) transmitted from OTA antenna k, k =
1, . . . ,K . Each OTA antenna may contribute by radiating
waves. Superposition of waves within the test area is then
observed as a single plane wave with a specific AoA ϕ.
Weights gk can be obtained, for example, by a numerical
optimization. The numerical optimization may, for example,
minimize the difference between the target field and the
resulting field on the edge of the test area or some other
sampling points within the test area. There are various
procedures to perform the optimization. Here we present a
method based on matrix inversion. The presented method is
for vertically polarized (z-polarized) fields only, but it can be
extended to any polarizations.

Weights gk for a single plane wave can be obtained by
solving OTA antenna weight vector G from the following
matrix equation

FG = T, (15)

where:

(a) F = {αm,k} ∈ CM×K is a transfer matrix of
coefficients from kth OTA antenna to mth location
rm;

(b) G = {gk} ∈ CK×1 is a vector of OTA antenna complex
weights;

(c) T = {ez(rm)} ∈ CM×1 is a vector of complex target
field values in locations rm (of a plane wave with AoA
ϕ);

(d) rm is a location vector, pointing from the origin to
mth sample point.

The transfer coefficient from kth OTA antenna to mth
location rm is composed of path loss term L and a phase term
as

αm,k = L
(
dk,m

)
exp

(
− j

∥∥∥β∥∥∥dk,m

)
, (16)

where dk,m = ‖θk + rm‖ is the distance from the kth OTA
antenna to mth location, θk is a vector from kth OTA antenna
to centre of the test area, β is the wave vector pointing from
AoA direction as in Figure 4, ‖β‖ = 2π/λ0, and λ0 is the
wavelength at fc. The target field for a plane wave is

ez(rm) = E0 exp
(
− jβ • rm

)
, (17)

where field strength E0 ≡ 1 for the target field and • denotes
the scalar product operation.

When both F and T are constructed the vector G can be
solved. If M = K , the solution can be computed by matrix
inversion

G = F−1T. (18)

In some cases M > K sample points within the test area may
be specified. This leads to an overdetermined optimization
problem. In this case the target is to minimize squared L2
norm [23]

min
G
‖FG− T‖, (19)

which results to solving G by the pseudo inverse

G =
(

FHF
)−1

FHT. (20)

Creation of vertical polarizations in 2D MIMO OTA
configuration can be done with the discussed principles. For
other polarizations or 3D environment the coefficient G have
to be determined for three orthogonal polarizations instead
of just one polarization. The mathematics to derive the cost
function and the optimization for the multipolarized case is
excluded from this paper.

4.2.2. Doppler Shift. In the previous we described how to find
channel coefficients to create a single static plane wave with
an arbitrary AoA. Now we introduce Doppler shift to the
plane wave to enable time variant radio channels. A virtual
motion of DUT creates Doppler shifts to plane waves. The
Doppler shift to a plane wave with AoA ϕ resulting from
virtual motion to direction ν, as illustrated in Figure 4, is

ωd = −β • ν. (21)

The Doppler shift can be introduced to the plane wave by
multiplying Doppler frequency component ωd (= 2π fd) to
the complex weights. That is by making the complex weights
time dependent as follows:

wk(t) = gk exp
(− jtωd

)
. (22)
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Now the received field on an arbitrary location m within the
test area, neglecting the path loss, is

Ez(t, rm)

=
K∑
k=1

wk(t) exp
(
− j

(∥∥∥β∥∥∥dk,m + tωc

))

=
K∑
k=1

gk exp
(
− j

∥∥∥β∥∥∥dk,m

)
exp

(− jt(ωd + ωc)
)
.

(23)

Even though the complex weights wk(t) are time depen-
dent, the AoA dependent part (gk) has to be determined only
once. Temporal behaviour is generated by multiplying fixed
weight with rotating phasor as in (22).

4.2.3. Power Angular Spectrum. A specific power angular
density function can be formed within the test zone by
introducing a number of plane waves with an appropriate
AoA and magnitude. The AoA range may be, for example,
sampled uniformly, as in Figure 5(a), with Q plane waves.
Appropriate powers Pq, q = 1, . . . ,Q, can be allocated to
plane waves according to the target PAS. Another option is to
fix powers and sample the angular space nonuniformly such
that the target PAS is created as illustrated in Figure 5(b). In
both cases each plane wave q has a specific AoA ϕq and power
Pq. Also the Doppler shift ωd,q will be unique for each plane
wave depending on AoA and velocity vector of the virtual
motion, as specified in (21).

Now the the complex weight of kth OTA antenna will be
a sum of contributions to Q plane waves as follows:

wk(t) =
Q∑
q=1

√
Pq gk,q exp

(
− jtωd,q

)
, (24)

where gk,q is solved separately for each plane wave q by
minimization of (19).

4.2.4. Delay Dispersion. Delay dispersion is straightforward
to implement in the fading emulator-based setup. Assuming
uncorrelated scattering (UC) the fading of each discrete delay
component is independent. Thus channel coefficients for
different delay taps are generated applying same principles
as when creating a single plane wave and an arbitrary power
angular spectrum.

Polarization characteristics, Tx (base station) antenna
effects, and Tx side spatial characteristics can be included
in the channel impulse responses generated with the plane
wave synthesis. Description of the method to model the
mentioned effects is excluded from this paper, but the
principle is similar to the prefaded signals synthesis.

5. Simulation Results

Measurement and simulation results to verify the concept
of anechoic chamber and fading emulator-based multiprobe
MIMO OTA setup are reported in numerous COST 2100,
COST IC1004 and 3GPP contributions. Paper [24] presents

experimental and simulated results applying the prefaded
signals method. Verification of a created radio channel
with all its dimensions and characteristics is an extensive
task. Here we show only a selection of simulation figures
to demonstrate the two channel synthesis methods. The
simulated characteristics are spatial correlation function
(SCF), XPR, Doppler power spectrum (DPS), and temporal
correlation function (TCF). Power delay profile (PDP) is
excluded from the simulations, because creation of PDP is a
trivial task with a digital fading emulator. Although the XPR
simulation result illustrates a special case of a PDP.

In the simulations we had 16 uniformly spaced OTA
antennas with 22.5◦ angular spacing. OTA antennas were
assumed as omnidirectional vertically polarized probes
with an isotropic radiation pattern. Additional horizontally
polarized probes, co-located with vertically polarized OTA
probes, were present in the XPR simulation. Transmitter
antenna (base station) was assumed as ideal omnidirectional
vertically polarized element. In XPR case the target channel
model contained nine equal power clusters, with 200 ns
spacing in delay, and XPRs from −20 dB to + 20 dB with a
5 dB increment. In the other cases the channel model was a
single cluster model with AoA = 10◦ and ASA = 15◦. The
direction of travel was 40◦ and sampling was four samples
per wavelength. At total 50, 000 samples was simulated. An
exception was the Doppler power spectrum and the temporal
correlation, where 20 samples per wavelength and 250, 000
samples was used to make the curves smoother.

5.1. Spatial Correlation. Figure 6 depicts the theoretical
spatial correlation function for a Laplacian function shaped
PAS and SCF calculated from channel impulse responses
generated with the plane wave synthesis (PWS) and the
prefaded signals synthesis (PFS). A time series of channel
impulse responses for each OTA antenna was generated with
the both methods. Then the field Ez(t, rm) over time, along
a segment of line of locations rm was composed. Correlation
between locations was calculated as the correlation between
field coefficients Ez(t, rm) in different locations over time.
The examined correlation is an absolute value of a complex
correlation coefficient. The simulation setup was similar to
the measurement reported in [24].

Spatial correlation is an appropriate measure of the
spatial dimension. Power angular spectrum observed by a
DUT is inherently discontinuous and any power cannot be
received from directions in between probes. Thus AoA or
PAS estimation is not necessarily a meaningful technique
to evaluate the created PAS. On the other hand, spatial
correlation, as a fourier transform pair of PAS [21], is a
continuous function and a good metric to assess the created
spatial field.

The PWS curve (solid red) follows well the theoretical
curve (blue circles) up to the simulated 1.5 wavelength spatial
separation, as we can observe from the Figure 6. The PFS
curve (solid green) follows the theoretical curve up to the
simulated 1.2 wavelength spatial separation and deviates
slightly after that. Anyhow the theoretical correlation on the
area of deviation is low, 0.2, or below, and the deviation
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Figure 5: Uniform (a) and non-uniform (b) sampling of Laplacian function shaped PAS.
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Figure 6: Simulated spatial correlations with 16 probes, AoA = 10◦,
and ASA = 15◦.

should have only marginal effect on, for example, channel
capacity. We may conclude that the both channel mapping
methods are capable of creating spatial radio channel
characteristics according to the target model in the simulated
case.

5.2. XPR. The polarization dimension is evaluated by inves-
tigating XPR values. With this type of geometric models
the exact polarization state is not specified, as discussed
earlier. Thus it is not feasible to simulate and compare
polarization states. In the simulation a nine-cluster target
model was defined, with different per cluster XPR values. The

average power, received by an ideal vertically polarized DUT
antenna, is the simulation result. Because Tx (base station)
antenna was also vertically polarized ideal element, we get
the simulated XPR directly by observing the Rx power and
compensating out the path loss.

The simulated XPR values, achieved with the PFS
method, and the target values are presented in the Figure 7.
Also the deviation between target and simulation per cluster
XPR values is shown. The maximum deviation in this
simulation was below 0.2 dB. In practical measurement
the antenna nonidealities typically preclude this accurate
results. The PWS method was excluded from the polarization
simulation.

5.3. Doppler and Temporal Correlation. Simulated Doppler
spectra from channel fading patterns generated with the PWS
method (solid red) and the PFS method (solid green) are
shown in Figure 8. The both spectra have similar spiky shape.
Due to the nature of ray based geometric modelling it is
difficult to compare the Doppler spectra directly. Especially
any numerical comparison is practically impossible. Equiv-
alent to the angular dimension, it is beneficial to transform
spiky Doppler spectrum to a continuous domain of temporal
correlation function.

TCF is a Fourier transform pair with the Doppler
spectrum [21]. The transformation results to continuous
function, which can be directly compared to a theoretical
TCF. Such a comparison is depicted in the Figure 9, where
real values of the complex temporal correlation coefficient
are plotted. Temporal separation (delay) Δτ in the figure has
a normalized unit of 1/2 fmax, where fmax is the maximum
Doppler frequency component of the fading pattern. We can
observe that the main lobe of the correlation resulting from
both PWS (solid red) and PFS (solid green) methods follows
almost perfectly the theoretical correlation (blue circles).
PWS curve starts to deviate at the second peak of TCF while
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PFS curve has excellent match over the range of simulated
Δτ.

In the simulation we created clusters by a set of plain
waves having uniform arrival angles. Arrival angles deter-
mine Doppler shifts by relation ν = fmax cos(ϕ − θv). The
selection of 1◦ uniform angular sampling was probably not
the optimal choice for creating accurate TCF. Some other
angular sampling may have been better. Anyhow, the exact
Doppler modelling is not the main focus of our contribution.
The topic of defining parameters for a sum of rays based
on temporal modelling is widely investigated by Pätzold, for
example, in [25].

6. Discussion

In this paper we discussed the multiprobe MIMO OTA test
system. We presented two alternatives to create radio prop-
agation environment to MIMO OTA system, (1) prefaded
approach and (2) plane wave approach. Both approaches
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Figure 9: Simulated temporal correlations with 16 probes, AoA =
10◦, and ASA = 15◦.

are feasible to generate given radio propagation environment
and we conclude the paper to highlight the pros and cons of
each approach.

Benefits of the prefaded signals synthesis are; phase
calibration is not required, simplicity, and possibility to
create non-geometrical Doppler spectra. We recommend
prefaded signals synthesis for standard models with wide
clusters and Rayleigh fading or Ricean fading with a single
LOS component. The LOS component, typically with a linear
polarization state, can be created by rounding its AoA to
the nearest dual polarized OTA probe. For that purpose the
orthogonally polarized OTA antenna elements have to be
colocated.

Main benefits of the plane wave synthesis for MIMO OTA
compared to the prefaded signals synthesis are; support for
LOS paths between OTA antennas, support for controlled
polarization of paths (e.g., linear, circular, elliptic), and
possibly more flexible support for dynamic (non stationary)
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channel models. Plane wave synthesis may also compensate
distortion effect resulting from limited physical dimensions
of an OTA antenna ring. These effects are, for example,
distortion due to varying path loss and curved phase fronts,
as discussed in [26]. A drawback of the plane wave synthesis
is the requirement of phase calibration.

Complex weights gk for the plane wave synthesis are
function of AoA and OTA antenna configuration only. For
a fixed OTA antenna configuration it is possible to pre-
calculate weights gk, for example, for one degree grid of
AoA values. In the actual generation of impulse response
data the weights could be taken from a table and it would
not be necessary to calculate them again. This would be
a remarkable reduction of computing time in the case of
dynamic channel models with time variant AoA and other
propagation parameters.

Simulation results indicate that the spatial, polarimetric,
and temporal dimensions of a target channel model can be
created with the both methods. Delay dimension is a trivial
modelling with a digital fading emulator applying either of
PWS or PFS methods.
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Development of MIMO over-the-air (OTA) test methodology is ongoing. Several test methods have been proposed. Anechoic
chamber-based multiple-probe technique is one promising candidate for MIMO-OTA testing. The required number of probes for
synthesizing the desired fields inside the multiprobe system is an important issue as it has a large impact on the cost of the test
system. In this paper, we review the existing investigations on this important topic and end up presenting rules for the required
number of probes as a function of the test zone size in wavelengths for certain chosen uncertainty levels of the field synthesis.

1. Introduction

The multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is a key tech-
nology for evolving wireless technologies including LTE and
LTE-Advanced (or IMT-Advanced) [1]. It involves multiple
antennas to enhance the capacity and throughput in mul-
tipath propagation environments. The MIMO performance
in a multiantenna communication system depends on the
antenna placement and design at the terminal and on the
channel environment. Furthermore, since the MIMO radio
channel is a combination of the antenna characteristics and
the radio propagation conditions, the antenna performance
metrics, such as gain, radiation efficiency, and the difference
of gain between the multiple antennas, do not directly point
towards the MIMO performance.

At the moment, development on measurement method-
ologies and figures of merit for assessing the overall MIMO
performance is being conducted by Radio Access Networks
working group 4 (RAN4) of 3GPP [2] in Europe and by
CTIA [3] in the North America. Over-the-air (OTA) testing,
which has been used for single-input single-output (SISO)
performance evaluation [4, 5], is an obvious choice also for
MIMO performance evaluation; additionally radiopropa-
gation channel must be taken into account. Several test
methods have been proposed [6–14]. A strong candidate for
the MIMO performance metrics is throughput [15].

The three main candidates MIMO-OTA test methods [6–
14] are (1) anechoic chamber and fading emulator-based
multiprobe methods [6–9], (2) reverberation chamber based
methods [10–13], and (3) multistage method, often refers to
the “two-stage” method [14]. In the latter one the first stage
involves the pattern measurement of the device under test
(DUT) over the air, and the second stage involves combining
of the DUT patterns with the radio-propagation channel data
and performing the MIMO performance test conductively.

It is now noted that geometric reference channel models
with well-defined characteristics such as complex ampli-
tudes, directions of arrival (DoA), directions of departure
(DoD), the delays, and polarizations of the multipath com-
ponents constitute a good means to describe the radio-pro-
pagation channel. These channel models are well accepted by
3GPP [2], and the use of such well-defined channel models in
the MIMO OTA performance evaluation is very well justified
for the sake of the repeatability of testing [15]. Several
reference models have been proposed by [15], such as SCME
TDL and WINNER II CDL models, as well as simplified
single spatial cluster models.

The difficulty with reverberation chamber-based meth-
ods is that they are not well suited for synthesizing such
channel conditions that would be in line with any geometric
radio channel model. The two-stage method on the other
hand has the problem with the cable connection to the
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antenna ports it requires, which means that the test is never
performed in the realistic usage conditions of the DUT. From
these technical points of view the anechoic chamber and
fading emulator-based multiprobe methods appear to be the
most promising method for MIMO performance evaluation.

One of the key issues addressed in anechoic chamber and
fading emulator-based multiprobe systems is the number of
required probes. Due to the fact that the cost for such a mul-
tiprobe system increases rapidly with the required number of
probes, it becomes important to analyze in detail what the
required number of probes is. The purpose of this paper is to
establish accurate rules for the number of probes required for
synthesizing the radio propagation channel inside the multi-
probe system as a function of the size of the DUT in wave-
lengths and the uncertainty level of the field synthesis. These
rules concern particularly 2D circular multiprobe systems,
and hence they support well the development of test methods
relying on 2D channel models like SCME and WINNER II.
Here, the synthesis of the electromagnetic fields is conducted
using the spherical wave theory which has been widely used
in the spherical near-field as well as far-field antenna mea-
surements to model the 3D radiation from antennas [16].

First, a review on existing studies on the required number
of probes is presented in Section 2. The well-known general
rules for the number of probes are first presented in Section
3, and the accurate rules are established in Section 4. Con-
clusions are given in Section 5.

2. Review of the Existing Investigations on
the Number of Probes

2.1. General. Anechoic chamber- and fading emulator-based
multiprobe methods involve several probes placed on a circle
in 2D case or on a sphere in 3D case, and the DUT is in the
center of the circle or sphere [6–9, 17]. An illustration of a
2D MIMO OTA test system based on multiprobe technology
is in Figure 1.

The base station emulator creates the test signal which is
fed to the fading emulator to create delay dispersion, Doppler
spectra, and fast fading behavior. The emulator is connected
to the probes inside the anechoic chamber with the prefaded
signal. To achieve a high level of accuracy, more probes are
needed to emulate the desired power azimuth spectra (PAS)
around the test zone (the test zone is the geometrical volume
inside which the DUT is located during the measurement) of
the DUT.

In [17–22] studies have been done which directly provide
rules for or discuss theoretically how to determine the
required number of probes and the test zone size with
a given accuracy. Two different ways for determining the
required number of probes as well as the test zone size can
be identified: (i) through spatial correlation function [18–
20] and (ii) through plane wave synthesis [17, 21, 22]. The
analysis is done (a) for the multiple cluster 2D channel
model with uniform distributed PAS, where the probes are
assumed to be placed equidistantly in 360◦ angular region
in ϕ (θ = 90◦) and (b) for the single cluster spatial 2D
channel model with the Laplacian distributed PAS when

Anechoic chamber

DUT

Fading

emulator

Communication
tester/
BS emulator

Figure 1: Illustration of a MIMO-OTA test system based on multi-
probe technology.

the freedom of placing the probes in an optimum angular
sector is considered. In this section we review those concepts
reported in [17–22] and make a comparison between the
obtained results.

2.2. Spatial Correlation Function. Spatial correlation char-
acteristics, which influence the MIMO transmission per-
formance, depend on the PAS of the radio channel. These
characteristics are often expressed using the Bessel series of
the Fourier spectrum of the PAS as coefficients. In [18–20]
investigations have been performed on the required number
of probes through spatial correlation function of the PAS for
both the multiple-cluster model and the single-cluster model
with the criterion that the correlation deviation, as defined in
[18–20], should be less than 0.1.

2.3. Plane Wave Synthesis. The plane wave synthesis tech-
nique reported in [17, 21, 22] is based on the synthesis of
the electromagnetic field environment using the spherical
wave theory [16]. In [17, 21, 22] the influence of the number
of probes on the geometrical size of the test zone and the
quietness of the test-zone field in terms of an equivalent
reflectivity level has been investigated for the 2D case. Here,
the equivalent reflectivity level means the maximum relative
error between the synthesized plane-wave field and a target
plane-wave field on the circumference of the test zone.
Hence, the given reflectivity level values are the worst case
values. In [17, 21, 22], the required number of probes is
calculated as a function of different accuracy level and test
zone size. It is noted that the number of probes required to
synthesize the incoming plane waves with a fixed accuracy is
dictated by the radius of the test zone and not affected by the
number of incoming plane waves of the channel model.

2.4. Comparison between the Obtained Results of Required
Number of Probes and Test Zone Size. The comparisons of
the results for the required number of probes as a function
of test zone size obtained by different methods given in [17–
21] are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The results in Figure 2
are for the multiple-cluster model with uniform distributed
PAS where the probes are assumed to be placed equidistantly
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Figure 2: The number of probes as a function of the test zone radius
for the multiple cluster model with uniform distributed PAS when
the probes are placed equidistantly over the 360◦ angular region in
ϕ.
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Figure 3: The number of probes as a function of the test zone radius
for the single cluster model with the Laplacian distributed PAS with
the angular spread of 35◦ when the probes are placed in an optimum
azimuth region.

in 360◦ angular region in ϕ. The results in Figure 3 are for the
single cluster model with the Laplacian distributed PAS with
the power angular spread of 35◦ when the probes are placed
in an optimum azimuth region. In [18–20] the number
of probes is determined with the correlation deviation of
0.1. For the plane wave synthesis technique [17, 21], a
−15 dB equivalent reflectivity level is considered here for the
comparison which gives the correlation deviation between
the target and synthesis fields of 0.1 approximately.

For the multiple-cluster model, the results obtained from
[17–19] show the similar trend with just a small difference,
but the results in [20] clearly provide different values com-
pared to the others. For the single-cluster model with the
Laplacian distributed PAS with the angular spread of 35◦, the
results obtained from [19, 20] show some difference from the
other results obtained from [18, 21]

Based on the analysis, the same conclusion is drawn
in [17–19, 21]; that is, for the synthesis of the multiple-
cluster model, a higher number of probes is needed than for
the single-cluster model with the Laplacian distributed PAS
when the probes are placed in an optimum azimuth region.
From the simulated results presented in [20], a remarkable
difference on the number of probes for synthesizing the
Laplacian-distributed PAS is observed. It is stated in [20]
that the number required for the Laplacian distributed PAS is
higher than that for the uniform distributed PAS. The likely
reason is that the weights for the probes are obtained by
directly synthesizing the PAS rather than the field.

Although there are some differences in the results bet-
ween the two techniques, we have chosen to go deeper to the
theory with the plane wave synthesis technique in the next
section of this paper. The reason for this is that the plane wave
synthesis technique provides a straightforward way for the
theoretical justification of the number of probes through the
plane wave to spherical wave expansion (SWE) and the well-
known cut-off properties of the spherical wave functions. In
the following section we will present the plane wave synthesis
technique in more detail in a similar fashion as presented in
[17, 21, 22].

3. General Rules for the Required
Number of Probes

3.1. Introduction. The electromagnetic fields in the test zone,
which are synthesized by the probes located either on a 2D
circle around the DUT or on a 3D spherical surface, may
be considered for composing plane wave fields arriving from
different spatial directions at the centre of the test zone.
Any radio channel conditions may as well be considered as
a sum of plane waves by additionally taking into account,
for example, the delay spread and Doppler effects, by using
proper RF electronics.

The purpose of this section is to briefly review the
spherical wave theory in the context of plane wave fields and
to present the well-known general rules for the number of
required probes for the plane wave synthesis. These general
rules provide the basis for establishing the accurate rules for
the number of required probes later in Section 4.

3.2. Spherical Wave Expansion of the Plane Wave Field. The
electric field E0eik0·r of a time-harmonic plane wave coming
from a direction (θ0,ϕ0) in free space can be represented by
an infinite sum of SWE modes as [16]

E0e
ik0·r = k√

η

2∑
s=1

∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

Q(1)
smn F

(1)
smn

(
r, θ,ϕ

)
. (1)
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Here E0 describes the amplitude and complex polarization of
the wave, k0 = −k sin θ0 cosϕ0ux− k sin θ0 sinuy − k cos θ0uz
is the propagation vector, k is the wave number, η is the
wave admittance of the medium, s, m, and n are the spherical
mode indices, Q(1)

smn are the spherical vector wave coefficients

for spherical standing waves, and F
(1)
smn(r, θ,ϕ) represent

the corresponding power normalized spherical vector wave
functions in standard spherical coordinates (r, θ,ϕ) [16].

3.3. Cut-Off Property and General Rules for Minimum Number
of Probes. It is known that the spherical vector wave func-

tions F
(1)
smn(r, θ,ϕ) are separated into radial, elevation, and

azimuth functions, where the radial functions are the spher-
ical Bessel functions and their derivative functions, the ele-
vation functions are the associated Legendre functions, and
the azimuth functions are the exponential functions [16].
Importantly, due to the cut-off property of the spherical-
wave functions, in particular that of the spherical Bessel
function and its derivative function, the expansion in (1)
can be truncated appropriately at a finite n = N . Hence the
expansion of the plane wave field with the truncated series of
spherical wave functions becomes

E0e
ik0·r = k√

η

2∑
s=1

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

Q(1)
smn F

(1)
smn

(
r, θ,ϕ

)
, (2)

where the truncation number N is

N = [kr0 + n1]. (3)

In (3) r0 is the radius of the spherical test zone, n1 is a
small integer number, and the square brackets indicate the
nearest integer number greater than or equal to the number
inside the brackets. Typically, n1 varies from n1 = 0 to 10
[16] depending on the desired accuracy of the field char-
acterization (or synthesis). The triple summation over n =
1 · · ·N , m = −n · · ·n and s = 1, 2 in (2) has in total J =
2N(N + 2) terms. Hence, with (3) the number of spherical
wave modes J can be written as

J = 2N(N + 2) = 2([kr0 + n1])2 + 4([kr0 + n1]). (4)

Now, in theory, for synthesizing all J modes, the minimum
number of probes, KMIN, is equal to the number of modes J .
Hence, the general rules for required number of probes
becomes

KMIN = 2([kr0 + n1])2 + 4([kr0 + n1]). (5)

The noticeable issue in (5) is that the number of the
probes KMIN is proportional to the square of the test zone
radius r0 for r0 � 1/k and the value of n1.

It is noted that the general rules for the required number
of probes presented in (5) are for the 3D case, where
the probes are distributed over a sphere and both the
elevation and azimuthal distribution of the incoming waves
are considered. However, in the case of such 2D channels
like SCM or SCME, where the test zone fields are coming
from the direction of θ0 = 900, we need to consider only the

azimuthal distribution of the incoming field. Hence, we need
to consider only the azimuthal dependency of the spherical
wave function in (2), and the expansion can be presented by

Eθe
ik0(θ0=90◦)·r =

N∑
m=−N

C
θ
m(r, θ = 90◦)eimϕ,

Eϕe
ik0(θ0=90◦)·r =

N∑
m=−N

C
ϕ
m(r, θ = 90◦)eimϕ,

(6)

where Eθ and Eϕ are the vertical and horizontal polarizations

of the test zone field. The C
θ
m and C

ϕ
m are the azimuthal

mode coefficients of the test zone field derivable from (2). In
this way, instead of having a triple summation as in (2), we
have, for the two polarizations, a single summation over all
m azimuthal modes with 2N + 1 terms. Hence, by including
the two polarizations, the number of required modes J1 for
the field characterization becomes

J1 = 2(2N + 1) = 4([kr0 + n1]) + 2, (7)

which directly indicates the minimum number of probes,
KMIN for 2D case. Hence, the general rules for required
number of probes in 2D case becomes

K2D
MIN = 4([kr0 + n1]) + 2. (8)

Here the superscript 2D refers to the 2D case. Now K2D
MIN is

proportional to the test zone radius r0 for r0 � 1/k and the
value of n1.

4. Accurate Rules for the Number of Required
Probes in the 2D Case

In (5) and (8) of Section 3, we presented the well-known
general rules for the minimum number of probes as a
function of the radius of the test zone in wavelengths
through the spherical wave theory. The equations contain
the unknown number n1 related to the accuracy of the field
synthesis. Although for practical applications the range in
which n1 can vary is relatively small, from approximately 0
to 10 [16, 23], the choice of n1 significantly affects the KMIN.
The purpose of this section is to find accurate values for n1

for certain selected uncertainty levels of the field synthesis
for, in particular 2D case. This we do by reviewing the work
done in [17] and by making use of the findings in [24].

In [17] the influence of the number of probes on the test
zone size and the quietness of the test zone field in terms of
the equivalent reflectivity level have been analyzed for the 2D
multiple cluster case. In that study the equivalent reflectivity
level refers to the maximum relative error (ε) between the
synthesized (Esyn) and the target (Etar) plane wave fields as

ε = max

⎛⎝
∣∣∣Esyn − Etar

∣∣∣
max(|Etar|)

⎞⎠. (9)
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Figure 4: The equivalent reflectivity level as a function of the test
zone radius for different number of probes for a single-polarized
probes in 2D case.

The synthesis was performed by a simple 2-norm matching
of the fields of the probes with the incoming plane wave
fields arriving to the test zone. The z-polarized (vertically
polarized) electrical Hertzian dipoles were considered as
probes, and they were placed in the horizontal plane (θ =
90◦) on the entire 360◦ angular region with constant ϕ
intervals and the synthesis of the z-polarized plane wave
field arriving from (θ = 90◦) was investigated. For the
considered single-polarized case, the required number of
probes is K2D

MIN = 2[kr0 + n1] + 1 instead of the form of (8)
for the dual-polarized case. A summary of the results of this
investigation is presented in Figure 4.

The results presented in Figure 4 clearly show that the
number of probes, K2D

MIN, increases as a function of the test
zone radius for any selected equivalent reflectivity level. Now,
our goal is to find the values for n1 in (8) so that this
equation would be in line with the results shown in Figure 4,
of course by taking into account the fact that (8) is for the
dual-polarized case and the results in Figure 4 for the single-
polarized case. We make use of the same assumptions for
calculating the values for n1 as presented in [24], where it
has been proposed that n1 would depend on kr0 as

n1 = o
(

3
√
kr0

)
. (10)

As a result of this, appropriate values for n1 are found, and
they are tabulated in Table 1 for the different uncertainty
levels of the field synthesis.

The values of n1 in Table 1 constitute the important
contribution of this paper. Applying these values of n1 in (8)
directly provides the minimum number of required probes
(dual-polarized) as a function of the radius of the test zone
in wavelengths (k = 2π/λ) for the chosen uncertainty level
of the field synthesis for the 2D case.

It is important to note that the values of n1 in Table 1
have been established with the values of kr0 in the range

Table 1: The values of n1 for different uncertainty levels for the 2D
case.

Equivalent reflectivity level, ε n1

−10 dB 0.37× 3
√
kr0

−15 dB 0.74× 3
√
kr0

−20 dB 1.08× 3
√
kr0

−25 dB 1.45× 3
√
kr0

−30 dB 1.85× 3
√
kr0

from approximately 0.2 to 6.1 from the basis of the results
reported in [17]. It has been intentionally chosen that the
square bracket round the number inside the bracket to
the nearest integer larger than the number, because in that
case, for small values of kr0, (8) together with the values of
n1 indicates that the required number of probes would be
6 for the dual-polarized case and 3 for the single-polarized
case. This is as it should be, because even if the DUT is
electrically very small, it may still radiate the 3 azimuthal
dipole modes [16] in single polarization. Having said this,
it can be claimed that the values of n1 may be considered
to be well applicable also for values of kr0 less than 0.2. It
is further noted that, by comparison of the result of this
paper with those presented in [25], we may conclude the
values of n1 are practically applicable for large values of kr0,
too. Although the application in [25] is the modeling of the
radiation of DUTs and the application of this paper is the
field synthesis, both rely on the spherical wave theory and
the cut-off property of the spherical vector wave functions,
and hence, these two things may be considered comparable.

Here we have derived the accurate rules for the required
number of probes for the 2D case only. Similar accurate rules
could as well be derived for the 3D case, and instead of using
(8), (5) would provide the required number of probes for
that case. The values that we have provided for n1 in Table 1
are for the 2D case. However, it is evident from [25] that the
values of n1 for the 2D case serve as a good approximation of
those for the 3D case.

5. Conclusions

Anechoic chamber- and fading emulator-based multiprobe
method is a very promising method for MIMO performance
testing. A crucial aspect largely dictating the cost of the
test system, the required number of probes for synthesizing
the desired fields inside the multiprobe system, has been
examined in this paper. First, through the review of the well-
known spherical wave theory, the general rules for the num-
ber of probes required for synthesizing the radio propagation
channel inside the multiprobe system as a function of the size
of the DUT in wavelengths have been presented for both 2D
and 3D cases. Based on the results presented in existing lit-
erature, accurate rules for the minimum number of required
probes for the 2D case have been established that take into
account also the uncertainty level of the field synthesis.
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We analyze theoretical distributions of MIMO channel capacity for different antennas in 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments, which may be generated by multiprobe anechoic and reverberation chambers, respectively. We observe that the two
environments yield comparable capacity distributions provided that (1) the 2D statistically isotropic environment’s capacity data
are taken at many different antenna orientations and (2) the radiation elements have a low directivity. When these conditions are
met, we find that the relative error between the 2D statistically isotropic environment’s orientation-combined capacity distribution
and the 3D statistically isotropic environment’s capacity distribution is typically less than 10% for signal-to-noise ratios greater
than 5 dB.

1. Introduction

Multiprobe anechoic chambers and reverberation chambers
are capable of generating 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments, respectively, suitable for over-the-air (OTA)
testing of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless
terminals [1–3]. In CTIA, 3GPP’s RAN4, and COST 2100
both multiprobe anechoic and reverberation chambers are
being considered for adoption into certification test proce-
dures for MIMO handsets [1, 4–6]. It is possible that test
procedures based on both chambers may be adopted, but it is
unclear to what extent their test results are comparable. Here,
we compare the statistically isotropic environments gener-
ated by multiprobe anechoic and reverberation chambers
in terms of their capacity distributions for different MIMO
antennas-under-test (AUTs).

Capacity determines the maximum obtainable through-
put for a wireless device. The relationship between capacity
and throughput implies that 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments will only provide comparable device perfor-
mance test results if their capacity statistics are comparable
for any given AUT. Prior work has used channel simulations
to compare the mean capacity of 2D and 3D statistically
isotropic environments [2]. For a single orientation of the

AUT, large differences in the channel’s mean capacity
were observed for the 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments. In contrast, by changing the orientation
(and position) of the AUT between simulation trials, the
mean capacities of the antennas converged to the same value
in both environments.

We expand on the results presented in [2] by comparing
the two environments’ theoretical distributions of MIMO
channel capacity for several AUTs. Our procedure extends
the analysis presented in [7] to the problem of comparing
capacity distributions for MIMO OTA test environments. We
observe that for a single orientation of the AUT, the capacity
distributions obtained from the two environments are un-
likely to be comparable due to the orientation dependence of
the 2D isotropic environment’s capacity statistics. This is due
to the well-known environment dependence of each AUT’s
complex correlation coefficient and mean effective gains (cf.,
[7–9]). We also observe that differences in the 2D and 3D
environments’ capacity distributions may be reduced sub-
stantially by comparing the 3D environment’s orientation-
independent capacity distribution to the 2D environment’s
orientation-combined capacity distribution, which is the dis-
tribution formed when capacity realizations are combined
from different orientations of the AUT. However, we find
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that the difference between these two capacity distributions
is small (e.g., within 10%) only if the AUTs use low-
directivity elements; for high-directivity elements, the dif-
ference between the capacity distributions may exceed 20%.
This suggests that discrepancies between device performance
tests in statistically isotropic environments generated by
multiprobe anechoic and reverberation chambers will be
small provided that (1) the DUT’s performance in the
multiprobe anechoic chamber is evaluated at many different
orientations, and (2) the DUT’s dimensions are on the order
of a wavelength or less such that the directivities of the
antenna elements are low.

We begin in Section 2 by reviewing the covariance
between the signals received by the elements of an AUT when
it is placed in a random electromagnetic field. In Section 3,
we define the power-angle spectra for 2D and 3D statistically
isotropic environments, as well as the set of antenna con-
figurations used in our numerical study of MIMO channel
capacity. Capacity distributions for the AUTs in each test
environment are presented and analyzed in Section 4.
Section 5 explores why certain antenna configurations are
more sensitive to orientation in 2D statistically isotropic
environments than others. Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. Antennas in Random Electromagnetic Fields

Let us consider a two-element antenna in a time-harmonic
electromagnetic field. Assuming the antenna is in the far-
field, whereby the electromagnetic field is composed entirely
of homogeneous plane waves, we may express the signal xi
received by the ith antenna element as [8]

xi =
∫
dΩAi(Ω) · F(Ω), (1)

where i ∈ {1, 2}, · denotes the vector dot product, Ai(Ω) is
the ith element’s complex vector radiation pattern defined as

Ai(Ω) = Aih(Ω)ĥ + Aiv(Ω)v̂, (2)

and F(Ω) is the field’s complex vector plane-wave spectrum
defined as

F(Ω) = Fh(Ω)ĥ + Fv(Ω)v̂. (3)

In (2) and (3), ĥ and v̂ are the two orthogonal unit
vectors defining the horizontal and vertical polarizations,
respectively, and Ω denotes a point on the unit sphere with∫
dΩ corresponding to an integration over the unit sphere.

To constrain the scope of our capacity analysis, we con-
sider power-normalized radiation patterns for which∫

dΩ‖Ai(Ω)‖2 = 4π. (4)

That is, ‖Ai(Ω)‖2 is equal to the directivity of the ith antenna
element, where we neglect impedance mismatches and
ohmic loss [8]. We recognize that mismatches and loss do
affect the capacity of the MIMO wireless channel by way of a
reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and, potentially,

a gain imbalance at the receiver [10]. However, because
impedance mismatches and ohmic losses are solely antenna-
related quantities that are independent of the environment’s
power-angle spectrum, their effect on capacity does not
provide insight into the differences between MIMO device
tests in 2D and 3D statistically isotropic environments.

To describe a random electromagnetic field, we may
specify the components, Fh(Ω) and Fv(Ω), of the plane-
wave spectrum to be random variables characterized by the
following covariances [11–13]:

E
{
Fh(Ω)F∗h (Ω′)

}
= Ph(Ω)δ(Ω−Ω′),

E
{
Fv(Ω)F∗v (Ω′)

} = Pv(Ω)δ(Ω−Ω′),

E
{
Fh(Ω)F∗v (Ω′)

} = E
{
Fv(Ω)F∗h (Ω′)

}
= 0,

(5)

where E{·} denotes the expectation operator, δ(·) is the
Dirac delta function, and Ph(Ω) and Pv(Ω) are real quantities
that describe the power density versus angle-of-arrival for
horizontally and vertically polarized incident plane waves,
respectively. The electromagnetic field’s vector power-angle
spectrum is given by

P(Ω) = Ph(Ω)ĥ + Pv(Ω)v̂. (6)

Denoting P0 as the total power available to an AUT, we define
the vector power-angle spectrum such that∫

dΩ
[

P(Ω) · ĥ + P(Ω) · v̂
]
= P0. (7)

The covariance between the signals received by the ith
and jth antenna elements is defined as [13]

E
{
xix

∗
j

}
= ρi jσiσj , (8)

where σi and σj are the standard deviations of the signals
received by ith and jth antenna elements, respectively, and
ρi j is the complex correlation coefficient of the two signals.
Combining (1)–(8), the covariance may be written as

ρi jσiσj

=
∫
dΩ

[
Aih(Ω)A∗jh(Ω)Ph(Ω) + Aiv(Ω)A∗jv(Ω)Pv(Ω)

]
.

(9)

Interpreting σ2
i (the variance of xi) as the power received

by the ith antenna element, we may define the element’s
mean effective gain (MEG) gi as the ratio of received power
to available power: [8, 14]

gi =
σ2
i

P0
. (10)

An element’s MEG accounts for the interplay between the
element’s radiation pattern and the distribution of incident
power versus angle-of-arrival. For an angle-invariant radia-
tion pattern or power-angle spectrum, gi = 1/2, indicating
that one-half of the available power is received by the antenna
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Table 1: Specified antenna configurations.

Class Configuration
2D 3D

max(‖Ai(Ω)‖2)
|ρ12| g1 g2 |ρ12| g1 g2

d = λ 0.02 0.80 0.80 0.12 0.50 0.50 1.85

Closely spaced dipoles
[18]

d = λ/2 0.17 0.73 0.73 0.01 0.50 0.50 2.20

d = λ/4 0.18 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.50 0.50 3.14

“Good” 0.34 0.42 0.42 0.04 0.50 0.50 2.96

CTIA reference
antennas [19]

“Nominal” 0.73 0.48 0.48 0.58 0.50 0.50 1.57

“Bad” 0.90 0.54 0.54 0.90 0.50 0.50 1.77

Cross-polarized
dipoles [20]

Free space 0.00 0.38 0.38 0.00 0.50 0.50 1.50

PEC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 5.21

[8]. By use of (8) and (9) with i = j corresponding to the
variance of xi(note that ρii = 1), we may express gi in terms
of the ith antenna’s vector radiation pattern and power-angle
spectrum:

gi =
1
P0

∫
dΩ

[∣∣Aiv(Ω)|2Pv(Ω)+
∣∣Aih(Ω)|2Ph(Ω)

]
. (11)

Finally, by combining (9)–(11), the environment-dependent
correlation coefficient ρi j may be expressed as

ρi j = 1

P0

√
g1g2

×
∫
dΩ

[
Aiv(Ω)A∗jv(Ω)Pv(Ω) + Aih(Ω)A∗jh(Ω)Ph(Ω)

]
.

(12)

3. Simulation Setup

In the following sections, we define the vector power-angle
spectra and antenna configurations used in our numerical
study of capacity in 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments.

3.1. Power-Angle Spectra. For statistically isotropic environ-
ments, we expect that

Ph(Ω) = Pv(Ω), (13)

whereby the power density versus angle-of-arrival is inde-
pendent of the polarization of incident waves. For the 2D
isotropic environment, the vector power-angle spectrum is
only nonzero along the unit sphere’s equator and is given by

P2D(Ω) = P0

2π
δ(θ − π/2)

1
2

(
ĥ + v̂

)
, (14)

where θ denotes the zenith angle. In contrast, the 3D
isotropic environment’s vector power-angle spectrum is
constant across the entire unit sphere and is given by

P3D(Ω) = P0

4π
1
2

(
ĥ + v̂

)
. (15)

Equations (14) and (15) are idealizations of the statistically
isotropic environments that may be generated in multiprobe
anechoic and reverberation chambers, respectively. Thus, we
neglect non-idealities due to, for example, using a finite
number of probes in the multiple-probe anechoic chamber
[4–6] and unstirred energy in the reverberation chamber
[15–17].

3.2. Antennas under Test. In the following sections, we will
compare the capacity distributions for three classes of two-
element antennas.

(i) Two closely-spaced and vertically polarized Hertzian
dipoles separated by a distance d [18].

(ii) The recently developed CTIA MIMO reference
antennas (so-called “Good”, “Nominal”, and “Bad”)
[19].

(iii) Two colocated and cross-polarized Hertzian dipoles
aligned parallel to the x-y plane and located (a) in
free space and (b) at a height h = λ/4 above a
perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) surface with
surface normal ẑ [20].

The different antenna classes and configurations are intended
to span the spectrum of antennas typically used by physically
small handheld or mobile devices such as phones or laptops.
Where applicable, our antenna descriptions include the
effects of mutual coupling between elements.

Table 1 summarizes the different antenna configurations
and compares the antennas’ correlation coefficient magni-
tudes and MEGs for the 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environments as calculated by use of (11)–(15). Due to
(4)’s power normalization, gi = 0.5 for all antennas in
the 3D statistically isotropic environment. For the cross-
polarized dipoles above a PEC surface, gi = 0 for the 2D
statistically isotropic environment, because the gain patterns
of the antenna’s elements are zero for angles at and below
the horizon [20]. The last column in Table 1 presents the
maximum directivity of each antenna’s elements. We will use
these values later in Section 5.
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4. Capacity

We consider a 2-by-2 MIMO channel with uncorrelated
transmit antennas and potentially correlated receive anten-
nas. For the case of an uninformed transmitter and a receiver
with perfect channel state information, the cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF) of MIMO capacity is given by [21]

FC(c) =
2∑
i=1

2∑
j=1, j /= i

1

γiγj
(
γi − γj

)
×
{
e1/γi+1/γj

γ j − γi
γi

(∫ 2c

1
dvve−v/γi−2c/vγj

)

+
[
γi +

(
γi − γj

)(
γi + 2c

)]
e(1−2c)/γi

}
,

(16)

where γi are the eigenvalues of the 2-by-2 matrix Γ defined as

Γ = 1
N0nt

Σr . (17)

In (17), nt = 2 is the number of transmit antenna elements,
N0 is the noise power density at the receiver, and Σr is the
receiver’s covariance matrix given by

Σr =
⎡⎢⎣E

{
|x1|2

}
E
{
x1x

∗
2

}
E
{
x2x

∗
1

}
E
{
|x2|2

}
⎤⎥⎦. (18)

Using (8)–(12), Σr may be expressed as

Σr = P0

⎡⎢⎣ g1 ρ
√
g1g2

ρ∗
√
g1g2 g2

⎤⎥⎦, (19)

where the eigenvalues of Γ are

γ1
2 =

P0

N0nt

⎡⎢⎢⎣g1 + g2 ±
√
g2

1 + g2
2 + 2g1g2

(
2
∣∣ρ∣∣2 − 1

)
2

⎤⎥⎥⎦,

(20)

and (P0/2)/N0 defines the SNR of the corresponding single-
input single-output link for an isotropic antenna.

4.1. Single Orientation. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) compare the
analytic 2-by-2 MIMO capacity CDFs for the different
AUTs in the 2D and 3D statistically isotropic environments,
respectively. The CDFs were calculated from (16)–(20) with
the correlation coefficients and MEGs reported in Table 1.
We observe that the different test environments may yield
considerably different capacity CDFs for identical AUTs. The
cross-polarized dipoles above a PEC surface are particularly
problematic, because the MEGs of the antenna elements are
zero (see Table 1) for the 2D environment. This implies an
SNR of zero and results in a capacity CDF given by a unit
step function with a transition at zero bps/Hz.

Figure 1(c) illustrates the shift in the capacity CDFs for
the 2D statistically isotropic environment with respect to the

3D statistically isotropic environment. We quantify this shift
in terms of a relative error of the 2D environment’s capacity
curves with respect to the 3D environment’s capacity CDFs.
We note that the relative error for the cross-polarized dipoles
above a PEC surface is 100% due to its step-function capacity
CDF in the 2D isotropic environment; this error is outside
of the range of relative errors considered in Figure 1(c).
Depending on the antenna configuration, the relative error
in the 2D environment’s capacity CDF may exceed 20%.
This suggests that capacity statistics for a given AUT in a
2D and 3D statistically isotropic environment may not be
comparable for a single orientation of the AUT. This is in
agreement with the conclusions presented in [2] for ergodic
capacity based on a single orientation of the AUT.

4.2. Multiple Orientations. As suggested in [2], a possible
solution for obtaining comparable capacity statistics is to
combine capacity data from different orientations of the
AUT in the 2D statistically isotropic environment. Assuming
N orientations of the AUT are sampled equally (i.e., an
equal number of independent capacity realizations are taken
at N unique orientations), the CDF of the combined set
of capacity realizations is equal to the mean of the N
orientation-dependent capacity CDFs: [22]

FĈ(c) = 1
N

N∑
n=1

F(n)
C (c), (21)

where F(n)
C (c) denotes the capacity CDF associated with

the nth orientation of the AUT, and FĈ(c) describes the
orientation-combined CDF of the resulting (mixture) distri-
bution.

As Figure 2 illustrates, there are three degrees-of-freedom
in a 3D rotation of an object to a new orientation [23–25].
In the rotation sequence illustrated in Figure 2, an object is
rotated by α ∈ [0,π) in a direction β ∈ [0, 2π) such that
object’s original z-axis is aligned to an axis z′ defined by
(α,β). Then, the object is rotated by an angle χ ∈ [0, 2π)
about the z′-axis. To obtain a uniform sampling of the AUT’s
3D orientation space, we apply the successive orthogonal
images technique [24]. We specify a set of L angle pairs
(α,β) corresponding to L points uniformly distributed on
the unit sphere. For each angle pair, χ = 2π(m/M) for m =
0, 1, . . . ,M − 1, where M is an integer number of χ rotations
per (α,β) pair as given by

M = round
(√

πL
)

, (22)

and the total number of orientations is N = ML. In
(22), round(·) rounds to the nearest integer. Equation (22)
provides the appropriate weighting between M and L to
ensure that the N orientations are a uniform sampling of the
rotation space (cf., [24, Equation (3.1)]).

A set of L = 162 uniformly distributed angle pairs
(α,β) were generated by iterative triangularization of an
icosahedron. By use of (22), we have M = 23 whereby a
set of N = ML = 3726 uniformly distributed orientations
were considered. (Similar results were observed for larger
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Figure 1: Comparison of the capacity CDFs for the different AUTs in statistically isotropic environments at a single orientation: (a) capacity
CDFs for the 2D environment, (b) capacity CDFs for the 3D environment, (c) relative error in the 2D environment’s capacity CDFs with
respect to the 3D environment’s capacity CDFs. The center plot’s legend applies to all three plots.

choices of N .) The AUT was rotated to each of the N ori-
entations, and (11), (12), and (16) were used to calculate the
resulting N capacity CDFs. For each of the AUTs, Figure 3
compares the N orientation-dependent capacity CDFs ob-
tained from the 2D statistically isotropic environment (solid
lines), the resulting orientation-combined CDF from the
2D statistically isotropic environment (solid line), and the
orientation-independent capacity CDF obtained from the
3D statistically isotropic environment (dashed line). We

observe large variations in the 2D environment’s orientation-
dependent capacity CDFs for the closely spaced dipoles
(Figures 3(a)–3(c)), as well as the cross-polarized dipoles
above a PEC surface (Figure 3(h)).

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) compare the 2D environment’s
orientation-combined capacity CDFs to those from the
3D environment’s orientation-independent capacity CDFs;
Figure 4(c) examines the relative error in the 2D statisti-
cally isotropic environment’s orientation-combined capacity
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x

y

z

α

β

z
χ

Figure 2: There are three degrees of freedom in the specification
of a rotation to an arbitrary orientation. The diagram defines a
rotation of an object in 3D via Euler angles. The object is rotated by
an angle α in the direction β and subsequently rotated by an angle χ
about the axis z′ defined by (α,β).

CDFs with respect to the 3D statistically isotropic environ-
ment’s orientation-independent capacity CDFs. We observe
that for the CTIA reference antennas and cross-polarized
dipoles in free space, this “error” is quite small, with typical
magnitudes below 2%. In comparison, the relative error of
the cross-polarized dipoles above the PEC surface and, to
an extent, the closely-spaced dipoles, is much larger, with
magnitudes exceeding 5–20%. Note that these are the same
antenna configurations which showed the greatest variation
in the 2D environment’s orientation-dependent capacity
CDFs (see Figure 3). Thus, Figures 3 and 4(c) suggest that
for a given AUT, the 2D environment’s orientation-combined
capacity statistics will be comparable to the 3D environ-
ment’s orientation-independent capacity statistics provided
that the variations in the 2D environment’s orientation-
dependent capacity CDFs are small. Repeat studies at SNRs
of 5 dB to 20 dB yielded similar errors, albeit with a slight
increase in relative error for decreasing SNR. The typical
range of error magnitudes remained below 10%.

5. Sensitivity of Capacity to
AUT Orientation in 2D Statistically
Isotropic Environments

From Figures 3 and 4(c), we observed that for a given AUT,
large orientation-dependent variations in the 2D environ-
ment’s capacity CDF led to a large relative error between
the 2D environment’s orientation-combined capacity CDF
and the 3D environment’s orientation-independent capac-
ity CDF. Here, we investigate the source of these large
orientation-dependent variations in capacity and determine
why some antennas are more sensitive to orientation in the
2D isotropic environment than others. This provides insight

into the range of antenna configurations for which we may
expect the 2D environment’s orientation-combined capacity
CDF to be comparable to the 3D environment’s orientation-
independent capacity CDF. We base our analysis on the
orientation-dependence of each AUT’s correlation coefficient
and MEGs in the 2D statistically isotropic environment. Note
that for the 3D environment, these quantities are orientation
invariant and are tabulated in Table 1.

Figure 5 presents scatter plots of each AUT’s MEGs and
correlation coefficient for different orientations in the 2D
statistically isotropic environment. The location of each
circle corresponds to the MEG of the AUT’s elements;
the circle’s size/shade corresponds to the magnitude of the
correlation coefficient. We observe that the antennas exhib-
iting the largest variations in the 2D environment’s orienta-
tion-dependent capacity CDFs, namely, the cross-polarized
dipoles above a PEC surface and the closely-spaced dipoles
tend to have similar antenna element MEGs at each orien-
tation (i.e., g1 ≈ g2). This indicates that the average power
received by each of the antenna elements is identical, whereby
a low (or high) average received power at one element implies
an equally low (or high) average received power at the other
element. This allows for large variations in the cumulative
power received by the two antenna elements. In contrast, the
AUTs exhibiting the smallest variations in the orientation-
dependent capacity CDFs tend to have MEGs that follow g1 +
g2 ≈ 1. This indicates that the cumulative power received by
both antenna elements is approximately constant at different
orientations, whereby a low average received power at one
element is compensated by a high average received power at
the other element.

Based on Figure 5, the 2D environment’s orientation-
dependent capacity CDFs appear to be more sensitive to joint
orientation-dependent variations in the MEGs of an AUT’s
elements than orientation-dependent variations in its cor-
relation coefficient magnitude (e.g., compare Figures 5(g),
5(h), 3(g) and 3(h)). To confirm this, Figure 6 presents en-
vironment-independent contour plots of the median capacity
for different correlation coefficient magnitudes and MEGs.
For the calculations, we specify a nominal single-input sin-
gle-output SNR of 10 dB (i.e., (P0/2)/N0 = 10). Figure 6(a)
corresponds to the case of equal antenna element MEGs;
Figure 6(b) corresponds to the case of constant cumula-
tive received power. As indicated by the range of median
capacities for the two cases, the equal MEG case (g1 = g2)
allows for larger variations in the median capacity than the
constant cumulative received power case (g1 + g2 = 1). We
also observe for both cases that the effect on capacity of large
variations in the magnitude of the correlation coefficient
is considerably weaker than large variations in MEG. This
indicated by the smaller gradient for changes in g1 as
compared to changes in |ρ12|.

Based on Figures 3–6 and the maximum directivities
listed in Table 1, we expect that the 2D environment’s
orientation-combined capacity statistics should be com-
parable to the 3D environment’s orientation-independent
capacity statistics provided that the maximum directivities
of the AUT’s elements are small (e.g., max(‖Ai(Ω)‖2) ≤ 2).
This criterion should lead to smaller orientation-dependent
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Figure 3: Comparison of the capacity CDFs for multiple orientations of the two-element antennas in statistically isotropic environments.
Each plot compares the 2D environment’s orientation-dependent capacity CDFs, the 2D environment’s orientation-combined capacity
CDFs, and the 3D environment’s orientation-independent capacity CDFs.

fluctuations in the AUT’s MEGs and, thereby, cumulative
received power. In [7, 14], we note that similar conclusions
were reached concerning the greater variability of MEG
for different orientations of antennas with large directiv-
ities. Here, we have demonstrated that the variability in
capacity is dominated by this variability in MEG. Antennas
with markedly different element directivities may also yield
comparable capacity CDFs, because it is less likely that g1 ≈
g2. However, based on the antenna configurations considered
here, we expect that low directivity is the more important
criteria.

6. Conclusions

Channel capacity determines the maximum theoretical
throughput for a given wireless link. By designing test
procedures such that the capacity distributions obtained
for a given AUT in a 2D and 3D statistically isotropic
environment are comparable, we expect that throughput
statistics for a corresponding DUT in these two environ-
ments will likewise be comparable. More so, we expect
that discrepancies between observed throughput statistics for
different devices in different test environments will be largely
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due to fundamental differences in the devices (e.g., antenna
loss and mismatch, receiver sensitivity, and algorithm imple-
mentation) and not fundamental differences in the capacity
statistics of the test environments, assuming a sufficient
number of AUT orientations in the 2D environment.

Based on the analysis presented here, provided that (1)
the DUT is rotated to different orientations in the 2D
statistically isotropic environment, and (2) the dimensions

of the DUT are on the order of a wavelength or less such
that the element directivities will be low, we expect that
throughput statistics for a DUT in 2D and 3D statistically
isotropic environments will be within 10% of each other,
as suggested by Figures 3 and 4(c). This suggests that
with properly designed test procedures, over-the-air tests
of multiantenna wireless terminals in multiprobe anechoic
and reverberation chambers should be comparable for a
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(c) Closely spaced dipoles: d = λ/4
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(d) CTIA reference antenna: “Good”
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(e) CTIA reference antenna: “Nominal”
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(f) CTIA reference antenna: “Bad”
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(h) Cross-polarized dipoles: PEC

Figure 5: Scatter plots of mean effective gain (MEG) and correlation coefficient magnitudes for each AUT in the 2D statistically isotropic
environment for N uniformly distributed orientations of the AUT. The position of each circle indicates the MEGs of the two antenna
elements; the size/shade of each circle indicates the magnitude of the correlation coefficient.
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Figure 6: Median capacity for ranges of correlation coefficient magnitudes |ρ12| and MEGs, g1 and g2.

wide range of devices. Finally, it is worth emphasizing that
our conclusions are based solely on the distribution of
capacity. That is, our conclusions are independent of the
actual number of realizations used to calculate a capacity (or
throughput) statistic and apply even for the case where a
single capacity (or throughput) measurement is made at each
orientation.
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Emulation methodology of multiple clusters channels for evaluating wireless communication devices over-the-air (OTA) perfor-
mance is investigated. This methodology has been used along with the implementation of the SIMO LTE standard. It consists of
evaluating effective diversity gain (EDG) level of SIMO LTE-OFDM system for different channel models according to the received
power by establishing an active link between the transmitter and the receiver. The measurement process is set up in a Reverberation
Chamber (RC). The obtained results are compared to the reference case of single input-single output (SISO) in order to evaluate
the real improvement attained by the implemented system.

1. Introduction

In recent research works, reverberation chamber (RC) is con-
sidered as a useful tool to emulate rich multipath environ-
ments [1, 2]. In this contribution, this tool is employed for
emulating multiclusters channel models. Indeed, RC repre-
sents a useful candidate for performance evaluation of wire-
less communication systems, and they are being considered
as a standard for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
over-the-air (OTA) measurements in 3GPP and CTIA stand-
ardization committees.

Active measurement methods are often based on the use
of a channel emulator associated with a real-time trans-
mission system, to test the operational terminals. In this
paper, the aim is to suggest an experimental platform using
a small size reverberation chamber (reverberant cell) to
study the feasibility of emulating multipath channel while
maintaining a Rayleigh fading (in order to be able to com-
pare different receivers in reference environments with the
same distribution). On this platform, a multicluster emula-
tion method which complies with channels defined by 3GPP
models is implemented, using only one vector signal gen-
erator. This emulation must be accompanied by a strict
control of delay spread, to generate realistic channels [2–4].

This methodology, along with the presented model, emulates
a Spatial-Channel-Model-Extended (SCME) for MIMO OTA
active measurements. The delay spread control can be
achieved through modifying the RC quality factor by loading
it with absorbing materials.

The presented approach aims to develop a flexible OTA
methodology for quantification and implementation of
digital multiantenna transmission systems inside a small size
reverberant cell. On this test bed, the measurements are not
carried out in real time and are not dedicated to perfor-
mance evaluation in terms of throughput. However, it allows
(through the use of an RF digitizer and baseband processing
in MATLAB) to study in detail the influence of several trans-
mission chain parameters, as antenna aspects (in MIMO
context: coupling, correlation coefficient ρ), and test of signal
shaping and reception algorithms (synchronization, equal-
ization, MIMO coding).

In this paper, this method is applied to test the 3GPP LTE
standard, by implementing an LTE-OFDM frame and using
diversity at the receiver side. The frame is generated based on
the 3GPP standard [5, 6], which specifies a downlink (DL)
transmission system using an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing access (OFDMA) [7, 8].
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Figure 1: LTE Frame [5].

LTE also uses adaptive modulation and coding to get bet-
ter data throughput. The modulation schemes supported for
payload in the uplink and downlink are QPSK, 16QAM, and
64QAM [9].

As shown in Figure 1, the duration of the LTE frames is
10 ms; these frames are divided into 10 subframes, with every
subframe being 1 ms long. Each subframe contains two slots
of 0.5 ms of duration, which are composed of 6 or 7 OFDM
symbols, depending on the employment of the normal or
the extended cyclic prefix [10]. The LTE specifications define
parameters for system bandwidths from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz.

After having introduced the LTE requirements, it is nec-
essary to focus on parameters for evaluating the performance
of a system under test. In this paper, a SIMO configuration is
considered, with two synchronized receivers.

The fundamental parameters usually used to estimate the
diversity performance are the correlation coefficient [9, 11],
the diversity gain (DG) [12, 13] and the effective diversity
gain (EDG) [14], or the mean effective gain (MEG) [11, 15].
They all depend on the signals which are detected on each
branch. The definition of the diversity gain and the effective
diversity gain and how to measure them in RC are presented
in [14]. Generally, these parameters are aimed to SIMO pas-
sive measurements at one frequency, which will be applied to
the case of LTE active measurements.

The different parts discussed in this paper are as follows.
Section 2 gives a description concerning the implementation
of test bed. Section 3 shows the method which allows gen-
erating clusters and then creating several channel models.
Section 4 presents the micro-macro-cell LTE performances
for SIMO configuration versus SISO. And finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.

2. Measurement Test Bed

The LTE signal described previously is implemented on the
measurement test bed in Figure 2.

The measurement test bed is based on the Aeroflex PXI
3000 series architecture, with two PXI chassis integrating a
control PC for generating frames on transmission and for
processing received data. The transmit part includes one
RF wideband signal generator (76 MHz–6 GHz), which can
provide a level of RF power from −120 dBm to +5 dBm over
a modulation bandwidth of 33 MHz. The receiver integrates
two digitizers, which provide conversion of RF signal to

Table 1: Parameters of the urban microcell and urban macrocell
scenarios.

Scenario
Urban Macro Urban micro

Relative
power (dB)

Delay (μs)
Relative

power (dB)
Delay (μs)

Taps Model

0 0 0 0

−2.22 0.36 −1.27 0.28

−1.72 0.25 −2.72 0.20

−5.72 1.04 −4.30 0.66

−9.05 2.7 −6.01 0.81

−12.50 4.59 −8.43 0.92

baseband digital IQ symbols [16]. Data processing is done
with MATLAB.

At the transmitter side, a frame based on LTE specifi-
cations is generated. The duplex mode used is TDD, and a
bandwidth of 5 MHz has been chosen, with 64QAM modu-
lation scheme, over a carrier frequency of 2.35 GHz.

3. Channel Emulation

The characteristics of the LTE-OFDM frame and measure-
ment system to be used has been explained previously. This
section will focus on establishing a method for the emulation
of 3GPP channel models with a specific delay spread, which
requires a control of the delay spread inside the RC.

3.1. 3GPP Channel Model. The 3GPP urban microcell and
urban macrocell channel models in [5, 6] are defined to be
used for multiantenna OTA comparison measurements. The
taps delay in urban micro-cell and urban macro-cell channel
models are depicted in Figure 3.

It can be seen that the urban macrocell channel presents
a high delay spread compared to the urban microcell.

The taps delay and the power magnitude are listed in
details in Table 1.

Some special consideration should be taken into account
when implementing channel models in an RC. Indeed these
models introduce intracluster delay spread. Then, for each
tap an RMS delay spread (τrms) of 90 ± 5 ns has to be con-
sidered.

3.2. Channel Model Emulation

3.2.1. Controlling the RMS Delay Spread. In order to obtain
the desired τrms, we first face up to the question related to
chamber loading.

The RC used in this work is the SMART 1000 Mini
Reverb-cell [17], which is a rectangular metallic enclosure
with dimensions of 110 cm × 70 cm × 60 cm, as shown in
Figure 4. The stirring operation is performed by vertical and
horizontal stirrers and illuminated by two horn antennas
connected to the transmitter.

The delay spread τrms can be modified by loading the
chamber with an appropriate amount of absorbing material
[3, 4].
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Figure 2: Measurement test bed.

Table 2: Diversity system under test characteristics.

Frequency (GHz) Return losses S11 (dB) Coupling coefficient S21 (dB)
Correlation coefficient

(in isotropic environment)
Total efficiency (%)

2.35 −12 −17 <0.05 92.7
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Figure 3: Urban micro- and macrocell channel model taps.

The measurements shown in Figure 5 illustrate the de-
pendence of the delay spread on absorbing material located
inside the RC.

For the unloaded chamber case, the measured RMS delay
spread is equal to 256.4 ns. When the chamber is loaded with
a piece of material, which is solid, pyramidal shaped, and
carbon loaded (urethane foam absorber [18]) with dimen-
sions of 16 cm × 9 cm × 4 cm, placed in a corner of the RC,
the RMS delay spread is around 93 ns. The use of absorbing
materials decreases considerably the value of the delay spread
and allows achieving the desired result which should be
within 90± 5 ns.

In order to check the fading distribution, a power meas-
urement is made at the central frequency to plot the nor-
malized CDF. Figure 6 shows that the fading is still Rayleigh
even after the addition of losses. The difference concerning
the measured mean powers before and after adding absorb-
ing materials is around 3 dB.

In this part, the control of the τrms has been achieved by
the use of absorbing material, and maintaining a Rayleigh

fading distribution. The goal now is to emulate a multi-clus-
ter channel with the same delay spread for each cluster.

3.2.2. Clusters Emulation. The method to emulate the chan-
nel model consists of convolving the base band signal to be
transmitted with the urban macro-cell or urban micro-cell
channel model tap delay line generated using a MATLAB
program (see Figure 7).

In order to verify the proper functioning of this method,
a channel sounding based on a sliding correlation [19] is per-
formed, with a sampling frequency Fe of 64 MHz at carrier
frequency f0 of 2.35 GHz. The sampling frequency is chosen
initially higher, to obtain a good time resolution and verify
that the channel is well emulated.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) present the power delay profile
curves measured in RC urban micro- and urban macro-cell
channel models, respectively.

The different results presented in this section highlight
the possibility of controlling delay spread for each cluster,
and emulating 3GPP urban micro- and macro-cell channel
models. This is obtained by combining a digital preprocess-
ing and a RC to manage the τrms value.

4. LTE Active Measurement in
Reverberation Chamber

In order to realize these measurements, two boards repre-
senting a compact terminal are used: one reference board
with one triband antenna, and diversity board with two trib-
and antennas (see Figure 9). These antennas have been
studied previously in [20, 21]. The obtained characteristics
are listed in Table 2.

4.1. SISO Measurement. By using the LTE system imple-
mented in Section 2, the SISO configuration measurement
will be performed. In order to simplify the analysis, the
stirrers of the RC used for this study were rotated stepwisely
for 1600 positions, so the Doppler spread of the channel is
negligible.
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The CDF curves plotted in Figure 10 present two types of
results:

(i) cumulative distribution calculated from the measur-
ed power at one frequency in the signal bandwidth,
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Figure 7: Channel emulation overview.
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Figure 8: Power delay profiles measured in RC for urban micro-cell
(a) and urban macro-cell (b) channel models.
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Figure 9: Reference antenna (a) and diversity antennas (b) [20, 21].
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(ii) the CDFs from the averaged power of received signal,
demodulated after equalization.

For this comparison, each measured power of these re-
sults is normalized to its own average power.

As it is known OFDM signal gives better performance
than using mono-carrier signal. It is an efficient way to deal
against intersymbol interference, because such interference
affects only a small percentage of the subcarriers. These inter-
ferences cause a frequency selectivity that can be well ob-
served in Figure 10. Indeed it can be clearly seen that the
cumulative power distributions are influenced by the delay
spread of the channel model. The performance in urban
micro- and urban macrocell channel models is worse com-
pared to the monocluster case. Nevertheless, the received
powers of the LTE signals are higher than those in the mono-
carrier case (which fit with the Rayleigh reference distribu-
tion).

These results can be confirmed by the signal-to-Noise
ratio measurement, presented below. The estimation of the

Table 3: Measured mean SNR value for SISO configuration for a
64-QAM modulation scheme.

Monocluster
Urban

microcell
Urban

macrocell

Mean SNR (dB) 25.7 7.9 6.4

Tx

h1

h2

R1

R2

Figure 11: 1× 2 Multiple antenna configuration.

measured mean SNR presented in Table 3 is done through
the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) [22]:

EVM =
[

(1/N)
∑N

i=1

∣∣Sideal,i − Smeas,i
∣∣2

(1/N)
∑N

i=1

∣∣Sideal,i
∣∣2

]1/2

, (1)

where N is the number of symbols, Sideal,i denotes the ideal
constellation point for the ith symbol, and Smeas,i is the meas-
ured ith symbol.

The SNR is the inverse of the EVM taken in dB, which is
given by

SNR = 20× log10

(
1

EVM

)
. (2)

The SISO measurement method allows assessing the capacity
of a complete LTE transmission chain. This method makes
it possible to know the performance as function of the
receiver antenna, or base band processing (equalization, syn-
chronization, etc.).

4.2. SIMO Measurement. In this section, the tests of the
diversity systems performance are under interest. Diversity
combining techniques such as Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC) have been implemented.

Multiple antennas are expressed as a T × R combination,
where T is the number of transmitting antennas, and R is the
number of the receiving antennas.

The example shown in Figure 11 presents a total of 2 links
between transmit and receive antenna elements. These links
are indicated by h1 and h2. These expressions are associated
jointly to form an H matrix (obtained by channel sounding
measurements):

Hmeas =
⎡⎣h1

h2

⎤⎦. (3)
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Figure 12: SIMO cumulative distribution function measured in an RC for one cluster (a), urban microcell (b), and urban macrocell (c)
channel model cases.

The channel impulse responses taking in consideration mul-
tipath propagation phenomenon are presented by h1 and h2.
The envelope correlation coefficient is as follows:

ρ = R(1, 2)√
R(1, 1)R(2, 2)

,

R = E
{

(Hmeas − E[Hmeas])(Hmeas − E[Hmeas])H
}

,

(4)

where R is the covariance matrix.
The calculation of the fading correlation coefficient for

the different channel models generated in the RC is presented
in Table 4.

It can be observed that for each channel model, the fading
correlation remains low, which will lead to optimal diversity
results.

Regarding the effective diversity gain (EDG), it is typi-
cally calculated for a particular frequency (passive measure-
ments). EDG is the figure-of-merit (FOM) typically used to
evaluate the efficiency of the diversity antenna system [14].
In our case, the evaluation of the EDG is made through the
mean power of the received LTE signal in baseband.

Mono cluster Urban micro Urban macro
0

2

4

6

8

E
D

G
 (

dB
)

Figure 13: EDG for MRC technique at (1%) for one cluster and
urban micro- and macrocell channel model cases.

The CDFs of the received power (for the diversity and
reference systems) are depicted in Figure 12. These results
are normalized by the mean power received by the reference
system in order to calculate the EDG at 1% probability
(Figure 13).
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Table 4: Correlation coefficient.

Scenario

One cluster Urban micro Urban macro

Fading correlation
coefficient

0.15 0.21 0.32

In conclusion, as we can observe in Figure 13 that the
more significant improvement in terms of diversity gain
is achieved for the macrourban channel case (7.5 dB). The
Diversity Gain obtained for the monocluster case is less im-
portant, and it reaches 5.2 dB. This limitation is due to the
fact that the SNR of the SISO system in this case was al-
ready high when compared to the SNR in multipleclusters
channels.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we achieve to emulate the 3GPP channel
models in a small reverberation cell. The performance of an
LTE SISO/SIMO-OFDM system has been studied through
active measurements for different channel models with
Rayleigh fading distribution. The work developed in this
paper permits to evaluate capacity of a wireless system in
controlled environments and gives the opportunity to test
different transmission chain parameters (base band pro-
cessing, modulation scheme, antennas, etc.) in the same
environment and compare their performance. This approach
could be of particular interest for OTA characterization of
multiantenna terminals in reverberation chambers, because
it helps to understand the influence of the channel character-
istics under which measurements have been performed.

Future works will consist in making experiments with
specific MIMO schemes, based on LTE specifications. Re-
garding the control of the delay spread, an analytical method
will be developed to estimate it in function of the amount of
absorbing material inside the RC. This method will lead to
avoid channel sounding measurements, currently needed to
achieve the desired delay spread.
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During the March 2011 meeting of the CTIA MIMO OTA Subgroup (MOSG), the members agreed that the subgroup should
first determine “what” aspects of a MIMO-capable device require evaluation; then the group should determine “how” to go about
making these measurements. In subsequent meetings of MOSG, new yet-unnamed figures of merit were asked for in order to
provide a solution to the carriers’ requirements for LTE MIMO OTA evaluation. Furthermore, the December 2011 3GPP RAN4
status report on LTE MIMO OTA listed the evaluation of the use of statistical performance analysis in order to minimize test time
and help ensure accurate performance assessment as an open issue. This contribution addresses these petitions by providing four
new figures of merit, which could serve the purpose of evaluating the operators’ top priorities for MIMO OTA compliance testing.
The new figures of merit are MIMO Throughput Effectiveness (MTE), MIMO Device Throughput Effectiveness (MDTE), MIMO
Throughput Gain (MTG), and MIMO Device Throughput Gain (MDTG). In this paper, MTE is evaluated using the recently
available LTE MIMO OTA RR data from 3GPP.

1. Introduction

Two levels of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) test-
ing have been established: Basic (verification of MIMO Over-
The-Air [OTA] performance in an isotropic environment)
and Advanced (Evaluation of MIMO OTA performance in a
spatial test environment). In March, 2010, the MACSG (ane-
choic chamber subgroup) and RCSG (reverberation chamber
subgroup) chairs held a conference call with several United
States (US) operators to review Third Generation Partner-
ship project (3GPP) Radio Access Network 4 (RAN4)’s OTA
proposals at a high level and request independent input con-
cerning each operator’s MIMO test priorities. Operators
were asked to rank their MIMO OTA test priorities in de-
scending order, with a limit of six priorities. For all intents
and purposes, the top priority of all carriers was to determine
whether or not a MIMO Device Under Test (DUT) actually
provides gain over a comparable Single Input Single Output
(SISO) device. In second place operators wanted to look for

information concerning the device’s transmitting radiated
performance, particularly at strong signal level compared to
SISO.

The task of identifying new Figures of Merit (FoM) was
then open as some of the traditional definitions of Single
Input Multiple Output (SIMO) FoMs have been reported
to be not suitable for characterizing the mobile terminal’s
MIMO antenna radiation performance. In a recent com-
munication [1], CTIA (The Wireless Association of US-
based Industries MIMO OTA subgroup (MOSG)) proposed
to search for a yet-unnamed metric that provides a ratio be-
tween the DUT’s radiated and conducted throughput per-
formance in each test condition. This metric requires that
the test solution provider has to provide a ratio and show
traceability between the DUT’s radiated SIMO and radi-
ated MIMO throughput performance tests. Similarly, the
December 2011 3GPP RAN4 status report on Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) MIMO OTA listed the evaluation of the use
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of statistical performance analysis in order to minimize test
time and help ensure accurate performance assessment as an
open issue.

In this contribution, the authors introduce novel figures
of merit with potential for determining these aspects above
in a simple and cost-effective way within the Basic MIMO
Testing level using the commonly agreed throughput figure
of merit and some statistical analyses. As preliminary ex-
amples of the implementation of these FoMs, one of the new
FoMs (MIMO Throughput Effectiveness or MTE) is evalu-
ated using the recently available LTE MIMO OTA RR data
from 3GPP.

Results show that the new figure serves its purpose to
clearly distinguished good from bad MIMO device in a
simple and cost-effective way. For Reverberation Cham-
ber-(RC-) based and Anechoic Chamber-(AC-) based meth-
ods, the new metric results also show a very low standard
deviation between labs (below 0.1). Results for 2-stage meth-
odology were not fully available for this study and will be
studied in future contributions if provided. In addition,
results also show that intermediate MTE values (MTE(Pn))
can provide a clear indication of the ability (or disability) of
the MIMO device to maintain throughput when under a
variety of situations (under stress) and therefore also serve
the different goals of such complex MIMO OTA performance
assessment. Finally, results demonstrate that the reverber-
ation chamber technique is a solid methodology for LTE
MIMO OTA Basic evaluation, and that standard deviations
between labs when using the new evaluated FoM (MTE) fall
below 0.08. RC-based methods are very fast in comparison to
other existing alternatives. Since test time has been proposed
to be added as a metric for LTE MIMO OTA compliance
testing [2], RC-based methods represent a promising test
methodology for LTE MIMO OTA compliance testing.

2. Proposal

The CTIA MIMO OTA test prerequisites outlined in
MOSG110707R2 are assumed. MIMO radiated performance
can be assessed in terms of

(A) measured throughput relative to the theoretical
MIMO maximum throughput for a given reference
channel with no radio channel impairments,

(B) measured throughput relative to the DUT-measured
MIMO maximum throughput for a given reference
channel with no radio channel impairments,

(C) measured throughput relative to the theoretical
SIMO maximum throughput for a given reference
channel with no radio channel impairments,

(D) measured throughput relative to the DUT-measured
SIMO maximum throughput for a given reference
channel with no radio channel impairments.

Options (A) and (C) allow for inter-DUT analyses,
while options (B) and (D) serve intra-DUT performance
evaluation. For example, according to 3GPP TS 36.101,

Annex A.3.3.2.1-1, the maximum theoretical throughput for
Reference Measurement Channel (RMC) R.11 (10 MHz Fre-
quency Division Duplex [FDD], 16 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation [QAM]) is 11,664 kbps per stream, for a total
throughput of 23,328 kbps. This throughput is based on a
nonfading channel with no multipath and a receiver corre-
lation coefficient of zero. Measurement of the DUT under
ideal conducted conditions allows the CTIA-Authorized Test
Lab (CATL) to ensure that the DUT and the test equipment
are performing as expected prior to beginning actual OTA
testing.

Based on the prerequisites above, we propose that the
following steps be followed to determine the new metrics,
which could be integrated within the Basic MIMO OTA per-
formance evaluation process.

(1) Select at least 4 different RMCs (i.e., different refer-
ence measurement channels) based on the Channel
Quality Indicator (CQI), Rank Indicator (RI), and
Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI) reported by the
User equipment (UE). The RMC used shall be the
RMC for sustained downlink data rate per section
A.3.9 of 3GPP TS 36.521-1 and based on the UE’s
device category.

(2) Measure the DUT’s maximum MIMO Downlink
(DL) throughput using a base station simulator con-
nected directly to the DUT with no radio channel
impairments, at a downlink power level (RS EPRE)
of −80 dBm/15 kHz using 2-layer, closed-loop spa-
tial multiplexing for the selected RMCs in step 2.
The measured MIMO throughputs at this downlink
power level shall be considered the MIMO maximum
throughputs for this DUT and eNodeB simulator
under unimpaired radio conditions for each selected
RMC and shall be >97% of the theoretical through-
put specified by 3GPP TS 36.521-1, A.3.9.

(3) Measure the DUT’s maximum SIMO DL throughput
using a base station simulator connected directly to
the DUT with no radio channel impairments, at a
downlink power level RS EPRE of −80 dBm/15 kHz
(using single-layer transmit diversity). The measured
SIMO throughput at this downlink power level
shall be considered the SIMO maximum for this
DUT and eNodeB simulator under unimpaired radio
conditions.

(4) Place the DUT into a test chamber capable of em-
ulating an isotropic Rayleigh-fading environment
(NIST channel model). It is generally agreed that the
isotropic environment does give kind of a “global
view” on the device’s performance, and it is therefore
the best a priori selection for the Basic MIMO
OTA tests. For Single Antenna transmission mode,
measure the MIMO DL throughput using a base
station simulator connected to the test chamber while
emulating the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) channel model and an RMC ap-
propriate to the DUT’s capabilities. The average
downlink power applied to the DUT has to be
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set from −85 dBm/15 kHz (RS EPRE) down to
−120 dBm/15 kHz in 1 dBm/KHz steps. The nature
of the noise profile (e.g., Additive White Gaussian
Noise [AWGN] or other) is a topic For Future Study
[FFS].

(5) Evaluate the channel-model averaged MIMO
Throughput Effectiveness (MTE), MIMO Device
Throughput Effectiveness (MDTE), MIMO Through-
put Gain (MTG), and MIMO Device Throughput
Gain (MDTG) for each averaged channel power step
value by

MTE(Pn)ChMm =
∑C

i=1 TPUT(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

C ∗ TPUTMIMOtheor max(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

,

MDTE(Pn)ChMm =
∑C

i=1 TPUT(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

C ∗ TPUTMIMOmeas max(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

,

MTG(Pn)ChMm =
∑C

i=1 TPUT(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

C ∗ TPUTSIMOtheor max(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

,

MDTG(Pn)ChMm =
∑C

i=1 TPUT(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

C ∗ TPUTSIMOmeas max(Pn)ChMm
RMCi

,

(1)

where C indicates the number of selected RMCs, Pn indicates
a dependence on channel power, ChMm indicates the mth
selected channel model for performance evaluation, RMCi

indicates the ith selected Reference Measured Channel,
TPUTMIMOtheor max indicates the MIMO maximum theo-
retical throughput, TPUTMIMOmeas max indicates the MIMO
maximum DUT-measured throughput for this DUT and
eNodeB simulator under unimpaired radio conditions as
defined in step 2, TPUTSIMOtheor max indicates the SIMO max-
imum theoretical throughput, TPUTSIMOmeas max indicates
the SIMO maximum DUT-measured throughput for this
DUT and eNodeB simulator under unimpaired radio con-
ditions as defined in step 3, and C indicates the number
of selected Reference Measured Channels for MTE/MDTE/
MTG/MDTG performance evaluation.

(6) Repeat the DL throughput measurements in steps 4
to 5 using the channel models (i.e., the delay and
power profiles only) below:

(a) Spatial Channel Model (SCM) Urban Micro
(UMi) channel model,

(b) SCM Urban Macro (UMa) channel model.

(7) Repeat the DL throughput measurements in steps 4
to 6 using the total of transmission modes below:

(a) open-loop Spatial Multiplexing (SM),

(b) closed-loop SM,

(c) closed-loop SM with single layer. This makes
a total number of tested transmission modes
T = 4. Other modes can of course be tested and
added to the proposal in the future.

(8) Evaluate the transmission mode-averaged MTE/
MDTE/MTG/MDTG for each averaged channel pow-
er step value by

MTE(Pn)Txi =
∑C

m=1 MTE(Pn)ChMm

C
,

MDTE(Pn)Txi =
∑C

m=1 MDTE(Pn)ChMm

C
,

MTG(Pn)Txi =
∑C

m=1 MTG(Pn)ChMm

C
,

MDTG(Pn)Txi =
∑C

m=1 MDTG(Pn)ChMm

C
.

(2)

The obtained MTE(Pn)Txi figure can be compared between
DUTs, where an MTE(Pn)Txi = 1 would indicate radiated
performance identical to MIMO maximum theoretical
throughput performance. In this way, an intermediate metric
for evaluation of performance and comparison between
DUTs due to transmission mode with respect to a compa-
rable MIMO is obtained.

The obtained MDTE(Pn)Txi figure can be used to com-
pare the relative device’s behavior for different transmission
modes with respect to its optimum MIMO performance,
where an MDTE(Pn)Txi = 1 would indicate radiated per-
formance identical to the device’s maximum MIMO
throughput performance.

The obtained MTG(Pn)Txi figure can be compared be-
tween DUTs, where an MTG(Pn)Txi = 1 would indicate ra-
diated performance identical to SIMO maximum theoretical
throughput performance. In this way an intermediate metric
for evaluation of performance and comparison between
DUTs due to transmission mode with respect to a compa-
rable SIMO is obtained.

The obtained MDTG(Pn)Txi figure can be used to com-
pare the relative device’s behavior for different transmission
modes respect to its optimum SIMO performance, where
an MDTG(Pn)Txi = 1 would indicate radiated performance
identical to the device’s maximum SIMO throughput perfor-
mance.

Intermediate values of MTE/MDTE/MTG/MDTG at
high signal level (P1 = −85 dBm/15 kHz) can be calculated
by

MTE(P1) =
T∑
i=1

MTE(P1)Txi ,

MDTE(P1) =
T∑
i=1

MDTE(P1)Txi ,

MTG(P1) =
T∑
i=1

MTG(P1)Txi ,

MDTG(P1) =
T∑
i=1

MDTG(P1)Txi .

(3)
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Figure 1: MTE for Pool 1 with the RC methodology.

The obtained MTE at −85 dBm/15 kHz figure can be com-
pared between DUTs, where an MTE (−85 dBm/15 kHz) =
1 would indicate radiated performance identical to MIMO
maximum theoretical throughput performance. In this way,
an intermediate metric for evaluation of performance and
comparison between DUTs in strong signal level with respect
to a comparable MIMO is obtained.

The obtained MDTE at −85 dBm/15 kHz figure can be
used to compare the relative device’s behavior for different
transmission modes respect to its MIMO performance at
high signal level, where an MDTE (−85 dBm/15 kHz) = 1

would indicate radiated performance identical to the device’s
maximum MIMO throughput performance.

The obtained MTG at −85 dBm/15 kHz figure can be
compared between DUTs, where an MTG (−85 dBm/
15 kHz) = 1 would indicate radiated performance identical
to SIMO maximum throughput performance. In this way,
an intermediate m+etric for evaluation of performance and
comparison between DUTs in strong signal level with respect
to a comparable SIMO is obtained.

The obtained MDTG at −85 dBm/15 kHz figure can be
used to compare the relative device’s behavior for different
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Figure 2: MTE for Pool 2 with the RC methodology.

transmission modes with respect to its SIMO performance
at high signal level, where an MTG (−85 dBm/15 kHz) = 1
would indicate radiated performance identical to the device’s
maximum SIMO throughput performance.

(9) Evaluate MTE/MDTE/MTG/MDTG values for the
DUT by

MTE =
36∑
n=1

∑T
i=1 MTE(Pn)Txi

36∗ T
,

MDTE =
36∑
n=1

∑T
i=1 MDTE(Pn)Txi

36∗ T
,

MTG =
36∑
n=1

∑T
i=1 MTG(Pn)Txi

36∗ T
,

MDTG =
36∑
n=1

∑T
i=1 MDTG(Pn)Txi

36∗ T
,

(4)

where T indicates the number of selected transmission
modes.

MTE, MDTE, MTG, and MDTG range from 0 to 1. All
MTE/MDTE/MTG/MDTG figures and final values can be
referred to as the DUTs MIMO Isotropic Performance (MIP).
There is no minimum performance value for the MIP pa-
rameter at this time.

3. MTE Examples with 3GPP LTE MIMO OTA
Round Robin Data

A large number of measured data has become readily availa-
ble by 3GPP LTE MIMO OTA round robin (RR) campaign.

The data has been divided into three main methodologies:
reverberation chamber, anechoic chamber, and two-stage
methods. The analyses of the measured data revealed some
difficulties for performing in-depth studies and obtaining
conclusions. First, not all labs were able to test all available
DUTs. Similarly, not all labs tested the DUTs in the diverse
Pools for all the channel models. Some labs did not reach
100% throughput values, while others did for the same
DUTs and channel models. Different relative throughput
values (%) have been specified for the same base station
emulator (BSE) settings by different test labs. The measured
RS EPRE range varied a lot between labs for the same
devices. Some labs identified different 100% throughput
reference for R.11 and R.xxx specified in the test plan [3],
which could be attributable to BSE but also to specific
subframe settings in the BSE. The fact that the test plan has
been dynamically changed throughout the campaign has not
helped solving these issues. As a conclusion, the lack of a
clearly defined test environment and test equipment aspects
has made the resulting data have large uncertainties for a
good comparison.

Yet, the large amount of data allows for some statistical
studies, and this is the first time it can be performed for
LTE MIMO OTA. The statistical analyses performed by
EMITE in this document are limited to MTE using 16QAM
and open-loop transmission mode as these were the test
parameters specified in the 3GPP LTE MIMO OTA test plan.
While some labs have performed 64QAM and close-loop
transmission mode tests, these do not share other settings
and are, therefore, not suitable for comparison. Similarly,
previous preliminary analyses [4] have outlined the need to
compare tests with identical settings, and the statistical tests
by EMITE have been performed over those data sets where
similar DUT configurations and settings of the eNodeB
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Figure 3: MTE for Pool 3 with the RC methodology.

have been identified. Finally, as averaged received channel
power (RS EPRE) ranging varied slightly between labs, some
interpolation has been used to have all test data ranging from
−85 to −120 dBm. In the obtained results for MTE analyses,
final throughput values higher than the maximum theoreti-
cal values/negative were not allowed and set to the maximum
theoretical values/0.

3.1. RC-Based Tests. For the RC methodology, tests from
EMITE, Bluetest, Azimuth, NTT DCM, and Ericsson have
been performed. All these labs have employed three different
mode-stirred reverberation chamber types: the E-Series by
EMITE, the RTS-Series by Bluetest, and the MIC model
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Figure 5: MTE for the RC methodology.

by Azimuth. In [4], the coordinator for the mode-stirred
reverberation chamber method analyses selected the figures,
which showed at least two different labs with identical set-
tings. In consequence, we have studied MTE for these figures.
MTE(Pn) for Pools 1 to 4 is depicted in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate MTE and the deviations of labs
from averaged values. The figures are not complete as there
are some DUTs for which there were no available data for
comparison (at least two labs with identical settings).

The maximum MTE standard deviation (MTE STD)
from group average for the RC-methodology falls below 0.08.
It is interesting to observe that the deviations are very small
for Pool 3, where three different mode-stirred reverber-
ation chamber types are compared. Pool 3 was tested at
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Figure 7: MTE for Pool 1 with the AC methodology.

the end of the campaign, and at that time many initial
issues and settings doubts were solved and the test plan was
updated accordingly. The small STD indicates that the RC
methodology is a powerful and stable methodology for LTE
Basic MIMO OTA device performance evaluation.

Averaged MTE deviations from group average for all
Pools and those labs with more than one tested case com-
pared have also been obtained by

EMITE: −0.01,
NTT DCM: −0.02,
Blue test: 0.03,
Azimuth: −0.04.

If we consider that an MTE ≥ 0.7 represents a good
MIMO device, from the RC-method MTE results it can be
concluded that Pool1 and Pool 2 devices could be considered

good MIMO devices, although Pool 2 devices generally
performed slightly worse than Pool1 devices. Pool 3 devices
could also be considered good MIMO devices, but they are
much closer to the MTE = 0.7 threshold outlined before
than any device in Pool 1 or Pool 2. Pool 4 devices could
be considered bad MIMO devices (MTE < 0.7). The largest
deviation between labs is obtained for the bad MIMO
devices.

3.2. AC-Based Tests. For the AC methodology, tests from
SATIMO, Nokia, NTT DCM, and ETS-Spirent have been
performed. MTE for Pools 1 to 4 is depicted in Figures 7,
8, 9, and 10.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate MTE and the deviations of
labs from averaged values. The figures are not complete as
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Figure 8: MTE for Pool 2 with the AC methodology.
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there are some DUTs for which there were no available data
for comparison (at least two labs with identical settings).

The maximum MTE standard deviation (MTE STD)
from group average for the AC-methodology falls below 0.06.
Averaged MTE deviations from group average for all Pools
and those labs with more than one tested case compared have
also been obtained by

Nokia: 0.01,
NTT DCM: 0.01,
SATIMO: −0.02.

From the AC-method MTE results, it can be concluded
that Pool 1 and Pool 2 devices are found to be good MIMO
devices. The AC-method also ranks Pool 3 DUT 1 as a good
MIMO device. Pool 4 devices can be considered bad MIMO
devices. The largest deviation between labs is obtained for the
bad MIMO devices.

3.3. 2-Stage-Based Tests. The data from 2-stage tests (2S)
was not entirely available for comparison. While data from
Agilent was supplied in excel format, the data from Nokia
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was not supplied to the 3GPP reflector. Only some comments
in [5] could be used (and reproduced here) to predict some
conclusions, which would obviously need to be confirmed
by MTE analyses. In particular, the ability to more precisely
differentiate Pool 3 devices from Pool 1 or Pool 2 and the
ability to identify Pool 4 device as bad MIMO devices using
the 2S method should be clarified. The following sentences
could be further studied.

R4-116104: For Pool3Dev1 and Pool3Dev2, the test results
difference is quite large between the two-stage results and the
reverberation chamber results. What makes it hard to under-
stand is why the reverberation-chamber-based method has
much higher throughput as compared with the test results of
the two-stage method.

This statement above in [5] could mean that Pool 3
devices tested with the 2S method would lead to smaller MTE
(smaller throughputs for the same RS EPRE), confirming the
worse behavior of Pool 3 devices in comparison to Pool 1 and
Pool 2 devices outlined by RC-based tests.

R4-116104: For Pool 4 devices, the test results difference
is larger and the reverberation-chamber-based method has
much worse performance as compared with two-stage method.
However, the test results between the multiple-probe-antenna-
based method and the two-stage method under this case have
much less difference (2-3 dB) as compared to the difference
between the two-stage method results and the reverberation-
chamber-based method, which is a little bit less than 10 dB.

This statement above at [5] could mean that Pool4
devices may not be identified as bad MIMO devices by the
2S method, but rather as good MIMO devices, unlike what
happened for both AC and RC methods.

When the analysis of MTE for 2-stage-based test data sets
is finished, the above comments and some other issues could
be further clarified.

4. Conclusions

Novel throughput-based figures of merit have been presented
to respond to CTIA MOSG query for a global evaluation
metric. 3GPP/CTIA LTE MIMO OTA Round Robin data has
been used for validation of MIMO Throughput Effectiveness
(MTE). MTE has demonstrated a great potential for solving
the operators’ top priorities regarding MIMO OTA compli-
ance testing and performance evaluation. RC-based and AC-
based methods have also shown to be able to differentiate
good from bad MIMO devices using MTE. Given the short
testing times of RC-based methods in comparison to other
methods, the mode-stirred reverberation chamber method-
ology has proven to be a strong candidate for LTE MIMO
OTA Basic evaluation with very low MTE deviation from
group average between labs. Future studies include MTE for
2S test data sets and obtaining MDTE, MTG, and MDTG
figures.
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Mode-stirred chambers provide an excellent tool for antenna characterization. Recent research has focused on making the mode-
stirred chamber technique more versatile. One result of these efforts is the sample selection technique, by which a subset
of data with specific properties is extracted from a measured set of raw data. This paper presents how to apply the sample
selection technique to measurements of the correlation coefficient in dual antenna measurements, for example, for diversity or
MIMO applications. Theoretical background and useful mathematical relations are presented. The application is verified through
measurements.

1. Introduction

Mode-stirred chambers (MSCs) have since about a decade
come to widespread use for antenna characterization and
tests of wireless terminals [1–5]. Lately, much research has
focused on how to make MSCs more flexible and versatile.
One example is the sample selection technique [6–8]. It has
been demonstrated in previous work to be applicable to
the amplitude distribution of a measured signal. This paper
presents an extension of the sample selection technique, in
which it is applied to the correlation coefficient between
the received signals from two antennas. The fundamental
principle of the sample selection technique is the same as
in previous work; it is merely applied to another parameter.
Applying it to the correlation coefficient improves the
usefulness of the sample selection technique in tests of
diversity and/or MIMO antennas, where the correlation
coefficient is critical. The aim of the presented work is to
study the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed technique
and demonstrate its practical usefulness.

2. Sample Selection Applied to
Correlation Coefficient

In an MSC measurement, a sequence of samples is recorded.
The sample set has a certain statistical distribution, described
by a probability density function (PDF). The correlation
coefficient is calculated from dual channel measurements of
the signals from a pair of antennas. Dual channel data can be
described by a bivariate (2D) PDF, according to [9, 10]

f (x1, x2) = x1x2(
1− ρ2

)
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2
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,

(1)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
and of order zero. The parameters s1 and s2 in (1) define
the amplitudes on the two channels, respectively, and ρ is
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the complex correlation coefficient between the data on the
two channels, that is, ρ = |ρc|. There can be an imbalance
in the initial data, which can be accounted for in the PDF by
letting s1 /= s2.

Sample selection is here applied for the purpose of
achieving a different correlation coefficient than the one at
hand for the whole sequence. This means that for one and
the same antenna pair, different scenarios can be extracted in
subsets of the initial data, something which can be useful in
various performance analyses and tests. The sample selection
technique can also be used to change the channel imbalance,
but this is also possible by simply weighting the data on
one of the channels. In this paper, it is assumed that any
imbalance in the initial data should be maintained after
sample selection.

For illustration, two examples of PDFs according to
(1) are plotted in Figure 1. In each plot, the channels are
balanced (s1 = s2), and different values of ρ are applied.

2.1. Accuracy in the Result. The accuracy with which the
target correlation coefficient can be achieved is investigated
through numerical simulations using Matlab. The initial data
consists of Ni samples distributed according to the PDF
fi(x). From these, Nt samples are selected which have a
specific target PDF denoted by ft(x). The individual branch
distributions are first verified, by generating two Rayleigh
distributed sequences of initial data with Ni = 50000, s1i = 1,
s2i = 2, and ρi = 0.7. The selection process is carried out
with maintained branch amplitudes in the target data, that
is, s1t = 1 and s2t = 2, and with target correlation ρt =
0.2. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the histogram PDF of the
simulated data after sample selection, together with a solid
curve marking the theoretical Rayleigh PDF.

Following this, the accuracy of the achieved correlation
coefficient is investigated by performing sample selection
on 500 realizations and plotting the histogram PDF of the
achieved correlation coefficients. This is done for two values
of ρi (0 and 0.7) and four values of ρt (0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and
0.9), thus in total eight cases. Each case uses Ni = 10000,
s1i = 1, and s2t = 2. For comparison, in each case, sequences
of length Nt and with target correlation coefficient ρt are
also generated directly, that is, without any sample selection
process. Due to the finite length of the sequences, these
will also show some spread in the correlation coefficient.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show PDFs of the achieved correlation
coefficients, with histograms for the sample selection results,
and solid lines for the directly generated data. The numbers
next to the peaks are the Nt values. Apparently, the accuracy
depends on ρi and ρt . Comparing the sample selection
results with the directly generated data shows that the
selection process itself does not increase the uncertainty by
any significant amount, even though a small shift in the
distribution is seen in Figure 3(a) for ρt = 0.3 and ρt =
0.9. The small shift, as well as some irregularities in the
histograms, can be attributed to fluctuations due to the
limited number of samples.
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Figure 1: PDF for 2D Rayleigh distributed data, ρ = 0 (a) and ρ =
0.9 (b).

Varying Ni shows that the spread of the achieved correla-
tion coefficient follows the relation

σρ ∝ 1√
Nt

. (2)

This means that the proportion of remaining samples is crit-
ical for the accuracy.
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Figure 2: (a) PDF of the amplitudes on branch 1 of simulated
sequence after sample selection, together with theoretical Rayleigh
curve for s = 1. (b) PDF of the amplitudes on branch 2 of simulated
sequence after sample selection, together with theoretical Rayleigh
curve for s = 2.

2.2. Proportion of Remaining Samples. The proportion of
remaining samples (Nt/Ni) in the proposed technique is lim-
ited by a theoretical relation [11], which for the general case
is

q = min

(
fi(x)
ft(x)

)
. (3)

Substituting (1) in (3), it is found after some manipulations
that q is a function of ρi and ρt, and the expression depends
on whether the correlation coefficient is reduced or increased
in the sample selection process. For a reduction in correlation
coefficient, it is

q− = 1− ρ2
i

1− ρ2
t

, (4)
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Figure 3: (a) PDFs for ρi = 0 and ρt = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Ni =
10000 in all cases. Numbers next to the peaks are Nt values.
Histograms are the results of simulations with 500 realizations.
Solid lines show spreads due to finite sequence length for the Nt

values at hand. (b) PDFs for ρi = 0.7 and ρt = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7,
and 0.9. Ni = 10000 in all cases. Numbers next to the peaks
are Nt values. Histograms are the results of simulations with 500
realizations. Solid lines show spreads due to finite sequence length
for the Nt values at hand.

whereas for an increase in correlation coefficient, it is

q+ =
(
1 + ρi

)(
1− ρt

)(
1− ρi

)(
1 + ρt

) . (5)

Equations (4) and (5) are illustrated in Figure 4, as functions
of ρt for three different values of ρi.

3. Measurement Example

Measurements are performed in a mode-stirred chamber,
on a pair of mobile terminal antennas. The measurement
frequency is 2600 MHz. The data is recorded with a network
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Figure 4: Proportion of remaining samples as a function of
target correlation coefficient ρt , for three different values of initial
correlation coefficient ρi.
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Figure 5: Remaining sequences after selection, with ρt = 0.9. Solid
line is channel 1 and broken line is channel 2.

analyzer, as two simultaneous sequences of transmission
coefficients, each of 1601 samples in length. These sequences
constitute the initial data. A small imbalance of 1 dB (ampli-
tude ratio 1.13) and a correlation coefficient of 0.05 are found
in the initial data.

The sample selection technique is then applied for the
purpose of increasing the correlation coefficient to 0.9, while
maintaining the same imbalance. According to (5), q =
0.058, which means that it should be possible to have 93
samples in the output sequences. In practice, for relatively
short sequences such as these, different realizations will give
slightly different values of Nt due to statistical fluctuations.
Results of two realizations are presented in Figures 5 and 6.
Figure 5 shows the resulting sequences on the two channels,
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x1

x 2
Figure 6: Remaining samples after selection, with ρt = 0.9.

with Nt = 88 and ρt = 0.9 achieved. Figure 6 shows the
sample vectors, that is, (x1, x2) pairs, of a resulting sequence.
These figures show that the vectors are correlated and that
the imbalance, marked with a solid line in Figure 6, is
maintained after sample selection.

4. Conclusion

It is demonstrated how the sample selection technique can
be applied to the correlation coefficient between the signals
from a pair of antennas. The initial sequences can have
any correlation coefficient in the interval (0, 1), as well as
any mean power imbalance. The sample selection technique
can achieve any correlation coefficient within the interval
(0, 1) in the result. Simulations show that using sample
selection does not reduce the accuracy in the result, com-
pared to data generated directly with the desired correlation
coefficient. Expressions for the maximum proportion of
remaining samples are presented. The proposed technique is
demonstrated on measured dual channel data from a mode-
stirred chamber.
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A mode-stirred reverberation chamber (RC) is nowadays a commonly accepted performing tool for over-the-air (OTA)
communication system evaluation, and their standardization is underway. Before performing active measurements of wireless
communication systems using an RC, field uniformity inside the RC working volume has to be measured following the calibration
method described in IEC standards 61000-4-21 and 61000-4-3, which requires 24 calibration measurements of field amplitude.
In this contribution, we present the statistical laws that describe electromagnetic field maxima distribution, and based on them,
a novel expression that could be useful to obtain a lower limit for the number of stirrer positions required at least to obtain a
specific value for the normalized dispersion used to evaluate field uniformity with the IEC calibration method, being therefore of
particular interest for OTA measurements.

1. Introduction

A mode-stirred reverberation chamber (RC) is an electrically
large, highly conductive enclosed cavity commonly accepted
as performing tool for electromagnetic (EM) measurements
(both emissions and immunity) on electronic equipment
and for over-the-air (OTA) communication system evalua-
tion. It is typically equipped with mechanical stirrers that
modify its electromagnetic field boundary conditions, and
when it is well stirred, that is, when a sufficient number of
modes are excited, the resulting environment is essentially
statistically uniform and statistically isotropic (i.e., the
energy having arrived from all aspect angles and at all polar-
izations) with independence of location [1], achieving the
field uniformity requirements, except for those observation
points in close proximity to walls [2] and nearby objects. The
field uniformity property of an ideal reverberation chamber
is such that the mean-square value of the electric field and
its rectangular components is considered independent of

position [1]; likewise, the real and imaginary parts of each
rectangular component of the electric and magnetic field
throughout the chamber are Gaussian distributed, independ-
ent with identical variances; thus, the electric or magnetic
field inside an ideal RC follows a single-cluster Rayleigh pro-
bability density function in amplitude and uniform distribu-
tion of phase, whereas the power fits an exponential one [3],
which resembles the multipath fading in indoor scenarios
of wireless communications systems. This RC behavior con-
cerns high frequencies and can be qualified of “asymptotic”
or “overmoded.” On another hand, the “undermoded” case
corresponds to the lower part of the spectrum that is close to
the lowest usable frequency (LUF) [4, 5]. Standard guidelines
for RC operation usually involve estimating the LUF from the
field uniformity of a given working volume. Field uniformity
also permits to assess the behavior goodness of the RC,
and its definition is based on the calibration procedure
[4, 5]. The field is determined at eight points located at
the working volume corners, as depicted in Figure 1, and
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Figure 1: Chamber working volume [4].

normalized (to the square root of the input power). For
each of the 8 × 3 normalized rectangular components, ER,
the maximum value among N∗ stirrer positions, ERMax, is
evaluated. From these ERMax maxima values, the mean val-
ue 〈ERMax〉 and empiric standard deviation σERMax are calcu-
lated. Then, field uniformity is evaluated by calculating
a normalized dispersion, S (dB), expressing the standard
deviation σERMax in terms of dB relative to the mean 〈ERMax〉,
that is,

S (dB) = 20 log10

(
1 +

σERMax

〈ERMax〉
)
. (1)

This is typically the figure of merit used to assess the
performance of the RC, since the field within it is considered
to be uniform if S (dB) is within 3 dB above 400 MHz,
4 dB at 100 MHz decreasing linearly to 3 dB at 400 MHz,
and within 4 dB below 100 MHz [4]. Thus, field uniformity
is a requirement for an RC to become a site for elec-
tromagnetic compatibility tests, in both radiated emission
and susceptibility, and to provide measure reproducibility.
Once field uniformity is attained in the working volume
defined inside an RC, if a specific lower value of S (dB)
is desired in order to obtain more accuracy for certain
measurements, a higher number N∗ of stirrer positions
are required, and if it is determined only through trial
and error, calibration costs will increase, owing to the fact
that calibration according to IEC standards [4, 6] is a long
process, as explained before. Thus, in this contribution, we
present the statistical laws that describe electromagnetic field
maxima distribution, and based on them, we develop a novel
methodology which relates the normalized dispersion S (dB)
and the number N of independent samples among the ones
given byN∗ stirrer positions (whose relationship is estimated
in [7]) when uniformity of the field amplitude distribution
of the 3 rectangular components at the 8 points of the
working volume defined inside an RC is accomplished. This
methodology does not replace the IEC calibration method
[4, 6], since the only way to ensure the required uniformity
is to perform the corresponding 24 measurements for N∗

stirrer positions, and check that the collected samples are
identically distributed, fitting a certain asymptotic law whose
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is known. But once

this is accomplished, the presented methodology can help
to search for the number N∗ of stirrer positions necessary
to obtain a desired lower S (dB) value quicker than only
through trial and error, and thus decreasing calibration
costs. This methodology has been validated through both
simulations (by a Monte Carlo simulation, following the
work presented in [5]) and measurements inside an RC. This
contribution is of special interest for OTA measurements,
whose standardization is underway [8], since it gives insights
on the relationship between field amplitude distribution, its
maxima distribution, and under the previously mentioned
conditions, field uniformity inside an RC.

2. Statistical Derivation of Field Amplitude,
Maxima Distribution, and Its Relationship
with Field Uniformity

As in [9], where extreme value theory is used to deal with
asymptotic distributions of extreme values, such as maxima,
let X1,X2, . . . ,XN be independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables with a parent distribution function
F(x) and maxima YN = max1≤i≤N{Xi}. If there exist
constants aN ∈ R, bN > 0, and some nondegenerate
distribution function G such that the distribution of (YN −
aN )/bN converges to G, then G belongs to one of the
three standard extreme value distributions: Frechet, Webull,
and Gumbel distributions. The following lemma indicates
a sufficient condition for a parent distribution function
F(x) belonging to the domain of attraction of the Gumbel
distribution.

Lemma 1. Let X1,X2, . . . ,XN be i.i.d. random variables with
a parent distribution function F(x). Define ω(F) = sup{x :
F(x) < 1}. Assume that there is a real number x1 such that,
for all x1 ≤ x < ω(F), f (x) = F′(x) and F′′(x) exist and
f (x) /= 0. If

lim
x→ω(F)

d

dx

[
1− F(x)
f (x)

]
= 0, (2)

then there exist constants aN and bN > 0 such that (YN −
aN )/bN uniformly converges in distribution to a normalized
Gumbel random variable as N → ∞. The normalizing
constants aN and bN are determined by

aN = F−1
(

1− 1
N

)
,

bN = F−1
(

1− 1
Ne

)
− F−1

(
1− 1

N

)
,

(3)

where F−1(x) = inf{y : F(y) ≥ x} [9–11]. Therefore, if the
amplitude of an electric field rectangular component inside the
RC working volume, ER, follows a parent distribution function
F(x), then the maxima values among N independent samples
obtained through the stirring process, ERMax, will follow a
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Gumbel distribution, whose probability density function (PDF)
is

g
(
y; aN , bN

) = 1
bN
· exp

[
− y − aN

bN

]

· exp
[
− exp

[
− y − aN

bN

]] (4)

[12], where its location and scale parameters, aN and bN , res-
pectively, can be straightforwardly derived from (3). For
example, if the amplitude of an electric field rectangular com-
ponent inside an RC is Rayleigh distributed, that is, ER ∼
Rayleigh (σ), since the assumption in (2) is accomplished for
F(x) = Rayleigh (σ), the maximum value among N∗ stirrer
positions will be asymptotically Gumbel distributed, that is,
ERMax ∼ Gumbel(aN , bN ), with aN = √

2σ2 ln(N) and
bN = √

2σ2(
√

1 + ln(N) − √
ln(N)), where N is the number

of independent samples among the ones given by the N∗ stirrer
positions (whose relationship is estimated in [7], as mentioned
in the introduction). Moreover, according to IEC 61000-4-21
standard [4], if the field amplitudes are normalized to the
square root of the input power,

√
2σ2 will be equal to 1, and

so the expressions for aN and bN are even more simplified,
that is, aN = √

ln(N) and bN = √
1 + ln(N) − √

ln(N). Fur-
thermore, after knowing that the distribution of maxima
values uniformly converges to a Gumbel one, in order to
calculate its moments, moment convergence has to be ensured.
Even though convergence in distribution is not equivalent to
moment convergence in general, following the relation between
convergence in distribution and moment convergence [9, 13],
convergence in distribution for the maximum of nonnegative
random variables, as field amplitude inside an RC, results
in moment convergence. Thus, the mean value 〈ERMax〉 and
empiric standard deviation σERMax of maxima values ERMax

which follow a Gumbel distribution can be straightforwardly
derived from their mathematical definition, using the Gumbel
PDF described in (4), resulting in

〈ERMax〉 = aN + γbN ,

σERMax =
π√
6
bN ,

(5)

where γ = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler constant [11], and aN and bN
were already presented in (3).

Likewise, in the particular case of attaining field unifor-
mity inside an RC, evaluated through the IEC calibration
method [4, 6], and when the collected samples of field
amplitude are identically distributed for the 3 rectangular
components at the 8 points of its working volume, field uni-
formity could also be evaluated by the following normalized
dispersion:

S̃ (dB) = 20 log10

(
1 +

π√
6

1
γ + (aN /bN )

)
. (6)

It is obtained by substituting 〈ERMax〉 and σERMax in (1)
for the values obtained from (5). However, S̃ (dB) is not
necessarily equal to S (dB), and the previously described
distribution uniformity needs to be evaluated by the IEC

calibration method [4, 6] and attained in order to be
comparable. The advantage that (6) provides is that once the
described distribution uniformity is accomplished, in order
to achieve a lower dispersion S (dB), the higher number N∗

of stirrer positions which would be required at least can
be calculated faster using it if we consider that the ratio
between N and N∗ should not be increased when N∗ is
increased if the stirring method is not altered. It is worthy
to note that field uniformity evaluated by means of (6) only
depends on its coefficients aN and bN , which are described
in (3), and thus on the distribution of the field amplitude
inside the RC working volume, F(x), and the number of
independent samples, N , among the ones given by the N∗

stirrer positions. Following the previous example, if the field
amplitude distribution results to be Rayleigh (σ) for the
3 rectangular components at the 8 points of the working
volume defined inside an RC, (6) becomes

S̃ (dB) = 20 log10

⎛⎝1 +
π√
6

1

γ + 1/
(√

1 + (1/ ln(N))− 1
)
⎞⎠,

(7)

which depends only on the number N of independent
collected samples. Thus, (6) and (7) can also be useful to
calculate the number N of independent samples among the
ones given by the N∗ stirrer positions from the S (dB) value
calculated according to IEC standards [4, 6] when the previ-
ously described distribution uniformity is accomplished.

3. Validation through Monte Carlo Simulations

Following the works presented in [5, 14], we use a Monte
Carlo simulation in order to validate the expression pre-
sented in (5), and also the one in (6) for the case of having the
previously described distribution uniformity, by confirming
that the maxima values among N independent samples
which follow a given parent distribution F(x) follow a
distribution that converges asymptotically to a Gumbel one,
comparing the maxima mean value and standard deviation
to the ones given by (5), and also comparing the field
uniformity dispersion S (dB) to the S̃ (dB) given by (6).

Thus, using a MATLAB script, 24 signals of a determined
length N (modeling the 3 rectangular components of the
electric field at the 8 working volume corners along the
same number of independent stirrer positions) are randomly
generated following one specific distribution function, F(x).
Then, the maximum value of each signal is calculated, and
the mean value and standard deviation of these 24 maxima
are computed. The procedure is iterated 1000 times, and the
averaged results are depicted in Figures 2 and 3, in solid
lines. They are compared with the ones predicted by (5), in
dotted lines. Different numbers N of independent samples
(or alternatively, independent stirrer positions), and a Rice
distribution as parent distribution, with different K-factors
(including K = 0 in order to study the results for a Rayleigh
distribution) have been used. As we can see, since maxima
distribution only converges asymptotically to a Gumbel one
(but does not fit exactly for a finite number N of independent
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predicted by (5), for a Rice distribution as parent distribution with
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Figure 3: Standard deviation of the 24 maxima, averaged along
1000 runs of a Monte Carlo simulation, and the comparison to the
values predicted by (5), for a Rice distribution as parent distribution
with different K-factors.

samples), there is a small bias from the simulated results to
the predicted ones. However, this bias has also been corrected
by multiplying bN , obtained following (3), by a factor of
23/24 = 0.9583 . . . (related to the M = 24 maxima, as
(M − 1)/M), and recalculating the statistics by means of (5),
as shown in dashed lines.

Afterwards, field uniformity is evaluated by calculating
the normalized dispersion S (dB) according to IEC standards
[4, 6] from the simulated samples (using the statistics of
the 24 maxima), and the obtained values are averaged
over the 1000 Monte Carlo runs and depicted (in green)
in Figures 4–6, for different K-factors. Moreover, S (dB)
extrema [S (dB)min S (dB)max] have been also computed, as
in [5] (and depicted in blue and red, resp.). These results are
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Figure 4: S (dB) mean value, averaged along 1000 runs of a Monte
Carlo simulation, and the comparison to the values predicted
by (6), for a Rayleigh distribution as parent distribution (Rice
distribution with K = 0).

compared with the ones predicted by (6), S̃ (dB) (depicted
in black). Since a small bias appears for the same reason
already explained for the statistics (mean value and standard
deviation) case, bN is multiplied by the same correcting
factor of 23/24, and the resulting S̃ (dB) is also presented (in
magenta).

As we can see, the mean value of the calculated S (dB),
averaged along the 1000 runs of the Monte Carlo simulation,
asymptotically converges to the S̃ (dB) given by (6), with
bN calculated following (3). Moreover, after multiplying bN
by the correction factor of 23/24, the mean value of the
calculated S (dB) fits S̃ (dB). Similar results are obtained for
other parent distributions, F(x), as Weibull or Nakagami,
and they are therefore not presented here for brevity. It is also
worthy to note that field uniformity is improved when the
K-factor of the Rice distribution (followed by the amplitude
of the electric field rectangular components) increases.
This is obvious since when the dominant direct coupling
component of the field is increased, the Rice K-factor is
also increased, and in this case, the coefficient of variation
of amplitude of the electric field rectangular components is
reduced, thus decreasing the normalized dispersion used to
evaluate the field uniformity. Likewise, we can observe from
the results that the absolute deviation between both extrema
of S (dB) along the 1000 Monte Carlo simulations (which are
performed considering distribution uniformity) is up to 1 dB
(when each rectangular component is modeled by N = 100
independent samples following a Rayleigh distribution), and
this should be taken in consideration when an RC calibration
is performed according to the IEC standards [4, 6] in order
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to consider the field within the RC as uniform or not,
specially when the value of S (dB) resulted too close to the
corresponding limit of 3 dB or 4 dB [4] (depending on the
frequency, as mentioned in the introduction).

4. Validation through Measurements in
Reverberation Chambers

In order to ensure the validity of (5), and also the one of
(6) when the previously described distribution uniformity
is accomplished, several measurements have been carried
out in one of the RCs of the OSA Department at XLim
Laboratory, whose inner view is shown in Figure 7.

Following the IEC calibration method [4, 6], the ampli-
tude of the x-, y-, and z-rectangular components of the
electric field has been measured using a triaxial probe
located at the 8 corners of a delimited working volume,
at a frequency of 2 GHz. At this frequency, the RC is
considered to work under the “overmoded” regime inside
its factory-delimited working volume, and this requirement
is necessary in order to compare the results obtained from
the measurements to the ones provided by the equations
presented before. The associated empirical CDFs are shown
in Figure 8, considering two different working volumes:
one slightly inside the factory-delimited working volume
and the factory-delimited working volume itself. As we can
see, they asymptotically converge to a Rayleigh distribution
(the differences will be attributed to a lack of independent
samples, since the measurement counts only with N∗ = 100
stirrer positions). Then, the maxima values for each one
of the normalized rectangular components are evaluated,
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Carlo simulation, and the comparison to the values predicted by
(6), for a Rice distribution with K = 10 as parent distribution.

Figure 7: Inner view of the RC used in this study.

Table 1: Measured results.

Measurement 〈ERMax〉 σERMax S (dB)

I 2.2625 0.3284 1.1771

II 2.2249 0.2830 1.0399

and from these maxima, ERMax, the mean value 〈ERMax〉
and empiric standard deviation σERMax are calculated and
compared to the values given by (5). Finally, field uniformity
is evaluated by calculating the normalized dispersion S (dB)
according to IEC standards [4, 6], and the obtained value is
compared to the one given (6). The results obtained from
the measurements performed for the two different working
volumes, following the IEC calibration method [4, 6], are
shown in Table 1.

Likewise, when the amplitude of the rectangular com-
ponents is considered to be Rayleigh, (5) gives 〈ERMax〉 =
2.2739 and σERMax = 0.2842, for N = 100 independent
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components) at a frequency of 2 GHz.

samples. In addition, (6), or (7) since the considered
distribution is a Rayleigh one, gives a value of S̃ (dB) =
1.0228 . . ., also for N = 100 independent samples. As we
can see, the measured values are very close to the one given
by the equations presented in this contribution, since the
assumption of having the same distribution for the ampli-
tudes of all the rectangular components is accomplished
for both measurements, as depicted in Figure 8. Moreover,
the measured values of S (dB) resulted to be also situated
between the minimum and maximum values, [S (dB)min =
0.5161, S (dB)max = 1.5841] calculated by the Monte Carlo
simulation for N = 100 independent samples, as previously
depicted in Figure 4.

Furthermore, after performing the calibration according
to the IEC standards [4, 6], and confirming that the dis-
tribution of the amplitude of the rectangular components of
the electric field has resulted to be Rayleigh, if a lower S (dB)
value was desired, in order to obtain a higher accuracy, the
number N∗ of stirrer positions that would be required at
least can be calculated using (7). For example, if S (dB) was
desired to be lower than 0.5 dB, substituting S̃ (dB) by 0.5 dB
in (7), we obtain that the number N of independent samples
that are required at least for that purpose would be 29429,
and performing a calibration according to IEC standards
[4, 6] with a number N∗ of stirrer positions lower than
this higher number N would be useless, since increasing
the number N∗ of stirrer positions cannot decrease the dis-
tribution uniformity and cannot also increase the ratio
between N and N∗ if the stirring method is not altered.
This is specially important after seeing that the S (dB) val-
ue obtained for N∗ = 100 stirrer positions is around
1 dB, and that the absolute deviation from one calibration
realization to another in the same conditions has resulted to
be up to 1 dB, as confirmed by the Monte Carlo simulations

previously depicted in Figure 4, and thus, the value of
S (dB) = 0.5 dB desired in this example could be obtained
by chance using a lower number N∗ of stirrer positions
but only because of a deviation, and not because the field
is really as uniform as desired and as S (dB) = 0.5 dB
indicates. Therefore, (7), and in general, (6), becomes useful
for calculating a lower limit for the number N∗ of stirrer
positions to be selected in order to obtain a specific value for
S (dB) dispersion when performing a calibration according
to the IEC standards [4, 6], specially once distribution
uniformity is attained in a previous calibration with a lower
number N∗ of stirrer positions. In this way, the search
for the desired value of S (dB) would be faster if com-
pared to searching for it only through trial and error, and
consequently, the associated calibration time and costs would
be reduced.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, the statistical laws that describe electromag-
netic field maxima distribution as a Gumbel one with param-
eters given by (3) have been presented, thus permitting to
calculate the statistics mean value and standard deviation of
the maxima values distributed so using (5). Based on that, we
present in (6) a novel expression which relates the normal-
ized dispersion S (dB) used to evaluate field uniformity to the
number N of independent samples collected among the N∗

stirrer positions used to calibrate an RC according to the IEC
standards [4, 6] for the special case of having distribution
uniformity, that is, when the field amplitude of the 3 rectan-
gular components measured at the 8 points of the working
volume defined inside the RC follows the same distribution.
This study has been successfully validated both through
Monte Carlo simulations and measurements in an RC.

Moreover, as it has been shown in Figures 4–6, field
uniformity measured through the IEC calibration method
[4, 6] can vary more than 1 dB between two calibration
realizations even when the amplitude of the electric field
rectangular components is independent and identically
distributed at the eight points located at the working volume
corners. Thus, since repeating the calibration process enough
times to calculate an estimation of the mean value of the
normalized dispersion S (dB) is usually unaffordable due
to time requirements, it is essential to know a lower limit
for the number N∗ of stirrer positions to be selected in
order to obtain a specific value for S (dB). This lower limit
can be easily obtained from (6) by substituting S̃ (dB) by
the desired S (dB) value, taking into account that the more
distribution uniformity we have and the more independent
the samples between two consecutive stirrer positions are,
the more this lower limit approaches the real number N∗ of
stirrer positions required for this purpose.

Therefore, this contribution is of special interest for OTA
measurements, whose standardization is underway [8], since
it not only gives insights on the relationship between field
amplitude distribution and its maxima distribution, but also
it could help to accelerate the achievement of a specific value
of S (dB) when performing a calibration according to IEC
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standards [4, 6] compared to doing it only through trial and
error and consequently could help to reduce calibration time
and costs.
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